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Introduction.

The most immediate one-dimensional variation problem is certainly

the problem of determining an arc of curve, bounded by two given

points and having a smallest possible length. The problem of deter-

mining and investigating a surface with given boundary and with a

smallest possible area might then be considered as the most immediate

two-dimensional variation problem.
The classical work, concerned with the latter problem, is summed

up in a beautiful and enthusiastic manner in DARBOUX'S Theorie gdn^rale

des surfaces, vol. I, and in the first volume of the collected papers of

H. A. SCHWARZ. The purpose of the present report is to give a picture

of the progress achieved in this problem during the period beginning
with the Thesis of LEBESGUE (1902).

Our problem has always been considered as the outstanding example
for the application of Analysis and Geometry to each other, and the

recent work in the problem will certainly strengthen this opinion. It

seems, in particular, that this recent work will be a source of inspiration

to the Analyst interested in Calculus of Variations and to the Geometer

interested in the theory of the area and in the theory of the conformal

maps of general surfaces. These aspects of the subject will be especially

emphasized in this report.

The report consists of six Chapters. The first three Chapters are

concerned with investigations which yielded either important tools or

important ideas for the proofs of the existence theorems reviewed in

the last three Chapters.

Problem of Plateau.



Chapter I.

Curves and surfaces.

I.I. If x = x(t), y ~ y(t) ,
z = z(t) ,

a n. t <; b are the equations oj

a curve C, then under the usual classroom assumptions the length l(C)

of C is given by the formula

If C reduces to a straight segment of length /, then the formula (1.1)

reduces to /=(/? + /i + /^, where 11} 12) 13 denote the lengths of

the orthogonal projections of the segment upon the axes x,y,z (the

coordinate system will always be supposed to be rectangular). The

formula (1.1) is equally evident geometrically if C is a polygon. It is

then clear that for a general curve C the formula results by approximating
C by polygons

1
. As a matter of fact, (1.1) follows immediately by

approximating C by an inscribed polygon.

1.2. If x = x(u, v), y y(u, v) , z = z(u y v) , (it, v) in some region R,

are the equations of a surface 5, then under the usual classroom assump-
tions the area 21 (S) of 5 is given by the formula

If S reduces to a triangle with area zl, then (1.2) reduces to

A - (A\ + A\ + 41)*,

where ^ ,
/I

2 ,
^

3 denote the areas of the triangles obtained by orthogonal

projection upon the planes yz,zx,xy. The formula (1,2) is equally
evident geometrically if 5 is a polyhedron. It is then clear that the

formula (1.2) should result by approximating S by polyhedrons. At

any rate, this is the point of view which is significant for the problem
of PLATEAU. However, the situation is much more complicated than

in the case of the length.

1.3. The situation can be strikingly illustrated by the famous

example of H. A. ScHWARZ 2
. Let S be the surface

1 By a general curve we mean here one which is not a polygon. For an actually

general continuous curve (1.1) is generally wrong. Cf. 1.11.

2 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen, vol. I pp. 309 311. We have

slightly changed the notations of SCHWARZ.
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Cut S along the generator x = 1 , y = , ^ 2 ^ 1 , and then spread S

upon a plane. The result is a rectangle R with sides 1 and 2n. Hence

91 (S) 2n. Subdivide the sides of R into m and n parts respectively.

Subdivide R, by parallels to the sides through the points of division,

into mn congruent rectangles r. Subdivide every one of these rectangles

into two triangles by drawing a diagonal. Thus R is subdivided into a

network of 2mn triangles. Bend R so as to obtain S, and use the

vertices of the network as the vertices of an inscribed polyhedron.
The area 9lw,n of this polyhedron is given by

and hence 91 m>w
-> 2n = 91 (S) for m, n -> oo, which is all right. Sub-

divide, however, every one of the rectangles r into four triangles by
drawing both diagonals. There results an inscribed polyhedron, the

area 9l^w of which is given by

Since we used this time a finer subdivision, it might be expected that

we get a better approximation, which is however obviously not the

case. Indeed, if m = n*, then 91
*

?
n

-> oo . H m = n, then 91*, n
-> 2n

= 91 (S) . Since always

it is clear that if m, n ~> oo in any manner, then 91^, n never converges

to a limit < 2n. On the other hand it is obvious that every number k

such that 2 n ^ k ^ + oo can be obtained as the limit of 9l^
s
n ,

if m
t
n

both go to infinity in a proper way.
f Hence the area of inscribed polyhedrons, approximating a given

surface 5, do not converge, in general, to 91 (S) . This fact invalidates

the geometrical interpretation of the formula (1.2) which was generally

accepted before the example of SCHWARZ became known. A great

number of new interpretations of (1.2) have since been proposed. In

most cases, the idea of approximating the given surface by polyhedrons
has been altogether dropped. However, as far as the problem of

PLATEAU is concerned, the most essential facts concerning the area

have been brought to light in efforts to clear up the relation between

the area of a surface and the areas of approximating polyhedrons.

We are going to give a brief account of the theory of the area from this

point of view.

1.4. The first thing is to define the area of a surface. Of the

many definitions which have been proposed only the definition

given by LEBESGUE in his Thesis 1 became significant for the

1
Integrate, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7 (1902) pp. 231359-

1*
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problem of PLATEAU, and therefore only that definition will be consi-

dered here1
.

In the example of SCHWARZ (see 1.3) the areas of the approximating

polyhedrons showed the tendency of converging to values larger than

the area of the given surface S. The definition of the area given by
LEBESGUE is based on the intuitive assumption that this tendency
is absolutely general: if a sequence of surfaces converges to a surface,

then the areas never converge to a value less than the area of the limit

surface. Given then a class of surfaces 5, we wish to define the area

21 (S) of S in such a way that the above intuitive assumption be satisfied,

that is to say in such a way that

lim.8((5n ) : ?((5) if Sn -> S .

In other words, 91 (S) has to be a lower semi-continuous functional.

We also require that it must be possible to compute 91 (S) by approximat-

ing S by polyhedrons; in other words, we require that there exists,

for every surface 5, a sequence of polyhedrons 5)3n such that

$n >S and ($n ) >?((5).

Finally, we require that if 5 is a polyhedron, then 91 (S) is equal to

the area of the polyhedron in the elementary sense. These three condi-

tions determine 9((5) univocally. Indeed, for every sequence of poly-

hedrons $n converging to 5 we must have lim9l(*J$n)
--- 91(5), while

the sign of equality holds for at least one sequence ^5n . That is to say,

91(5) is the smallest value which is the limit of the areas of polyhedrons

converging to 5. This is the definition of the area given by LEBESGUE.

This definition, if it is to be consistent, implies the theorem that if

a sequence of polyhedrons v$n converges to a polyhedron ^5, then

Iim9l(^?n) ^9l($), where 9( denotes the area in the elementary sense

(that is to say the sum of the areas of the faces of the polyhedron).

Besides, the notions used in the definition must first be clearly defined.

These points will be considered later on. For the moment, we wish

to call a few peculiar facts to the attention of the reader.

1.5. Suppose S consists of the points in and on a JORDAN curve C
situated in a plane. As is well known, the two-dimensional measure

of C might be positive, and therefore the question arises as to whether

91 (S) is the interior or the exterior measure. Since C can be approximated

by polygons from the inside, it follows readily that 91(5) is at most

equal to the interior area, that is to say to the measure of the open
domain bounded by C.

Now, one of the most natural assumptions concerning the area is

this: if a surface is projected orthogonally upon a plane, then the area

1 For literature and a systematic presentation, see T. RAD6: Uber das Flachen-

maB rektifizierbarer Flachen. Math. Ann. Vol. 100 (1928) pp. 445 479.
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of the surface is at least equal to the measure of the projection. In the

above example, the projection is the closed region bounded by C.

Hence, if the two-dimensional measure of C is positive, we have an

example showing that the area of a surface is in general less than the

measure of the orthogonal projection of the surface upon a plane.

1.6. This situation, which is an inevitable consequence of the require-

ment that 91 (S) be a lower semi-continuous functional, constitutes

one of the main difficulties in handling the definition of LEBESGUE.

GEOCZE devised the following simple example which shows the situation

possibly at its worst 1
. Let the surface S be given by equations

S: x = x(u,v) , y y (u , v) , z z (u ,
v

) , ; u : 1
, -^ v -=-' 1

,

where x(u, v) , y (u, v) , z(u, v) are continuous. Subdivide the square

:- u < 1, ^ v -- 1 into n 2
congruent squares, and subdivide every

one of these smaller squares into two triangles by drawing a diagonal.

Use the points of S which correspond to the vertices of this triangular

net as the vertices of an inscribed polyhedron ^5M . Then, by definition,

9((S) -. -limSlOPn) for w->oo.

Suppose now that x(u,v),y(u,v), z(u,v) are functions of u alone:

x(u,v)
=

/, (u) , y(u,v)
=

f2 (u) , z(u, v)
~

/3 () .

Obviously, 9l(^w)
= for every n, and hence 91(5)

= 0, which looks

all right, since 5 reduces in reality to the curve

T :*-:-/, y=-/a (), *-/8 ().

If we choose however F as a PEANO curve filling a cube, then we obtain

an example showing that a surface might contain every point of a cube

and might still have a zero area.

1.7. The definition of LEBESGUE implies a previous definition of

convergent sequences of surfaces. This latter definition will be based

on the notion of the distance of two surfaces. We shall now show in

a simple example how important the definition of the distance is. Take

two surfaces $,, S2 . Define the distance of 5 X and S2 as the smallest

number d with the properties: 1. for every point Pl of Sx there exists

a point P2 of S2 such that the distance P^P2 is less than or equal to d,

and 2. for every point P2 of 52 there exists a point Pl of S
l
such that

the distance P-JP^ is less than or equal to d. Given then a sequence
of surfaces Sn and a surface S, Sn -> 5 means that the distance of 5j

and vS2 converges to zero.

Suppose we use this definition of convergence in the definition of

the area (which we shall not do). Given then a continuous surface S,

and an e > 0, it is clear that we can take a very long and very narrow

1 Z. DE GEOCZE: Sur 1'exemple d'une surface dont 1'aire est egale a zero et

qui remplit un cube. Bull. Soc. Math. France (1913) pp. 2931
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ribbon of paper, of , . ..\\\ \ shape and with an area less than e,

and deform the ribbon so as to obtain a polyhedron the distance of

which from S, in the sense defined above, is less than e. Doing this

for e = 1, , -J-,
. . ., we obtain a sequence of polyhedrons *J?W such that

21 ($*) < 7T
and ?-" 5 - Consequently, 91 (S)

= 0. That is to say, if

we use the definition of the distance given above (which we shall not

do), then the area of every continuous surface is zero.

This shows clearly that the definition of convergent sequences of surfaces

is of the greatest importance for the definition of the area given by LEBESGUE.

1.8. We now shall give the exact definition of 21 (S) for the class

of the continuous surfaces of the type of the circular disc. Such a surface

is defined by a set of equations

S : x = % (u, v) , y = y (u, v) ,
z = z (u, v) , (u, v) in R

,

where R denotes some JORDAN region (that is to say the set of points
in and on a JORDAN curve), and x(u t v),y(u t v) t z(u,v) are continuous

in R. We do not suppose that distinct points (u , v) are carried into

distinct points (x,y,z). Given then two such surfaces

Sl :x = x
l (u t v), y yl (tt t v), z = z

l (u, v) t (u t v) in Rlt (1.3)

and

52 : x = x2 (u, v), y = y2 (u, v) ,
z = z2 (u, v) , (u, v) in R

2 , (1.4)

consider a topological correspondence T between R
l
and R2 . Denote

by (ulf Vj) , (u2 ,
v2) a couple of corresponding points, and denote by

Pj ,
P2 the points which correspond to (uv ,

v
) , (uz ,

v2) by means of

the equations (!.})> (1.4) respectively. The maximum of the distance

PjP2 ,
for all possible positions of the points (ttl , v^ , (u2 ,v2) corre-

sponding to each other under T, will be denoted by d(T) . The greatest

lower bound of 6 (T) ,
for all possible topological correspondences between

R
1 and Rz ,

is the distance, in the sense of FRECHET, of S
x and 52 and

will be denoted by d(Slt S^.
If d (SA , 52)

=
, the surfaces S

l ,
S2 will be considered as identical.

We shall say also, if d(S1} 52)
= 0, that (1.3) and (1.4) are parametric

representations of the same surface.

If we have a surface 5 and a sequence of surfaces Sn ,
such that

d(Sn , S) -> 0, then we shall say that Sn -> S.

It should be observed that the definition of the distance, in the

sense of FRECHET, presupposes that we are dealing with surfaces of

the same topological type. In this report, except for parts of Chapter VI,

we shall consider continuous surfaces of the type of the circular disc

only. The term surface will be used in this sense, unless the contrary
is explicitly stated.

1 Sur la distance de deux surfaces. Ann. Soc. Polon. math. Vol. 3 (1924)

pp. 4-19-
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It is also important to remark that two surfaces Slt 32 might consist

of the same points (x,y,z) without being identical in the sense

1.9. A surface S will be called a polyhedron and will be denoted by $
if it admits of a parametric representation

ty:x = x(u, v), y=y(u,v), z = z(u,v), (u, v) in R, (1.5)

with the following properties. The JORDAN region R can be subdivided

into a finite number of non-overlapping curvilinear triangles dlt d2t ...
t
dn

in such a way that every one of these triangles is carried, by the equations

(1.5), in a one-to-one and continuous way into a (non-degenerate) plane

rectilinear triangle in the #yz-space. The boundary of R is carried in

a one-to-one and continuous way into a simple closed polygon. Such

a representation will be called a typical representation of $.
If zlj, zJ

2 ,
. . ., An are the (plane and rectilinear) triangles into which

djL,
<5
2 ,

. . ., <5n are carried by the equations (1.5), then the sum of the

areas of A lf A 2 ,
. . ., An will be called the elementary area of s$ and

will be denoted by E(ty). Then E(ty) can be shown to be independent
of the choice of the typical representation which has been used for the

computation.
1. 10. Given a surface S, consider a sequence $n of polyhedrons

converging, in the FRECHET sense (see 1.8) to S. Consider lim(^n).

Then the greatest lower bound of lim( s$n),
for all possible sequences

s$w -> S, is by definition the area (in the sense of LEBESGUE) of S, and

will be denoted by 21 (S) . Thus 21 (S) is defined for every continuous

surface of the type of the circular disc. 91 (S) might be +00.
This definition of 21(5) is consistent as it stands, and would be

logically consistent even if it would not be true that if S is a polyhedron

$, then ($)= ($) . On the other hand it is clear that 21 ($)
= E ($)

must be true if the definition is to serve any useful purpose. The theorem

81
(*|J) =($) is true 1

,
but not obvious; its truth, and in a general

way the usefulness of 21 (S), depends essentially upon the definition

of the distance of two surfaces, which we have decided to use (see 1.7).

Lll. In developing the theory of the area 21 (S), a good working

program is obtained by setting up the principle that the theory of the

area should be analogous to the theory of the length. Let us recall

therefore a few facts concerning the length. If

are the equations of a continuous curve, then the length l(C) is defined

as the least upper bound of the lengths of inscribed polygons. While

this definition is not analopou.- to the definition of 21 (S), it can easily

1 For a direct proof, see M. FR&CHET: Sur la semi-continuite en gomtrie
etementaire, Nouvelles Ann. de Math. Vol.3 (1924).
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be shown that it is equivalent to the following definition. Define first

the distance, in the FRECHET sense, of two continuous curves

by using one-to-one and continuous correspondences between the

intervals a ^ / <:
b^ and #2 ^tf ^ &2 m exactly the same manner as

the distance of two continuous surfaces has been defined in 1.8. Then

the length l(C) of a continuous curve C can be defined as the smallest

number which is the limit of the lengths of polygons converging, in

the FRECHET sense, to C.

On account of this definition, / (C) clearly is a lower semi-continuous

functional. That is to say, if Cn -> C, then lim/(Cw ) ^ /(C). For a

polygon $, I
(J))

is equal to the length of p in the elementary sense. If

a sequence pw of polygons converges to a continuous curve C, then

lira / (pn ) ^: / (C) . If pn -> C, and J?n is inscribed in C, then lim 2 (pn)
= / (C) .

This gives a convergent process for calculating /(C). Let

C:x = x(t), y = y(t) t
z = z(t),a^t^b

be the equations of C. Subdivide the interval a^Lt^b by points

a = tt<tl <--. <tk-i<tk <--> <tn
= b

into subintervals. Denote by D this subdivision and by \\D\\
the

greatest length of any of the subintervals. Then

KmJ{[*&)-^ (1.6)

if yz)||->o.
The relation between /(C) and the classical integral formula is

also completely known 1
. If / (C) is finite, then the coordinate functions

x(t),y(t),z(t) are of bounded variation. The differential coefficients

x
r

(t) , y' (t) ,
z'

(t) exist almost everywhere, and
b

The sign of equality holds if and only if x(t),y (t) ,
z

(t)
are absolutely

continuous. There always exist representations of C which satisfy this

condition [provided l(C) is finite]. For instance, if s(t) denotes the

length of the arc corresponding to the interval from a to t
,
then %

, y ,
z

as functions oi s s
(t) satisfy even the LIPSCHITZ condition.

1.12. With the preceding facts as a basis of comparison, the theory
of the area 91 (S) appears as being surprisingly incomplete. 81 (S) easily

is found to be a lower semi-continuous functional, and we also mentioned

1 Cf. L. TONELLI: Sopra alcuni polinomi approssimativi. Ann. Mat. pura appl.

Vol.25 (1916).
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that for polyhedrons *JJ
the area 31 (*p) is equal to the area in the elemen-

tary sense. If a sequence of polyhedrons $M ..., ; to a surface 5,

then Iim3l($n ) ^ 31(5). But no general procedure is known which

would permit us to construct, for every continuous surface 5 of the

type of the circular disc, a sequence of polyhedrons ^5n such that $n -> 5

and 31 (^?n)
~~* 31 (S) , although such a sequence certainly exists by de-

finition. It is not known if it always is possible to select a sequence ^Jn

of inscribed polyhedrons such that $n ~> S and 31 ($,) -> 31 (5) . No

general convergent process is known which would permit us to compute
31 (S) in terms of the coordinate functions x (u , v) , y(u,v) t z(u,v), while

formula (1.6) in 1. 11 gives such a process for the computation of the

length of every continuous curve. It is not known if for every surface S
with a finite 31(5) there exists a representation such that the integral

(1.2) exists and is equal to 31(5).

On the other hand, very satisfactory results have been obtained

for certain special classes of surfaces which now will be considered

briefly.

1.13. Suppose 5 is given by an equation

S:^ = z(x,y), (x,y) in R,

where z(x,y) is single-valued and continuous in the closed region R
which we shall suppose to be a rectangle

R: a -^ x -^ b, c ^ y ^1 d .

The following expressions, introduced by the ITun^aiiiin mathematician

GEOCZE 1
,
are fundamental in the theory of 31(5). Let

r : %' ^ x ^ x", y' ^ y ^ y"

denote a rectangle r comprised in R. Put:

y(r)
= (*''-*')(/' -yO,

g(^r) = (*2+/?2 + y2)J.

Consider then a subdivision D of R into rectangles, obtained by drawing
a finite number of parallels to the x and y axes respectively. Denote

by \\D\\ the greatest diagonal of the rectangles of D. Put

1
Quadrature des surfaces courbes. Math, naturwiss. Ber., Ungarn Vol. 26

(1910) pp. 1-88.
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where the summation is extended over all the rectangles r of D. Then

G(z,D) will be called a GEdczE sum for the surface S.

GEOCZE proved the following facts concerning these sums. If D*
is a subdivision of D, then G(z, D) ^ G(z, D*). If zn (x, y) ij z(x, y)

in R, then G(zn , D) -> G(z, D) for every fixed subdivision D. For

every subdivision Z) we have the inequality G(z, D) ^ 91 (S). If Dn

is a sequence of subdivisions such that
||Z)n ||->0, then G(z,Dn)

converges to a definite limit independent of the particular choice of

the sequence Dn . Put

F(z) = limG(*,fl) for ||/>||-0.

9f(S) is finite if and only if 7" (2) is finite.

GEOCZE also stated the theorem F(z) 91 (z) . He proved it however

only in the special case when z(x t y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition.

In this case he proved also that

for

R

where the partial derivatives p = zx , q
~ zy exist almost everywhere

and are bounded and measurable, on account of the LIPSCHITZ condition.

Thus GEOCZE proved that if z(x,y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition,

then 2t(S) is given by the classical formula

R

Suppose now only that 81(5) is finite. Then ToNELLi 1
proved that

the partial derivatives p = zx and q = zy exist almost everywhere in R,

that (1 + p* -f q
2
)* is summable, and that

//(I
+ #

8 + qrfdxdy < 91 (S) .

fl

TONELLI obtained then the beautiful theorem that the sign of equality
holds if and only if z(x t y) is absolutely continuous2

. By a combination

of the methods of GEOCZE and TONELLI, RADO3
proved the theorem,

stated without proof by GEOCZE, that

G(*,Z>)->(S) for ||Z>||-0, (1.6.1)

under the assumption only that z(x t y) is continuous. The theorem

holds even if 91 (S) is infinite. (1.6.1) gives a convergent process for

1 Sulla quadratura delle superficie. Rend. Accad. naz. Lincei Vol. 3 (1926)

pp. 445-450.
2 L.TONELLI: Sulla quadratura delle superficie. Rend. Accad. naz. Lincei Vol. 3

(1926) pp. 633-638.
8 Sur le calcul de 1'aire des surfaces courbes. Fundam. Math. Vol. 10 (1927)

pp. 197 210. A similar result has been obtained later by TONELLI: Sulla quadra-
tura delle superficie. Rend. Accad. naz. Lincei Vol. 5 (1927) pp. 313318.
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the area 81 (S) of every continuous surface S of the form z = z(x, y) ,

and this process, as far as the appearance of the formulas is concerned,

is absolutely ;m;ilo|L'<)u- to the process given by (1.6) in 1.11 for the

length of a curve. It should be observed however that G(z, D) cannot

be interpreted as the area of a polyhedron. The problem of constructing
a sequence $n of polyhedrons such that ^?n

-> S and 91 ($n)
-> 91 (S)

is still unsolved even if stated only for continuous surfaces of the special

form z = z (x , y) .

Since (1.6.1) gives an analytic expression for 9((S), it might be

expected that the theory of 21 (S) can be based solely on that analytic

expression and is thus accessible to general analytic methods, without

further reference to the geometrical definition of 91 (S). This program
has been stated and carried out by S. SAKS 1

. The basic theorem in

his work is as follows. Let (x , y )
be an interior point of the rectangle R,

and denote by a a small square comprising (XQ , y )
. Denote by 5

ff
the

portion of S situated above a. Then, if the diameter of a converges
to zero, 51 (Sa )

circa oi o

for almost every point (X Q , y )
in R (that is to say for every point in R

with the possible exception of a set of measure zero). It is presupposed
in the theorem that 91 (S) is finite.

1.14. For surfaces of the general type

S:x x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), (u,v) in R, (1.6.2)

the theory of 9((S) is very incomplete. The first significant result

is again due to GEOCZE, and is concerned with the so-called rectifiable

surfaces. This very misleading term is used to denote surfaces S which

admit of a representation (1.6.2) such that x (u , v) , y(u,v), z(u,v)

satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition in R. Such a representation will be

called a typical representation of the rectifiable surface S. GEOCZE proved
2

that for every rectifiable surface S, given in typical representation, we
have

R

The rectifiable surfaces have also been studied by RADEMACHER 3
.

Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that R is the square

1 Sur 1'aire des surfaces z*=f(x,y). Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol.3 (1927)

pp. 170-176.
2 This part of the work of GEOCZE has only been published in Hungarian.

For references, and for a simplified presentation of the results of GsdczE, see

T. RAD6: t)ber das FlachenmaB rektifizierbarer Flachen. Math. Ann. Vol. 100

(1928) pp. 445479.
3 t>ber partielle und totale Differenzierbarkeit I, II. Math. Ann. Vol. 79

(1919) pp. 340-359 and Vol. 81 (1920) pp. 52-63-
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Subdivide R into a finite number of non-overlapping (rectilinear)

triangle*. Denote by 9i this
' *

net, by ||5JJ||
the greatest side

of the triangles of -K, by q> the smallest angle occurring in the triangles

of 9?, and by ty the polyhedron whose vertices are the points of the

surface S corresponding to the vertices of 31 by means of the equations

(1.6.2) of the rectifiable surface S given in typical representation. Then
RADEMACHER proves that 2l($) converges to the classical integral if

1 1

9?
1 1

->(), provided cp remains larger than a fixed positive number.

A more general criterion is obtained in terms of the greatest angle

occurring in the triangles of 9? , namely the criterion that 91 ($) converges
to the classical integral for

||!M|| ->0, provided n remains larger

than a fixed positive number. This criterion has been stated, for the

elementary case when x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) have continuous deri-

vatives, by FR^CHET 1
. The methods of RADEMACHER permit us to

generalize the criterion to rectifiable surfaces given in typical representa-

tion. Thus the problem of determining a sequence of polyhedrons $M

such that tyn
-> S and 21 (<pn)

-> 9J (S) is solved for rectifiable surfaces S.

The method of RADEMACHER is based on the fact that a rectifiable

surface 5 has a definite tangent plane almost everywhere and that the

restrictions upon the net 31 imply that the faces of the corresponding
inscribed polyhedron $ approximate the tangent planes of 5.

1.15. This situation and the surmised analogy with the theory of

the length might suggest a generalization whose impossibility however

is demonstrated by a curious remark of S. SAKS to the effect that

a surface S with finite area 91(5) need not have a tangent plane anywhere
1

,

not even if the surface admits a representation of the very special

type z --- z (x , y) . The reason for this might be explained as follows.

Let the surface S coincide with the square -^ x : ^ 1 , ^ y ~S \ ,

z = 0. Take an interior point (# , y ), a small Q > 0, and replace the

circular disc (x #
)

2 + (y y )

2
^-

2
by a cone of revolution of

height h . No matter how large h is, the area of this cone will be arbitrary

small if Q is sufficiently small. Thus we obtain from S a new surface

the area of which is very slightly larger than the area of S, while the

smoothness of S has been badly disturbed around (# , y )
. The example

of S. SAKS is then obtained by putting on sharper and sharper cones

and still keeping the area finite. The process is similar to that which

gives continuous curves without tangents
3

, with the essential difference

that in the case of a curve a disturbance of the smoothness appreciably

1 Note on the area of a surface. Proc. London Math. Soc Vol. 24 (1926).
2 The following is based on an oral communication of S. SAKS. (Added

in proof.} For the details, see his paper, On the surfaces without tangent

planes, Ann. of Math. Vol. 34 (1933) PP- 114 124.
3 See for instance K. KNOPP: Ein einfaches Verfahren etc. Math. Z. Vol. 2

(1918) pp. 1-26.
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increases the length and therefore the total disturbance of the smoothness

drives the length to infinity.

The long thin cones with small areas are responsible for another

serious evil which will be discussed in 1 1 1. 13.

1.16. Important contributions to the theory of the area are due to

recent investigations of E. J. Me SHANE 1 and of C. B. MoRREY2
. We

restrict ourselves to state just one theorem which will be needed later.

Let there be given a continuous surface

S:x x(u, v) , y = y(w,v), z z(u,v),
2 + v 2 ^-1.

Suppose that

1. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are absolutely continuous functions of u

for almost every v and absolutely continuous functions of v for almost

every u and

2. the DIRICHLET integrals

ff(yl

taken over u z + v 2 < 1 ,
are finite.

Then the area of S is given by the classical integral formula (1.2).

1.17. We shall also need, in Chapter VI, a result of McSHANE 3

concerning the so-called inequality of STEINER. Denote by R a JORDAN

region in the #y-plane, and consider two continuous surfaces

Si'* = *i(x,y), $
2 'z

= z2 (x,y), (
x >y) in R-

Denote by 5 the surface

S:z = \(zl + z2), (x,y) in R.

- (1.7)

This is the inequality of STEINER. It is obvious for polyhedrons, and

a passage to the limit proves it for the general case. It is important
for the sequel to discuss the sign of equality. Let us restrict ourselves

to the case when R is a rectangle with sides parallel to the axes. Sub-

divide R into smaller rectangles r of the same type. For every r we
have then the inequality

), (1-8)

where S (r)
, S[

r
\ Sjr) denote the portions of S, Slt S2 corresponding to r.

Adding up these inequalities, it follows that the sign of equality in

1
Integrals over surfaces in parametric form. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 38

(1932) p. 810.
2 A class of representations of manifolds. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 38

(1932) p. 809. An analytic criterion that a surface possess finite LEBESGUE
area. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 39 (1933) P- 41.

3 On a certain inequality of STEINER : Ann. of Math. Vol. 33 (1932) pp. 123 138.
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(1.7) holds if and only if it holds in (1.8) for every rectangle r comprised
in R, or, in other words, if and only if the function of rectangles

F(r) = * ((ST) + SKSD) ~ 21 (SW)

vanishes identically. Take then any point (*, y) interior to 7? and let r

be any small square, with sides parallel to the axes, comprising (x,y).

Denote by a(r) the area of r. Then, on account of the theorem of

S. SAKS, stated at the end of 1.13,

(d + Pi + <??)* + d + p\ + ql)
1
) ~(\+P* + qrf (1.9)

for almost every (x, y) in R. As F(r)
=

0, it follows that the right-

hand side of (1.9) vanishes almost everywhere in R. As

this implies that p1
~

p2 , g = #2 almost everywhere in R. That is

to say: if the sign of equality holds in (1.7), ^w pl p 2
= 0, ^ <?2

almost everywhere in R.

From this it does not follow, in general, that z% z1 is constant in R.

An important case in which this conclusion is legitimate is the case when

91 (S3 )
and 31 (S2) are both given by the classical integral formulas

81 ($!)=

21 (S2)=j"J(l

Indeed, according to TONELLI (see 1.13), zz and z\
are *hen both absolutely

continuous, and so is therefore z2 z^. The \jmi-hin,ii of p2 plf

q% ql almost everywhere in R actually implies then that z2 zl is

constant.

1.18. In the theory of minimal surfaces, conformal mapping plays

an important part. We are going to recall a few significant facts con-

cerned with such maps. Consider a surface

S:x = x(u, v) , y y(u,v), z z(u } v), u 2
-\-v

2 ^!. (1.10)

Take an interior point (w ,
v ), and map a vicinity F of

( ,
V Q) upon

a vicinity V* of some point (^ ^o) in the aj8-plane in a one-to-one

and continuous way by equations oc = a(u, v), fi
= P(u,v). Suppose

that x, y, z, as functions of a, /?, have continuous partial derivatives

of the first order in V * which satisfy there the relations E* G* ,
F* = 0,

where * = *i + yi + rf,

F* = ^a^ + ya Vft + z* zp >

C* = *J + yJ + *J.

Then we shall say that oc
, ft are /oca/ isothermic parameters. If * = G*>

in F*, then the correspondence between V* and S is one-to-one and

conformal, that is to say angles are preserved under the correspondence.
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In the sequel, we shall have to permit the vanishing of E* = G*, that

is to say we shall use the term isothermic in a more general sense than

is usual in differential geometry.
The most general condition, known at present, for the existence of

local isothermic parameters is as follows 1
. The surface S, given by

(1.10), admits of local isothermic parameters if the following conditions

are satisfied.

1. x(u,v), y(u,v) t z(u,v) have continuous partial derivatives of

the first order.

2. The partial derivatives of the first order satisfy, in every closed

region R entirely interior to the unit circle, the LIPSCHITZ-HOLDER

condition with some exponent A *, possibly depending upon R, such that

0<A<1.
3. EG F 2 >0 for u 2 + v 2 < 1 ,

where

zu z

For many applications it would be important to replace 1. and 2.

by some less restrictive condition. The least restrictive condition which

can be substituted for 1. and 2., without hurting the validity of the

conclusion, is not yet known2
. From the point of view of the problem

of PLATEAU, as it appears at the time being, condition 3. is however

the most disturbing, inasmuch as we shall have to consider surfaces

which possibly do not satisfy EG F 2 > 0. It is easy to see that for

such surfaces local isothermic parameters will not exist in general, no

matter how good the coordinate functions are. Consider for instance

the case ^
S:x = u, y = 0, z = Q, u 2 + v*^\.

Suppose we have local isothermic parameters. Using the same notations

as at the beginning of the present section 1.18, we have then

ff(EG
- (*G* -

1 L. LICHTENSTEIN : Bcweis des Satzes etc. Abh. preuB. Akad. Wiss. 1911.

A. KORN : Zwei Anwendungen der Methode der sukzessiven Annaherungen (Schwarz-

Festschrift), p. 215 229- Berlin, Julius Springer 1914.
* A function f(u,v) satisfies in R the LIPSCHITZ-HOLDER condition with the

exponent A if \f(ult vj f(uz , v2) ^ yd*, where d is the distance of the points

(wi> vi)> (W2> ^2) and 7 is a constant.
2 The reviewer had the privilege to get information about yet unpublished

investigations of J. E. Me SHANE and of C. B. MORREY which lead to very general
results. In connection with his work on the problem of PLATEAU, T. RAD6
used maps which are conformal in a certain approximate sense and announced
further developments on the subject, [Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 38 (1932) p.129].
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on account of the invariance of the area-integral. Since

it follows that
ftp** f fr* n

v* v*

and consequently E* EE 0, G* = in V* . Hence xa , ya ,
za , Xp t yp, Zp

vanish identically in V*
, and thus x , y , z are constant in V* and conse-

quently in F
,
which however certainly is not the case.

1.19. As a substitute for the generally lacking conformal maps of

surfaces which are not known to satisfy the condition EG F 2 > ,

the fact that every polyhedron admits of a conformal map, in a certain

generalized sense, has been used in the theory of the problem of PLATEAU 1
.

We have namely the following theorem2
.

Every polyhedron *JJ
admits of a typical representation (see 1.9)

y : x - x
(it , v) , y = y(u,v), z z

(it , v) ,

2 + v 2
_._ 1

with the following additional properties.

1. The sides of the (curvilinear) triangles d
} ,

62 ,
, , ., 6n are analytic

curves, '; v.\\ .. end-points.

2. None of the angles of these triangles is zero.

3. x(u,v), y(u t v) t z(n,v) are analytic in the interior of every one

of the triangles dlt 6
2 , . . ., dn and satisfy there the equations E ~ G,

Applications of this theorem will be considered in Chapter V and

Chapter VI.

T.20. We shall review now certain facts, concerning curves, which

will be used in the sequel. It is sufficient for our purposes to consider

JORDAN arcs and JORDAN curves. A JORDAN arc is the one-to-one and

continuous image of a closed interval a---.-t _b. A JORDAN curve is

the one-to-one and continuous image of the unit circle u 2 + v 2 = 1.

Given two JORDAN arcs C
l
and C2 ,

their distance d(C lt C 2), in the

sense of FRKCHET, is defined as follows. Consider a topological corre-

spondence T between C
l
and C2 ,

and denote by M (T) the maximum
distance of corresponding points. The greatest lower bound of M(T) t

for all possible topological correspondences T, is by definition the

distance d (Cj ,
C 2)

. The definition of the distance of two JORDAN curves

is exactly the same. Convergent sequences of JORDAN arcs and JORDAN
curves are then defined in an obvious way in terms of the distance.

1 See V.20.
2 This theorem has been first proved by H. A. SCHWARZ: Uber einen Grenz-

ubergang durch alternierendes Verfahren. Gesammelte Mathematische Abhand-

lungen, Vol. II, pp. 133 143- The theorem is also comprised as a special case in

the fundamental theorem of uniformisation. See for instance CARATHODORY, Con-

formal representation (Cambridge Tracts 28), Chapter VII.
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It should be observed that a JORDAN arc and a JORDAN curve have

no distance in the sense of FRECHET, since there is no topological corre-

spondence between them to start with.

1.21. A JORDAN arc C, by definition, admits of a representation

C:x = x(t), y = y(t) f z = z(t) > a^t^b,

where these equations define a one-to-one and continuous correspondence
between a ^ t ^ b and C. It will be necessary to consider improper

representations also, such that while t describes the interval, the corre-

sponding point moves on C always in the same sense, but possibly
with stops and jumps. Since such a representation obviously does not

determine C, we shall rather speak of monotonic transformations, all

the more because the term points to the source of the significant pro-

perties we shall want. The following definitions will be used. Given a

JORDAN arc C with end-points A*, B*, we say that the equations

x = x(t), y = y(t) t
z = z(t), a^t^b

define a monotonic transformation of the interval a ^ / :;^ b into a set

on C, if the f- Y.**\\'\ :: conditions are satisfied.

1. t = a and t = b are carried into A* and B* respectively.

2. If a < ^ < t2 < b
, then the point P

l , corresponding to t^ , is

on the arc bounded by A* and the image P2 of t2 , end-points included

(if P2 coincides with A*, this implies that Pl also coincides with .4*).

Instead of an interval and a JORDAN arc, we can consider two

JORDAN arcs Cl ,
C2 and speak of a monotonic transformation of C

l

into a set on C2 ,
the meaning being too obvious to be explained.

If C-L and C 2 both reduce to straight segments, say to the intervals

a ^ t g b and ot-^T ~<
ft, then the conditions 1., 2. clearly mean that

r(t) is a monotonic function such that r(a) = ot, r(b)
=

/? or r(a) /?,

T (b)
= oc . This situation suggests a number of simple theorems concern-

ing monotonic transformations which generalize theorems on monotonic

functions. An important theorem on monotonic functions is the theorem

of HELLY, to the effect that a uniformly bounded sequence of monotonic

functions always contains an everywhere convergent subsequence, the

limit function being obviously monotonic again. Before we state the

generalization, we extend the notion of monotonic transformations to

JORDAN curves. Given a JORDAN curve F*, and a set of equations

we say that these equations define a monotonic transformation of the

unit circle u = cos, v = sin0 into a set on I7

*, if the following condi-

tions are satisfied.

1 . There exist three distinct points A , B , C on the unit circle which

are carried into three distinct points A*, B*, C* of JP*.

Problem of Plateau. 2
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2. The three non-overljippin^ arcs AB,BC,CA of the unit circle

are transformed in a monotonic way into sets on the three non-overlap-

ping arcs A*B*
t B*C*, C*A* of F*.

1.22. The theorem of HELLY admits then of the following obvious

generalization. Let there be given a sequence F* of JORDAN curves

and for every one of them a monotonic transformation

Tn :x = xn (0), y=~-yn (0), z^zn (0)

of the unit circle u = cos
,
v sin into a set on F*

,
such that three

fixed distinct points A
,
B

,
C on the unit circle are carried into three

distinct points A
*

,
B *

,
C *

of F*\. Suppose the sequence F* converges,

in the FRECHET sense, to a JORDAN curve F*
, and also suppose that

A*
,
B*

,
C* converge to three distinct points^*, B*, C* on/7

*. Then

it is possible to pick out a subsequence Tnk such that the sequences
x

nic (0) , ynh (0) ,
znh (0) converge everywhere on the unit circle. If the

limit functions are denoted by x (0) ,y(0),z (0) ,
then the equations

x = x (0) , y = y (0) ,
z = z (0) define a monotonic transformation of

the unit circle into a set on the limit curve F*.

1.23. Let the equations

x = x(0), y = y(0), z = z(0),

define a monotonic transformation T of the unit circle u cos<9,

v = sin into a set on a JORDAN curve F*. On account of the analogy
with monotonic functions, there result the following facts for the

functions x (0) , y (0) ,z(@).
\ . If approaches from one side, that is to say in the counterclock-

wise or in the clockwise sense, any value Q ,
then x(0),y(0), z(&)

approach definite limits x
, y ,

z and x^ , y^ , z^ respectively.

2. If, for a certain
,
we have x = x

(}

~

, y =
yj" , ^ == z^ ,

then

x(0 Q)
- x+ - x~

y y(0 )
= y+ = ^ , z(0 )

= z+ = z~
, that is to say

x (0) , y (0) ,
z (0) are then continuous for = (9 .

3. If for two distinct points lt 0% of the unit circle we have

x (0,) - x (02) , y (0,)
- y (02) ,

z (0,)
= * (6>2) ,

then ^ (0) , y (0) ,
z (0)

all three reduce to constants on one of the two arcs determined by l

and 2 on the unit circle.

1.24. While, in what precedes, we referred to the analogy with

monotonic functions 1
, J. DOUGLAS refers to results of FRECHET on

parametric representations of the unit circle upon itself, to which the

general case can be reduced. With every representation of the unit

circle upon itself there can be associated a curve on a torus, and J. DOUG-

LAS obtains the necessary facts by a discussion of the situation on

the torus2 .

1 This point of view has been stressed by T. RAD6: The problem of the

least area and the problem of PLATEAU. Math. Z. Vol. 33 (1930) pp. 763 796.
2 See J DOUGLAS : Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc. Vol. 33 (1931) pp. 270-272.
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Chapter II.

Minimal surfaces in the small.

1 1.1. Given a surface

it is convenient to use vector notation and write simply =
(w , v)

where j (u , v) denotes the vector with components x (u , v) , y(u, v) ,

z(u,v). We have then for the first, second and third fundamental

quantities of the surface the formulas 1

f denotes the unit normal vector of the surface, the components X,Y,Z
of which are given by the formulas

j_ d(y,z) \ d(z,x) 7 J_ <*(**y)

W d(u,v)' W d(u,v)' W d(u,v)'
Where

For the total curvature K and for the mean curvature H respectively
we have the formulas

__ LN -M* EN- 2FM + GL

1 1. 2. In writing all these formulas, we are making the obvious

assumptions that (u , v) has the necessary differential coefficients and

that W > 0. In differential geometry it is usually assumed that %(u,v)
is analytic. Many important issues are dodged by this latter blanket

provision, particularly in the case of minimal surfaces in which we are

interested. On the other hand, the assumption W > is absolutely
essential in differential geometry, since W appears in the denominator

of practically every important formula.

It is convenient for our purposes to use the following definition.

If j(w, v) has continuous partial derivatives of the first order, and if

W > , then the surface with the equation (u , v) will be called

a regular surface of class C r

. The classes C", C" f

, . . . are defined in

a similar way. The term regular refers to the condition W > 0. This

condition secures the existence of the tangent plane. If we have occasion

to change to new parameters, it is understood that we do this subject
to the restriction that as function of the new parameters satisfies the

same conditions.

1 See for instance BLASCHKE: Vorlesungen iiber Differentialgeometrie. Vol.1.

2*
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If H s for a regular surface S of class C" , then 5 is called a minimal

surface. The term is misleading inasmuch as the area of a minimal

surface, bounded by a given curve, is generally not a minimum (see

III. 14). A surface S, given by an equation z = z(x, y), is a minimal

surface if and only if z(x, y) satisfies the partial differential equation

(1 +q*)r 2pqs + (1 +p*)t = 0.

Indeed, the left-hand side is the numerator of the expression to which

the general formula for H reduces for a surface given in the special

representation z = z(x, y).

II.3. It will be convenient to use the so-called differential notation

in the sequel. If q> t y>, o> are functions of u, v in a simply connected

domain D, then the equation

dco = <pdu + ydv
means that a)u ~ <p, cov = y. We shall say then that ydu + ydv is

a complete differential in D, or that (pdu + tpdv is the differential of co.

If <p, tp have continuous partial derivatives of the first order, then

cpdu + y*dv is a complete differential if and only if <pv
= yu .

If co, q)lt (p2 , \pl9 y2 are functions of w, v in D, then the equation

dco <pid(p2 + ^1^2 (2.1)

means that on substituting

the right-hand side becomes the differential of co in the sense explained
above.

The convenience of the differential notation results from the fact

that if new variables a, ]8
are introduced by equations <x = oc(u t v),

fl
=

jS(w, v) ,
then co, <plf g?2 , ^x , ?/>2 considered as functions of ot, ft

also satisfy the equation (2.1).

II. 4. The study of minimal surfaces originated with the problem
of the least area, that is to say the problem of determining and investigat-

ing a surface, bounded by a given curve, the area of which is a minimum1
.

Let F* be the given boundary curve, and suppose there exists a

surface S, bounded by J
1

*, the area of which is a minimum. Suppose
also that S is a regular surface of class C" 2

. We ask then for conse-

quences of the minimizing property of S, that is to say for necessary

conditions for a minimum area. We are going to review briefly several

of the ways in which this question has been handled in the older literature,

restricting ourselves to cases which are significant from the point of

view of the recent investigations.

1 A beautiful presentation of the theory, on the basis of the older literature,

is given in the classical work of DARBOUX: Theorie ge*ne*rale des surfaces. Vol. 1.

2 The usual text-book assumptions are even more restrictive and therefore

even less natural, Cf. 11.12.
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II.5. Choose a point P on the minimizing surface S. If the axes

x, y, z are properly chosen, then a sufficiently small vicinity S of P
admits of a representation of the form z = z(x t y) t where z(x,y) is

single-valued in a certain region R of the #y-plane and has continuous

partial derivatives of the first and second order in RQ . From the

minimizing property of S it follows that S has also the minimizing

property with respect to its own boundary curve. The area 91 (S )
of

5 is given by ^ =
ff (i + p + rf ixiy .

R

Thus z(x,y) minimizes this integral with respect to functions which

coincide with z(x,y) on the boundary of RQ .

Denote by h(x t y) a function which vanishes on the boundary of

RQ and has continuous derivatives of the first and second order in R Q .

Let be a parameter. Then the area of the surface z = z (x , y) + s A (x , y)

is a function A
(s) of e which has a minimum for e = . Hence

v -,
(2 -2 >

where
*w = (i + p* +

Since (2.2) holds for all functions i(x, y) with the properties described

above, it follows 1 that
op o o

or

Hence (see II. 2) the mean curvature of 5 vanishes identically. As S
is the vicinity of an arbitrary point of S, it follows that the minimizing
surface is a minimal surface.

1 1. 6. The variation problem

(1 + p
2 + qrf dxdy = minimum

was the example which LAGRANGE considered to illustrate his method,

yielding the so-called EULER-LAGRANGE equation, for the case of multiple

integrals. As observed by LAGRANGE2
, the equation (2.J) means that

p dy q dx

(\ + p* + q*)t

is a complete differential (cf. II. 3).

II. 7. Let again S be the minimizing surface, given in a general

representation = E(W,V), where (u,v) varies in a region R. Let

i(u, v) be a function which vanishes on the boundary of R and has

1 See for instance BOLZA: Vorlesungen uber Variationsrechnung, pp. 653655.
2 See DARBOUX: The'orie ge'ne'rale des surfaces. Vol. 1 pp. 267268.
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continuous derivatives of the first order in R, and let be a parameter.

The area of the surface 1

where f (, v) is the unit normal vector of S, is then a function A (e)

of 6 which has a minimum for e = 0. Hence A'(Q) = 0, -4"(0) ^0.
The first condition gives

R

As this condition holds for every function A with the properties specified

above, it follows again that H = 0, that is to say that S is a minimal

surface. The condition ,4"(0) ^0 gives then that

-M*)]+E%-2Flulv+Gll}dudv>:0, (2.4)

'R

for all functions A with the properties specified above. This condition

permits us to construct examples of minimal surfaces which do not

have the minimizing property (see 1 1 1. 14).

1 1. 8. Let again the minimizing surface S be given in a general

representation

S : x = x (u , v) , y = y (ti ,
v

) ,
z = z (u , v) , (u , v) in R .

Let A(w, v) and e have the same meaning as in II. 7. Then the area of

the surface

x = x(u, v) + el (u, v), y = y(u, v) ,
z = z(u, v)

is a function A (e) of e which has a minimum for e = 0. The condition

A' (0)
= gives this time the equation

2

d Gxu Fxv 6 Exv FXu__ft /9 c\

Similar variations of the y and z coordinates respectively yield the

further equations

_
du W

"

dv
' W

_ _
^ _

In other words, the three expressions

**- F;V
df .

GAr ~ ^^ d^ ^w--
yy

av ,

Eyv
- Fyv , Gyu

- Fy, ,- -- -- -
Gzu -Fz

* 'w --w
are complete differentials.

1 See DARBOUX: Th^orie g^n^rale des surfaces. Vol. l pp. 281284.
8 For the following formulas, see BOLZA : Vorlesungen fiber Variationsrechnung,

p. 667.
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11.9. The preceding results have important implications. Suppose
that the minimizing surface S is given in terms of isothermic parameters

1
.

Then E = G, F = 0, and the equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) reduce to

Xuu + *vv = , yuu + y =
, Zuu + Zvv = 0'

That is to say : if the minimizing surface S is given in terms of isothermic

parameters, then the coordinate functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are

harmonic functions.

11.10. The preceding result may be obtained also by using the fact

that a harmonic function h(u, v) with given boundary values minimizes

the DIRICHLET integral

Conversely, if a function h(u, v) has this minimizing property, then

h(u, v) is harmonic. Consider then2 the minimizing surface

S: i
= i(u, v) , (it, v) in R

,

given in terms of isothermic parameters. On account of E = G
,
F = 0,

we have then for the area 91 (S) of S:

a (5) =ff(EG
-

F")* =// =JJG
=

i//(
+ G) .

Denote by r. (u , v) the vector whose components x (u , v) , y (u , v) , z(u, v)

are the harmonic functions coinciding with the components x(u,v),

y(u,v),z(u, v) of l(u, v) on the boundary of R, and denote by S the

surface S :
= j (u , v) , (u , v) in R . On account of the minimizing

property of harmonic functions we have then

l + xl) , (2.11)

*. + yl) ^ffivl + yi) - (2.12)

(zi + ij)
--
3
jj(zi

+ zi) , (2.13)

and there follows by addition the inequality

On account of the minimizing property of S, we have 21 (S) ^ 21 (S).

Summing up, we can write:

Consequently we must have the sign of equality all over, which implies

the sign of equality in (2.11), (2.12), (2.13). That is to say, x(u,v),

1 See for instance BOLZA: Vorlesungen tiber Variationsrechnung, p. 667.
2 The following reasoning is both a special case (o o) and the origin of that

used in V.20.
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y(u,v),z(u,v) minimize the DIRICHLET integral, and they are conse-

quently harmonic functions.

11.11. Suppose the minimizing surface S is given by an equation
z = z(x,y). The expressions (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) reduce then to

-g.te-l+fiy. 1+Jt.te + tgty,
dX -dy, (2.14)

where W =
(1 + p

2 + q*)*. The components X, Y, Z of the unit

normal vector are given by

v = _ _ v = 3- 7 = -L
W' W W'

The expressions (2.14) are then found to be identical to

Ydz - Zdy , Zrf* - *<**, Xiy - Ydx .

Hence: for the minimizing surface S the expressions

Ydz -Zdy, Zdx-Xdz, Xdy-Ydx
are complete differentials 1

.

11.12. The preceding properties of the minimizing surface S have

been obtained under very restrictive assumptions concerning S. We
shall see (1 1 1. 13) that without proper restrictions concerning S the

conclusion that S is a minimal surface is not in general valid.

There arises therefore the problem of determining the extent to

which the restrictions imposed upon S can be lessened without hurting
the validity of the conclusions obtained in the preceding sections. The
discussion of this problem constitutes an essential part of most of the

methods developed to handle the existence theorems in the problem
of PLATEAU. The generality of the conclusions obtained in II. 5, II. 6,

II.9 and 11.11 will be considered in Chapter IV. The reasoning of 11.10

will be generalized in Chapter V and Chapter VI in two different ways.

11.13. Since a minimal surface (as defined in II. 2) generally does

not have a minimum area, the question arises as to whether the conclu-

sions obtained in the preceding sections for surfaces with a minimum
area do or do not remain valid for minimal surfaces i i-iai <11i -^ of whether

or not they have the minimizing property. This question leads in a very
natural manner to the body of those theorems in the theory of minimal

surfaces which are important for a clear understanding of the investiga-

tions reviewed in this report, and therefore we are going to discuss

briefly that question.

11.14. A regular surface S of class C" is a minimal surface if and

only if Ydz Zdy , Zdx Xdz t Xdy Ydx are complete differentials

(X, Y, Z are the components of the unit normal vector of the surface).

This theorem of H. A. SCHWARZ may be proved as follows. It

clearly is sufficient to verify the theorem for small portions of S. Let

1 Cf. 11.14.
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SQ be a small simply connected portion of S . Then S can be represented
in one of the forms z = z(x, y) ,

x = x(y, z), y = y(z, x), say in the

form z = z(x t y). Then

*=-, r = -|. Z== W> W-a+p + rf,

and Ydz -Zdy = -g dx - 1-t dy , (2.1 5)

Zdx - Xdz = }-dx + tefiy, (2.16)

dx-dy. (2.17)

To apply the cross-wise differentiation test, we compute

A/_ft - i I- L-i!\ - _ J? T
<ty\ PF/ d*\ PF /~ Hr*'

'

A/LA2
\ JL(P4\-- v T

dy\ W J dx\W) W* '

A/_l\_A/_ M- JL T
dy\W] 6x\ W/~W* '

where T = (1 + q
2
)r 2pqs + (1 + 2

)*.

These formulas show that the expressions (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) are

complete differentials if and only if T = 0, that is to say if and only
if the surface is a minimal surface.

11.15. If S is a minimal surface, and SQ is a sufficiently small simply
connected vicinity of an interior point PQ of S ,

then SQ can be mapped upon
a plane region in a one-to-one and conformal way.

It should be observed that since S is supposed to be of class C",

the theorem of 1.18 is sufficiently general to apply. While reference

to that theorem implies the use of the involved arguments necessary
for its proof, the fact that S is a minimal surface enables us to prove
in a direct and elementary way the existence of a conformal map1

.

The axes x,y t
z being properly chosen, a sufficiently small simply

connected vicinity 5 of an interior point P of S admits of a representa-

tion z == z(x t y), where z(x t y) is single-valued in a certain domain Z)

of the tfy-plane and has there continuous partial derivatives of the first

and second order. It is legitimate to suppose that Z) is the interior

of a circle. Since S is a minimal surface, the expressions (2.15), (2.16),

(2.17) in 11.14 are complete differentials:

1 CH. H. MtfNTz: Die Ldsung des PLAUTEAuschen Problems fiber konvexen

Bereichen. Math. Ann Vol. 94 (1925) pp. 53 96. T, RAD$: t)ber den analyti-

schen Charakter der Minimalflachen. Math. Z. Vol.24 (1925) pp. 321 327.
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where O)lt co2 ,co3 are single-valued functions in Z) . Introduce then

new variables ot, ft by the equations ot = x, ft c^ (x , y) . Since

it is readily seen that Z) is carried in a one-to-one and continuous way
into a certain domain DJ of the #/?-plane. We obtain then the formulas

dx=-d(x, (2.18)

fo
n p^

^y t^^da _^ ? (2.19)

** = Tqr^-i^.-^' <2 -20
)

dWi^dft, (2.21)

W 7 /></ , ,

dco2
= r^r-T ^# ^ :r 2 ^> (2.22)

^o>3
= ~S. . _ ^ (% -j

.

j ^^ . (2.23)

The first three formulas yield XM , xp, ya , yp, za , zp t
and direct com-

putation shows that

%* Xft + ya y? + *
z/3
= o ,

that is to say that a, /?
are isothermic parameters.

The lines a = constant of this conformal map correspond to the

lines x = constant on the surface. Hence the preceding computations

prove the important theorem, discovered by RIEMANN and by BELTRAMI,

that a minimal surface is intersected by parallel planes in curves which

constitute an isothermic family.

11.16. The formulas (2.18) to (2.23) in 11.15 show that

That is to say, x and coj, y and o>2 ,
z and co3 satisfy, as functions of a

and /?, the CAUCHY-RIEMANN equations. It follows by inspection of

the formulas defining these functions that they have continuous partial

derivatives of the first order. Consequently, x t y t
z as functions of

<x and /? are harmonic and therefore analytic functions of a, /?. Hence:

minimal surfaces are analytic
1
-, although their definition (see II.2)

implies only that they are of class C". It follows, in particular, that

1 CH. H. MtfNTZ : Die Losung des PLATEAuschen Problems fiber konvexen

Bereichen. Math. Ann. Vol. 94 (1925) pp. 53 96. T. RAD6: tJber den analy-
tischen Charakter der Minimalflachen. Math. Z. Vol. 24 (1925) pp. 321 327.
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every solution z(x f y), with continuous partial derivatives of the first

and second order, of the equation

=
is analytic.

11.17. The following theorem of WEIERSTRASS is fundamental for

the theory of minimal surfaces.

Given a regular surface S: j = %(u,v) of class C" in terms of iso-

thermic parameters. Then S is a minimal surface if and only if the

components x(u, v) , y(u, v) , z(u, v) of $(u,v) are harmonic functions.

To prove this, show first that on account of E = G, F we have

the identities: ydz_ Uy = Xvdu_ Xudv>

Zdx Xdz = yv du yu dv,

Xdy Ydx = zv du zu dv.

Using the cross-wise differentiation test, we see that the expressions
on the right-hand sides are complete differentials if and only if x, y, z

are harmonic. On account of the theorem of SCHWARZ (see 11.14), the

expressions on the left-hand sides are complete differentials if and only
if the surface is minimal. The theorem of WEIERSTRASS is an immediate

consequence of these two facts.

11.18. The theorem of WEIERSTRASS leads to standard formulas for

minimal surfaces which are fundamental for the existence theorems in

the problem of PLATEAU,

According to 11.15, a minimal surface admits in the small of iso-

thermic parameters. That is to say, every minimal surface can be

represented, in the small, by equations

with E = G, F = 0. We can suppose that D is the interior of a circle.

According to the theorem of WEIERSTRASS, x(u t v) t y(u,v),z(u t v)

are then harmonic functions. We can write therefore:

* = /, y = /.(), * = H/aM,

where flt /2 , /3 are analytic functions of the complex variable w u + iv.

It follows then that

*u
- *x9

=
<Pi> yu

~
iyv = <P*> Zu *Zv = <P3 > (2-24)

where <pt
=

/J, <p2
= /, q>3

=
/ are again analytic functions of w. The

condition EG F 2 > 0, expressing that the surface is regular, is

found to be equivalent to the condition that ft, ?>a> ft do not vanish

simultaneously at any point in Z). Squaring and adding, we obtain

from (2.24) the equation

E - G - 2iF =
<pl + (pi + (pi

.
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Thus E = G, F = is equivalent to <p\ + <f% + <p\
= 0. This gives

the theorem (discovered by MONGE):

"v^ry minimal surface can be represented in the small by equations

of the form w w w

(2.25)

where <plt q>2 , 9?3 are analytic functions of w in the interiorD of some circle

and satisfying there the two conditions:

1. 9>? + 9>I + 9>l
= in Z>.

2. q>i> q>2, % do not vanish simultaneously at any point of D.

Conversely, if 9^, 9?2 , 9?3 satisfy these conditions, then the equations

(2.25) define a minimal surface.

11.19. The determination of the totality of minimal surfaces reduces

therefore to the determination of all triples of functions 9^ (w) , <p2 (w) ,

9?3 (w) with the properties 1. and 2. This can be done in several ways.
Choose a point WQ in D . Since cpl (w ) , <p% (w ) , <p3 (w )

are not all

three equal to zero, suppose that q>3 (w ) =^ 0, for instance. We restrict

ourselves to a vicinityD of w , where <p3 + 0. From <pf + 99! + (p\

it follows that
fa _ i<pz] fa + i(fz]

= _9l (2 26)

Consequently (pl iq>2 4 in Z) . Put

f .

Then A, ^ are analytic functions of w in Z)
, and p 4 0, A 41 in Z)

From the equations (2.26), (2.27) it follows then that

9?3
= 2 kp .

Conversely, if A, /LI
are analytic functions of w, then the functions 9^,

9?2 , <p3 satisfy the condition y\ + <p\ + 9?^
= 0, as follows by direct

computation. The formulas also show that if /* 4= in a domain >
,

then <plf 9?2 , 9?3 do not vanish simultaneously at any point of D Q . Hence:

the equations w

(2.28)

where A, // are analytic functions of w in the interior D of some circle

and
/LI =f= in D , yield the totality of minimal surfaces, considered in

the small.
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11.20. In 11.19, we supposed that <ps =j=
for instance. This situation

always .can be arranged for by renaming the axes x, y t z t
if necessary.

It should be observed that it might happen that it is absolutely necessary

to rename the axes in order to represent a given minimal surface by the

formulas (2.28). Consider for instance the equations

where 9^ = w2
1 , (p2

=
i(\ + w 2

) , q>3
= 2w, in the vicinity of w = 0.

Then <p? + q>\ + q>\
= 0, and q>lt <p2 , <p% never vanish simultaneously.

Still, <plt (p2 , <pQ cannot be represented in the form (2.28) in the vici-

nity of w = 0. Indeed, from the equations

i(\ + w2
)
=

t(l + A2
)/i, 2w

it would follow that ^ = w 2
,
A = . Thus i would necessarily have

a pole at w = 0, and // would necessarily vanish at w = 0.

Thus the statement at the end of 11.19 should be amended by saying
that the formulas (2.28) yield all minimal surfaces provided we rename,

if necessary, the axes x,y,z. This constitutes a very serious disadvan-

tage of the formulas (2.28) *.

11.21 . A somewhat closer discussion shows that every triple q>lt (p2 , <p$

with the properties 1., 2. stated in 11.18 can be represented, in the small,

by the formulas __ r̂ 2 _ /2

where 0, y7 are single-valued analytic functions of w which do not have

any common zeros. This gives the formulas of WEIERSTRASS: every

minimal surface can be represented, in the small, by equations

(2.29)

where <&, W are single-valued analytic functions of w without common

zeros2
. The converse is obvious.

11.22. In later Chapters we shall have to consider minimal surfaces

in a more general sense. The generalization will consist in dropping the

1 A large part of the older work is based on the special case of (2.28) corre-

sponding to k(w) w.
2 The classical notation is G, H. As G, H have a standard meaning in diffe-

rential geometry, we changed to #, W.
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condition of regularity EG F 2 > of the surface. On account of

(2.24) this amounts to permitting the functions (pl) q>2 , <p3 of 11.18 to

vanish simultaneously. The question arises then if the formulas (2.29)

still represent, in the small, all minimal surfaces. This is not the case,

as might be inferred from the example

where cpl
== ^w, <p2

= $iw, <p3
= 4w, and the situation is considered

in the vicinity of w = 0. Clearly <pl + 01 + 0>f
~

0. Suppose there

would exist, in the vicinity of w = 0, two single-valued analytic functions

0,
1P such that 3^ - 0* 1?2

, $iw = i(0
2 + !P2

), 4w = 2&W . It

would follow that <P 2 = 4w, and it is then clear that is not single-

valued in the vicinity of w = 0.

An obvious remedy would be to permit the functions 0, 5*, in the

formulas (2.29), to have algebraic singularities. As far as the investiga-

tions to be reviewed in the sequel are concerned, this step has not been

taken (cf. Chapter V).

11.23. Since the purpose of this Chapter is to present only those

facts about minimal surfaces which are significant from the point of

view of the recent work on the problem of PLATEAU, we restrict our-

selves to recall one more theorem, due to H. A. ScHWARZ 1
. Suppose

a minimal sitrface S contains a straight line g . Then g is an axis of sym-

metry of S .

A simple proof may be obtained as follows. Choose the axes x,y,z
in such a way that S may be represented, in the vicinity of one of its

points situated on g, in the form z z(x, y), and that the y-axis coin-

cides with g. Introduce then the isothermic parameters <x, ft defined

in 11.15. Since z(Q,y) =0 and consequently #(0, y) = in the present

case, it follows, with regard to the formulas in 11.15, that

z = Q, x = 0, ya = for a = 0. (2.30)

Since x,y,z and consequently ya ,
as functions of a and /3, are harmonic

functions (see II. 16), it follows from (2.30) that

*(*,/?)
= -*(-">0, *(*,$ = -*(-*,$,

on account of the principle of symmetry. From the last of these three

equations it follows by integration that y(#,/?)=y( &,/)). The

equations x (*, /?)= x (*,/?), y(*, 0)=y( a, 0), *(*, 0)=*(, 0)

show that if (XQ , yQ) z
)
is a point of our minimal surface S, then

(
XQ ,

yQ , ZQ) is also a point of 5. This proves the theorem of SCHWARZ.

1 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. 1 p. 181.
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Chapter III.

Minimal surfaces in the large.

III.l. The problem of PLATEAU, as considered for instance by
H. A. SCHWARZ in his classical investigations

1
,
calls for a minimal sur-

face 3R which is bounded by a given Jordan curve J1* and which is

free of singularities in its interior. The question naturally arises if this

supplementary condition can be complied with if JT* is very compli-

cated. The very particular cases which have been dealt with in the

older literature certainly cannot be considered as representative of what

might be expected in the case of a general JORDAN curve. At any rate,

that supplementary condition has been dropped, at least for the time

being, in the modern general
:

-\- '....'i and the existence of a solu-

tion free of singularities has been established only for certain special

classes of curves.

III. 2. If the solution is permitted to have singularities, it clearly is

necessary to specify the nature of these singularities. For instance,

if the solution would be permitted to have edges, then every polyhedron,
bounded by a given polygon 71

*, should be considered as a solution

of the problem of PLATEAU for the contour jT*. Or consider a uniqueness

theorem, for instance the theorem stated by H. A. SCHWARZ that the

solution of the problem of PLATEAU is unique if the given contour is

a skew quadrilateral
2

. H. A. SCHWARZ had only solutions in mind
which are free of singularities. We shall see (III. 12) that the theorem

remains valid even if the solution is permitted to have certain singu-
larities. On the other hand, the theorem breaks down if the specifications

as to permissible singularities are too liberal, as follows from the remark

made above.

III.3. The specifications as to the permissible .-* ..'.''<. are by
no means uniform in the recent literature. In other words, the different

authors do not always consider the same problem. We first consider

the most liberal specifications actually used in the literature.

Given a continuous surface 5 : j
= j(w, v), (u,v) in R, where R

denotes a JORDAN region bounded by a JORDAN curve JT, and given
also a JORDAN curve F* in the #y^-space, we shall say that S is a minimal

surface (of the type of the circular disc) bounded by F* if the following

conditions are satisfied 3
.

1. The equations of S carry F in a topological way into J7

*.

1 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. 1.

2 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. 1 p. 111.
3 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) pp. 1-20.
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2. For every point (w ,
VQ) interior to JP there exists a vicinity V

and a one-to-one and continuous transformation ot = <x (u, v),

ft
= PQ(U, v) of VQ into some region F of the <x/?-plane such that the

components x, y ,
2 of f as functions of <x, ft are harmonic in F and

satisfy there the relations _____
E = G, F = 0,

where E = j* ,
JF = ja 5^,

G =
jjg.

Parameters a, j8 with this property
will then be called local typical parameters for the vicinity of (UQ , v )

.

111.4. If EG F 2 >0 at the point (<x , ft )
into which (u ,

v
)

is

carried, then the corresponding point of S will be called a regular point.

The vicinity, on S, of a regular point is a minimal surface in the sense

of differential geometry.

If EG F 2 at (<* , /? ), then we have, on account of E = G,

F = 0, # = y* = za = ^ =
ty
= ^ = at (a , /? ). Suppose that

all the partial derivatives of x, y ,
z with respect to ot, ft vanish at (# , j3Q)

up to and including a certain order n ^ 1
,
while at least one of the

derivatives of order n + 1 is different from zero. Then the point corre-

sponding to (<x , /? )
on S will be called a branch-point of order n.

The preceding notions are independent of the special choice of the

local typical parameters oc, ft. If S has only regular points, then S as

a whole is a minimal surface in the sense of differential geometry, and

will be called a regular minimal surface.

111.5. We how shall state the problems which will be discussed in

this report. First we have the f-.'---
1

.
1
. ir. : statements of the problem of

PLATEAU, which have been considered actually in the literature.

Problem Pv Given, in the #yz-space, a JORDAN curve 71

*, determine

a minimal surface, of the type of the circular disc, bounded by T
7*

(the

term minimal surface being used in the sense of III. 3).

Problem P2 . Solve problem Pl under the supplementary condition

that the solution admits of a representation S:% (u,v), u 2 + v 2^ 1 ,

where the components x(u,v), y(u,v) , z (u , v) of j (u , v) are continuous

for u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 , harmonic for u 2 + v 2 < 1 , and satisfy for u 2 + v* < 1

the equations E = G
,
F = . Furthermore, the equations x = x (u , v) ,

y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v) are required to carry u* + v 2 = 1 in a topo-

logical way into the given JORDAN curve F*.

Problem P3 . Solve problem P2 under the supplementary condition

that the functions x(n,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) admit of a representation of

the form

x =

z =
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where CP and W denote single-valued analytic functions of w = u + iv

in
|

w
|

< 1 .

Problem JP4 . Solve problem P3 under the supplementary condition

that <P
,
*F do not have any common zero in

|

w
\
< 1 .

Problem P5 . Suppose that the orthogonal projection of the given

JORDAN curve F* upon the %y-plane is a simply covered JORDAN curve JT.

Denote by R the JORDAN region bounded by 7
1

. Solve problem P!
under the supplementary condition that the solution admits of a re-

presentation S : z = z(x,y), (x,y) in R, where z(x t y) is single-valued

and continuous in R and analytic in the interior of R.

Besides the problem of PLATEAU, we shall have to consider the

problem of the least area, which requires the determination of a continuous

surface 5 bounded by a given JORDAN curve P*, such that the LEBESGUE
area 51 (S) of 5 is a minimum if compared with the areas of all continuous

surfaces bounded by jT*, it being understood that only surfaces of the

type of the circular disc are considered 1
.

Then comes the simultaneous problem, which requires the deter-

mination of a common solution of the problem of PLATEAU and of the

problem of the least area2
. According to the different statements of

the problem of PLATEAU, we have, strictly speaking, a number of simul-

taneous problems. As a matter of fact, only the statements P2 and P5

of the problem of PLATEAU actually have been used in this con-

nection.

Any one of the preceding problems gives rise to the question as to

whether or not the solution is unique. Furthermore, there arises the

question as to whether or not some of these problems are equivalent.

The existence theorems concerned with the problems listed above will

be discussed in subsequent Chapters. The other questions raised in this

section will be considered in the present chapter. Sections III.6 to

I II. 16 contain a number of special facts which are then coordinated in

the sections III. 17 to III. 20.

III. 6. The following definitions prove useful for the sequel. Let

there be given, in a JORDAN region R of the ^v-plane, a continuous

function g (u , v) . Then g (u , v) will be called a generalized harmonic

function in R if for every interior point (U Q ,
v

)
of R the following con-

dition is satisfied. There exists a vicinity VQ of (u ,
v

)
and a topo-

logical transformation u = u Q (a,^) t
v~v ((x>,f}) of V into some

region VQ of an <x/?-plane, such that the function g[uQ (<x, j3), V Q (OC, /?)]

of #, )8 is harmonic in V . Variables <x, /? with this property will be

called local typical variables for the point (UQ) v ).

1 Surfaces of different topological types will be only considered at the end
of Chapter VI.

2 This problem has been called the problem of PLATEAU by LEBESGUE : Inte*-

grale, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7 (1902) pp. 231359-

Problem of Plateau. 3
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Suppose g(u,v) is a generalized harmonic function in R. Suppose
that g(u,v) vanishes at an interior point (U Q ,VO)

of R. Let
(<x , ft )

be the image of (w ,
v

)
under the transformation u = UQ(ot,ft),

v = v (ot, ft), where <x
, ft

are local typical variables for (u ,
v

)
. Suppose

that all the partial derivatives of g with respect to a, ft vanish at (ot Q , ftQ)

up to and including a certain order (n 1) ^-0 while at least one of

the partial derivatives of order n is different from zero. Then (w ,
v

)

will be called a zero of order n of g (u , v) . This notion is independent
of the particular choice of the local typical variables oc, ft.

111. 7. If gi(w, v), g2 (u, v) are generalized harmonic functions in R,
then gx + 2 generally is not a generalized harmonic function. On the

other hand, several important properties of harmonic functions remain

valid for generalized harmonic functions. The property expressed by
the principle of maximum and minimum clearly remains valid. The

following lemma is an immediate consequence of well-known properties

of harmonic functions which remain valid for generalized harmonic

functions.

Lemma 1
. Let g(u, v) be a generalized harmonic function in a (simply

connected) JORDAN region R. Suppose that g(u,v) has a zero (U Q ,
v

)

of order n^\ in the interior of R . Then g (u , v) vanishes in at least

2n distinct points on the boundary of R.

111. 8. Consider now a surface S:% %(u,v), (u, v) in R, which

is a minimal surface (in the sense defined in 1 1 1. 3) bounded by a JORDAN
curve J7

*. If a, ft are local typical parameters (see III. 3) for an interior

point (u Q ,
v

)
of R, then the components x,y t

z of j as functions of

oc, ft are harmonic functions. Hence, if a, b, c, d are any four constants,

then ax + by + cz + d is also a harmonic function of a, ft. Thus if

a
t
b

t
c

t
d are any four constants, then the function ax(u,v)-\-byfa,v)

+ cz(u, v) + d is a generalized harmonic function in R. The following

theorems are immediate consequences of this remark, on account of the

facts referred to in III. 7.

1. If a convex region K in the #y-space contains the boundary
curve jT* of a minimal surface (see III. 3) then the whole surface is

contained in Xf.
2. The tangent plane, at a regular point (see III. 4) of the minimal

surface, intersects the boundary curve in at least four distinct

points
2

.

1 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) p. 10, where the lemma is stated for n = 2.

f The reviewer learned about this theorem from L. FEJR.
2 The theorem is also true for surfaces with negative curvature. This fact

played an important role in the work of S. BERNSTEIN on partial differential

equations of the elliptic type. See for references L. LICHTENSTEIN : Neuere Ent-

wicklung usw. Enzyklopadie der math. Wiss. Vol. 2 (3) pp. 12771334.
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3. Every plane passing through a branch-point of order n (see III.4)

of the minimal surface intersects the boundary curve J7* in at least

2(n + 1) distinct points
1

.

III.9- The last theorem permits us to exclude the possibility of

branch-points in certain cases. Suppose there exists, in the #y2-space,
a straight line I such that no plane through / intersects the boundary
curve P* in more than two distinct points. Then the minimal surface

cannot have branch-points, as follows immediately from theorem 3 in

III. 8. The assumption is, for instance, satisfied if F* has a simply
covered star-shaped JORDAN curve as its parallel or central projection

upon some plane. If the projection has the stronger property of being

convex, then a much stronger conclusion can be drawn. Suppose that

the parallel projection of J7*
upon some plane is a simply covered convex

curve. Choose a plane perpendicular to the direction of projection for

the #y-plane. Then the orthogonal projection of F* upon the %y-plane
is again a simply covered convex curve which we shall call J1

. Let

S:x = x(u,v), y y(u,v), z = z(u,v), (u,v) in R

be the minimal surface under consideration. From theorem 3 in I II. 8

it follows that S has no branch-points. From theorem 2 in III.8 it

follows that S has no tangent plane perpendicular to the #y-plane.
From this it follows that S has a simply covered #y-projection in the

small. Hence the equations x = x (u , v) , y ~ y (u , v) define a trans-

formation with the following properties.

1. The transformation is one-to-one and continuous in the vicinity

of every interior point (u 0t v
)
of R.

2. The boundary of R is carried in a one-to-one and continuous way
into the JORDAN curve F.

On account of the so-called monodromy theorem in topology
2

, it

follows then that the transformation

x = x (u , v) , y = y (u , v) , (u, v) in R

carries R in a topological way into the JORDAN region bounded by F.

Hence u, v can be expressed as single-valued continuous functions of

x
, y in R , and there follows then for the minimal surface S a represen-

tation S:z = z(x t y), (x, y) in or on F,

where z(x f y) is single-valued and continuous in and on F. Since S
has no branch-points, 5 is a minimal surface in the sense of differential

geometry. Hence (see II. 16) z(x, y) is analytic in the interior of .Tand
satisfies there the partial differential equation

(1 +p*)t = 0. (3.!)

1 See T. RAD6; The problem of the least area and the problem of PLATEAU.
Math. Z. Vol. 32 (1930) p. 794, where the theorem is stated for n = 1 .

2 See, for instance, KEREKJART6: Vorlesungen liber Topologie I, p. 175.

3*
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Similar conclusions might be obtained if the boundary curve jT* is

supposed to have a simply covered convex curve as its central projection

upon some plane.

111.10. Summing up, we have the following results 1
. Let S be a

minimal surface (in the sense of III.}) bounded by a JORDAN curve 7
1
*.

If jT* has a simply covered star-shaped JORDAN curve F as its parallel

or central projection upon some plane, then S has no branch-points,

that is to say 5 is a minimal surface in the sense of differential geometry.
If the projection F is convex, then S does not intersect itself even in

the large. If the orthogonal projection of F* upon the #y-plane is a

simply covered convex curve F, then 5 can be represented in the form

S : z z (x , y) , (x, y) in or on F, where z(x, y) is single-valued and

continuous in and on F, and satisfies in the interior of F the partial

differential equation (3.1).

111. 11. We are going to consider now certain uniqueness theorems.

A first important fact in this connection is the uniqueness theorem for

the partial differential equation (3.1). Let there be given, on a JORDAN
curve F in the #y-plane, a continuous boundary function (p (P) of the

point P varying on F. If then zl (x f y) f z%(x,y) are solutions of (3.1)

which both reduce to <p(P) on F, then zl (x t y)
= z2 (x, y) in the whole

interior of F. 2

Denote then by F* the JORDAN curve, in the xyz-space, determined

by the equation z = <p(P) . The above uniqueness theorem asserts that

JT* cannot bound more than one minimal surface which has a simply
covered #y-projection. This statement is rather unsatisfactory; indeed,

we shall see (III. 17) that the boundary curve of a minimal surface might

very well have a simply covered ^y-projection, while the minimal

surface itself does not have this property. On the other hand, if the

*y-projection of the boundary curve F* is convex, then every minimal

surface bounded by F* has also a simply-covered #y-projection, on

account of III. 10. A similar argument holds in case jT* is known to

have a simply-covered convex curve as its central projection. In this

way results the following uniqueness theorem 3
.

// a JORDAN curve F* has a simply covered convex curve as its parallel

or central projection upon some plane, then F* cannot bound more than

1 See T. RAD6* The problem of the least area and the problem of PLATEAU
Math. Z. Vol. 32 (1930) pp. 763 796. - T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory
of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol 6 (1932) pp 120.

2 See, also for references, the beautiful treatment of this theorem and of re-

lated subjects by E.HOPF: Elemcntare Bemerkungen iiber die Losungen partieller

Differentialgleichungen zweiter Ordnung vom elliptischen Typus. S.-B. preuB.
Akad. Wiss. 1927 pp. 147 152. See also A. HAAR: t)ber regulare Variations-

probleme. Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol. 3 (1927) pp. 224 234.
3 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) pp. 1-20.
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one minimal surface (this term being used in the general sense defined

in III.3).

111.12. The assumptions of the preceding uniqueness theorem ob-

viously are satisfied if F* is a skew quadrilateral. For this case, the

uniqueness theorem has been stated, without proof, by H. A. SCHWARZ.

For the purpose of an application, to be made later on we mention the

following consequence of the uniqueness theorem. Suppose a JORDAN
curve JP* is invariable under reflection upon a certain plane p. Every
minimal surface, bounded by F*, is carried by the reflection into a

minimal surface bounded by JT*. Hence, if it is known that jT* bounds

just one minimal surface S, then it follows that 5 is also invariable

under the reflection. Repeated application of this remark to the case

when F* consists of the edges AB ,
BC

,
CD

, DA of a regular tetra-

hedron with vertices A ,
B

,
C

,
D

,
leads to the result that the minimal

surface bounded by F* passes through the center of the tetrahedron

(this fact has been verified by SCHWARZ by using the explicit formulas

for the surface).

111.13. Let us consider now the relation between the problem of the

least area and the simultaneous problem (see III. 5). If a solution S
of the problem of the least area satisfies the assumptions made in the

classical Calculus of Variations, then 5 is a minimal surface (see 1 1. 5).

Without those assumptions this conclusion in general does not hold.

The following example is a slight modification of one given by LEBESGUE
in his Thesis 1

.

Let the given JORDAN curve F* coincide with the circle

J1

*: # 2 + y
2

l, 2 0.

Then the area 31 (S) of any continuous surface S (of the type of the

circular disc) bounded by F* is ^ n . Consider then the surface

z = for - r :-_-_, \ ,

where r, <p are polar coordinates in the uv-plane, and n is a given po-

sitive integer. Using the relations u = rcos<p, v = rsiny, we have the

equations of S iippcming in the form

S:x = x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u 2 -\-v*^\,

where x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) easily are seen to have continuous partial

derivatives up to and including the order n 1 . 5 consists of the

simply covered disc x 2 + y
2^ 1 ,

z = and of the spine x = 0, y = 0,

0^^sl. The area 91 (S) is found to be equal to n, by computing
the integral f/(EG F 2

)i. Hence the area of S is a minimum. Still,

S is not a minimal surface, not even in the general sense defined in

HI.}. Indeed, a minimal surface is comprised in every convex region

1
Integrate, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7 (1902) pp. 231 359
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which contains its boundary curve (see 1 1 1. 8), and S obviously does not

satisfy this condition.

Instead of using one spine as above, we can disfigure any given

surface S by putting on it any finite number of spines, without changing
its area. We shall see (Chapter VI) that the problem of the least area

is solvable for every JORDAN curve.. From these two facts it follows

that the problem of the least area has infinitely many solutions for every

JORDAN curve 7
1

*, and that a surface S which solves the problem is not

in general a minimal surface.

1 1 1. 14. Thus the solution of the problem of the least area does not

imply the solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Neither does the solution

of the problem of PLATEAU imply the solution of the problem of the

least area; in other words, the area of a minimal surface, bounded by a

given JORDAN curve 71

*, is not necessarily a minimum. This fact has

been recognized at the earliest stage of the theory. For the case of doubly
connected minimal surfaces bounded by two given curves, the catenoids

offer simple examples for the lack of the minimizing property
1

. For the

case of minimal surfaces, of the type of the circular disc, bounded by
a given curve, H, A. SCHWARZ obtained very general examples in the

following way 2
.

Consider, in the u + iv = w plane, a JORDAN region R bounded by
an analytic JORDAN curve. Denote by p, (w) a function which is analytic

and different from zero in R. Then the equations

% = 8t / (1 w2
)/u,(w)dw ,

w

y = 9ft \i(\ -j- W2
)]Ll(w)dw ,

w

z = ?Rl2w(ji(w)dw ,

(3-2)

where w varies in R, define a regular minimal surface 3
. The area of

this surface certainly is not a minimum if the inequality (2.4) in II. 7

is not satisfied. The left-hand side of that inequality reduces in the

present case to

Hence the area of the minimal surface certainly is not a minimum if

this integral can be made negative by substituting a function h(u,v)

which has continuous partial derivatives of the first order in R and which

vanishes on the boundary of R.

1 See, also for references, the beautiful Chapter IV in the little book of

G. A. BLISS: Calculus of Variations (No. 1 of the Carus Mathematical Monographs).
2 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. l pp. 1 51 167 and 223 269.

.
8 The formulas (3.2) are obtained by choosing A(w) = w in (2.28).
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This criterion, curiously enough, does not depend upon the function

fji(w) which determines the minimal surface; the criterion is concerned

solely with the region R. SCHWARZ based the discussion of this situation

on the study of the characteristic values of a certain partial differential

equation
1

. One of the results he obtained states that if the region R
contains the unit circle u* + v 2 <Z\ in its interior, then the integral

(3.3)
can be made negative. On account of the geometrical meaning

2

of the variable w in the formulas (3-2), this assumption concerning R
means that the spherical image of the minimal surface defined by (3.2)

completely covers half the unit sphere.

This result of SCHWARZ can be obtained also in the following elemen-

tary way 3
. Let r be a positive parameter and define a function A (u ,

v
; r)

by ,,2 i 7 .a _ ~2

l(u,v,r) = ., ,-r^ for 0<M2 + t;
2 <r2

.
\ > ' ' Ma

_j_ vt _|_ ri
i

Put
TI N7W =

u* + v* <

Partial integration gives

u* + v9 < r2

Actual computation shows that the function A(w,v;l) satisfies the

e(iuation
AJi+ ^,____ o** +

[i + w + v )--
u -

Hence /(I) =0. We want now to determine /'(!) Changing to new
variables

we transform /(r) into a new integral taken over the fixed region
a 2 + /?

2 < 1 . /'(I) can then be computed by differentiating under the

integral sign. The result is

-
//

Since the integrand obviously is negative, it follows that /'(I) <0.
From /(I) = 0, /'(I) < it follows that we have a constant a > 1 ,

such that / (r) < for 1 < r < tf.

Suppose then that a JORDAN region 2? contains U* + ^ 2 ^ 1 in its

interior. Then r can be determined in such a way that 1 < r < <r and

1 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. 1 pp. 241 269.
2 w is the stereographic projection of the spherical image of the surface. See

DARBOUX: Th^orie g&i&rale des surfaces Vol. 1 pp. 347 348.
3 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) pp. 1-20.
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that the circle u 2 + v 2 <; r 2
is interior to 7?. Define a function k(u, v)

by the formulas

u,v,r) in Q^u2 + v2 ^r2
,

for w2 + v2 > r2 .

Then h(u, v) vanishes on the boundary of R and makes the integral

(3.3) negative. The first partial derivatives of A(w, v) are discontinuous

on u 2
-{- v 2 = r 2

;
this edge however can be rounded off by a familiar

process.

It is thus proved that if R contains u 2 + ^ 2 ^ 1 in its interior, then

the formulas (3.2) define, for every choice of the analytic function (JL(W) ,

a minimal surface the area of which is not a minimum.
'

III. 15. In order to obtain a clear-cut example, the function (JL(W)

in (3.2) should be chosen in such a way that the resulting minimal surface

be bounded by a JORDAN curve. It can easily be shown that for p>(w) = J

this condition is satisfied, provided .R is a circle u 2 + v 2
<_ r2 with r < ]/3 .

Then the following explicit example is obtained 1
. The equations

x = u -\- uv2 - u*
,

y = v u2 v + J t;
3

, (3.4)

define a minimal surface S bounded by a JORDAN curve, such that the

area of S is not a minimum 2
.

III. 16. The area of the minimal surface S given by (3.4) clearly is

finite. On account of a general existence theorem to be considered in

Chapter VI, it follows that the boundary curve of S bounds a minimal

surface S* the area of which is a minimum. Then S* is not identical

to S, because the area of S is not a minimum. Hence the boundary
curve of S bounds at least two distinct minimal surfaces. The equations
of the boundary curve, in terms of polar coordinates r, 0, where

u = rcos0, v = rsin0, are obtained in the form

x = r cos J r3 cos 3 ,

y = rsin(9 |?
3 sin3, 0^0<2n. (3.5)

z = r2 cos 20.

Thus we have the following example
1

: if \ <r<fo, the equations

(3.5) define a JORDAN curve which bounds at least two distinct minimal

surfaces of the type of the circular disc.

1 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) pp. 120.
8 The formulas (3.4) define the so-called minimal surface of ENNEPER. See

DARBOUX: The*orie ge*ne*rale des surfaces Vol. 1 pp. 372376. Examples of a less

ilementary character have been given by H. A. SCHWARZ: Gesammelte Mathe-

natische Abhandlungen Vol. 1 pp. 151 167 and 223269-
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The catenoids give explicit examples of distinct minimal surfaces

with identical boundaries 1
. It seems that no explicit example has yet

been given for two minimal surfaces of the type of the circular disc

and bounded by the same JORDAN curve. In the above example, one

of the two minimal surfaces is given explicitly by the formulas (3.4),

while the other is only known to exist2 . At any rate, the solution of the

problem of PLATEAU in general is not unique] on the other hand, the

solution is unique for certain special classes of curves (see III. 11). It

would be desirable to obtain more comprehensive information concerning

those properties of the given boundary curve which determine the

number of the solutions.

III. 17. We shall now discuss briefly the statements of the problems
Pt to P5 ,

listed in III. 5. While problem Pl simply calls for a minimal

surface 5 (of the type of the circle) bounded by a given JORDAN curve jT*,

problems P2 to P5 require that 5 admits of a representation of a pre-

scribed type. In the case of problem P5 ,
this implies a restriction on P*

also, namely the restriction that F* admits of a simply covered xy-

projection.

In the course of general investigations on partial differential equa-
tions of the elliptic type, S. BERNSTEIN 3 observed that a large class of

problems, including as a special case our problem P5 ,
in general is not

solvable. The following example
4 shows the geometrical reasons for

this fact for problem P
5

. Take a regular tetrahedron, with vertices

A,B,C y D, and let the #y-plane pass through A ,
B

,
C. Denote by F*

the quadrilateral AB, BC
, CD, DA. Then F* has a simply covered

#y-projection. Yet, problem P5 does not have a solution for JT*. There

certainly exists a minimal surface S bounded by F*
t
as has been proved

already by SCHWARZ. We also know (III.ll) that 5 is the only minimal

surface (of the type of the circle) bounded by F*. S passes through
the center of the tetrahedron (III. 12), and thus S contains two points,

namely and D, with the same #y-projection. Hence there exists a

unique minimal surface bounded by F*, and this minimal surface does not

satisfy the additional condition of having a simply covered xy-projection
5

.

1 See G. A. BLISS: Calculus of Variations (No. l of the Carus Mathematical

Monographs) .

2 The same remark applies to an example due to N. WIENER. See J. DOUGLAS:
Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 33 (1931)

p. 269-
3 S. BERNSTEIN: Sur les equations du Calcul des Variations. Ann. Ecole norm.

Vol.29 (1912) pp. 431485. See in particular pp. 484485-
4 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) pp. 1-20.
5 The uniqueness is absolutely essential for the conclusion that problem P5 is

not solvable. For this reason, several examples presented in the literature are

incomplete.
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This example shows very clearly that the trouble comes from the

fact that problem P
5 is a non-parametric problem, inasmuch as it calls

for a surface represented by an equation of the form z z(x, y) ,
instead

of asking for a surface in the general parametric form

x = x(u,v), y = y(tt,v), z = z(u,v).

111.18. The problems P1
to P4 (see III. 5) are statements of the pro-

blem of PLATEAU in the parametric form. Problems P2 ,
P3 ,

P4 call,

roughly speaking, for a minimal surface in terms of isothermic parameters
in the large. The character of this condition might be well illustrated

in the special case when JT* is a plane curve.

Suppose F* is in the #y-plane, and consider, for instance, a solution

S:x x(u,v), y = y(u,v) t
z = z(u,v) } u*-\-v

2 ^-\

of problem P2 . Then z(u,v) = on u 2 + v 2 = \ . Asz(u, v) is harmonic,
it follows that z(u,v) = 0. The conditions E = G

,
F = reduce

therefore to ^ + y
,^ + yl ^ + y^ = Q

This implies that x(u,v) and y(u,v) are conjugate harmonic functions,

that is to say real and imaginary parts of an analytic function f(w) of

w = u + iv. The statement of problem P2 requires that

1 . f(w) is analytic for
|

w < 1 ,
and

2. / (w) is continuous for \w ^ 1 ,
and

3. the equation f = f(w) carries w 1 in a topological way into

the JORDAN curve T7* of the = x + iy plane.

On account of a classical theorem of DARBOUX (see V.I 9), this situa-

tion implies that the equation =
/ (w) carries w

\

< 1 in a one-to-one

and conformal way into the interior of JT*.

Hence problem P2 requires the mapping of the JORDAN region,

bounded by .T*, in a one-to-one 'and continuous, and in the interior

conformal, way upon the unit circle \w \

-_._ 1 . The same holds obviously
for problems P3 and P4 . While problems P2 ,

P3 ,
P4 reduce, in the case

of a curve situated in the #y-plane, to one of the fundamental problems
in conformal mapping, problem Pl simply is trivial in this case. Indeed,

if R denotes the JORDAN region bounded by jT*, then the surface

S : % = x
t y = y, z = 0, (x, y) in R

clearly solves problem Pj.
It might be inferred from these remarks that problem P

v
is easier

to solve than problem P2 . Curiously enough, nobody ever has tried to

take advantage of this possibility. The problem of PLATEAU, in the

parametric form, has always been asked in one of the statements P2 ,

^3 > ^4
* which also require the mapping of the minimal surface con -

formally upon the unit circle in the large.

1 Or in the even more severe form based on the formulas (3.2).
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The question naturally arises whether or not every solution of pro-

blem Pl is also a solution of problem P2 . This amounts to the question
whether or not a minimal surface (in the general sense of 111,3) bounded

by a JORDAN curve -T* always admits of a representation as specified

by the statement of problem P2 , It seems that the methods developed
for dealing with the OSGOOD-CARATHEODORY theorem1 will permit, after

proper adjustments, the answering of this question in the affirmative2
.

111.19- Consider now a solution

S:x = x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u 2 + v 2 ^l

of problem P3 or P4 (see III. 5). We have then the equations

xu -ix,= <2>
2 - >2

, 1

(* + *), 0.6)

The condition that EG F 2 = for an interior point (U Q ,
VQ) is then

readily found to be equivalent to = 0, = for w WQ U Q+ iv .

Since problem P4 requires that and W have no common zeros, we

see that in problem P4 the solution is not permitted to have branch-points.

It easily is seen that if a solution of problem P2 does not have branch-

points, then it admits of a representation as required in problem P4 .

In other words, if we add the condition EG jp 2 > for u* + i>
2 < 1

in the statement of problem P2 ,
then we obtain problem P4 , that is

to say the classical statement of the problem of PLATEAU in the para-

metric form 3
.

The question arises whether or not problem P4 is always possible.

The impossibility, in general, of the problem would be demonstrated

by exhibiting a single JORDAN curve JT* for which it could be proved
that every minimal surface (of the type of the circular disc) bounded

by F* necessarily has branch-points. Such a curve has not yet been

exhibited; the surmisal that any knotted JORDAN curve would serve

the purpose can readily be refuted by examples of knotted JORDAN
curves which do bound minimal surfaces (of the type of the circular

disc) free of branch-points. More explicitly: there exist knotted JORDAN
curves for which the classical problem P4 is possible, and no JORDAN
curve is known at present for which problem P4 is impossible

4
.

1 We mean the following theorem: if the interior of a JORDAN curve is mapped,
in a one-to-one and conformal way, upon the interior of the unit circle, then the

map remains continuous and one-to-one on the boundaries. See for instance

CARATHEODORY : Conformal representation (Cambridge Tracts 28).
2 This program has been carried out in a joint paper by E. F. BECKENBACH

and T. RAD6: Subharmonic functions and minimal surfaces. To appear in Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc.
8 See H. A. SCHWARZ: Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. I.

* Cf. VI.35.
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Combining the existence theorem in Chapter V with the theorems

in III. 10, we obtain existence theorems for the classical problem P4

which seem to be the most general known at present. For instance: if

a JORDAN curve F* has a simply covered star-shaped curve as its parallel

or central projection upon some plane, then problem P4 is solvable for F*.

I II. 20. While problem P4 excludes branch-points altogether, and

while problem P2 does not imply any restriction as to branch-points,

the geometrical interpretation of problem P3 is less clear-cut.

Differentiating again the equations (3-6), we obtain

(3-7)

From (3.6) and (3.7) it follows readily: if, for a solution of problem
P

3 ,
we have EG F 2 = at an interior point u + iv = w , then

the partial derivatives of the first and second order of x(u, v) , y(u, v) ,

z(u,v) all vanish at that point. In other words: the branch-points of

a solution of problem P3 are at least of order 2 (sec I II.4 for the definition).

On the other hand, examples show that problem P2 might have solutions

with branch-points of order one.

Thus it follows that the problems P2 and P3 are not equivalent. Pro-

blem P3 will be seen to be solvable for every not knotted JORDAN curve

(Chapter V). Again, it is not known at the present time whether there

do or do not exist curves for which problem P3 is impossible.

III. 21. We have seen (III. 18) that if the given JORDAN curve F* is

situated in the #;y-plane, then the problem of PLATEAU in the parametric
form (in any one of the statements P2 ,

P3 ,
P4 of III. 5) reduces to the

problem of mapping the JORDAN region bounded by F* in a one-to-one

and continuous, and in the interior conformal, way upon the unit circle

u 2 + ^ 2 ~- 1 This situation played an important role in the theory.

The most direct illustration is given by the case when F* is a polygon.

One of the earliest ideas for dealing with the problem of the conformal

mapping of the unit circle upon the region bounded by a plane polygon
was based on the principle of symmetry and led to the so-called formulas

of SCHWARZ and CHRISTOFFEL. The method used by SCHWARZ in his

classical investigations on the problem of PLATEAU is clearly a generali-

zation to the space of the plane method1
. In a general way, the reader

will find, in the Chapters IV, V, VI dealing with the existence theorems,

many instances where the theory of the conformal mapping of plane

1
Compare, for instance, the following two papers of H. A. SCHWARZ : t)ber

einige Abbildungsaufgaben. Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. 2

pp. 65 83 and Bestimmung einer speziellen Minimalflache. Gesammelte Mathe-

matische Abhandlungen Vol. 1 pp. 6125- See also DARBOUX: The'orie generate

des surfaces Vol. 1 pp. 490 601.
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regions clearly served as a model for the development of the theory
of the problem of PLATEAU.

An important remark, due to J. DOUGLAS, should be mentioned

here. Since the problem of OSGOOD-CARATHEODORY (conformal mapping
of a plane JORDAN region upon the circle) is included in problem P2 ,

it

follows that if we have a method of solution of problem P2 which does

not make use of the solution of that problem, then we have a simul-

taneous solution of the problem of OSGOOD-CARATHEODORY and of the

problem of PLATEAU. J. DOUGLAS emphasizes the fact that this is the

case with his own method 1
.

III. 22. Instead of ron-idciin^ only existence theorems, the relation

between conformal mapping of plane regions, that is to say analytic

functions of a complex variable, on the one side and minimal surfaces

on the other side might be discussed on account of its own intrinsic

interest. The theory of minimal surfaces appears then as a generalization

of the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable. While the

Chapters IV, V, VI will review numerous facts and methods which

might be interpreted from this point of view, it might be useful to

present to the reader some specific illustrations.

111.23. If f(w) x(u,v) + iy(u, v] is an analytic function of w for

|w|<l ,
then xu yv ,

xv
= yM (CAUCHY-RIEMANN equations). From

these equations it follows that

4 + yl = *? + y; ,
xux v + yuyv

=
. (3.8)

Conversely, it follows from (3.8) that either y is conjugate harmonic

to x
t
or x is conjugate harmonic to y . Let us call two harmonic functions

related by (3.8) a couple of conjugate harmonic functions.

On the other hand, the theorem of WEIERSTRASS (see 11.17) leads

to consider triples of harmonic functions related by the equations

*5 + yl + 4 = + yl + % ,
xuxv + yuyv + zu zv

- o . (3.9)

We shall say that x, y ,
z form a triple of conjugate harmonic functions.

We shall review now a few facts which develop further this analogy.

III. 24. Suppose / (w) is analytic in
|

w
\

< 1 and even on
|

w = 1
,
for the

sake of simplicity. Put /' (w)
= g(w). Then the area of the image of

|

w
\

^ 1

by f(w) is given by 12rr

W =
{ f\g(re**)\*rdrde, (3-10)

6 6

while the length L of the image of w
\

= 1 is

\de. (3.11)

1 See J. DOUGLAS: Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc. Vol. 33 (1931) pp. 263-321.
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If / (w) would give a simply covered image of
|

w
\
^ 1 , then we could

assert, on account of the isoperimetric inequality, that

or, on account of (3-10) and (3.11), that

00
CARLEMAN 1

proved that (3-12) holds regardless if f(w) gives a simply
covered image. From this he inferred that between the area 91 of a

minimal surface and the length L of its boundary curve the isoperimetric

inequality also holds. To prove this 2
, suppose, to simplify the discussion,

that the minimal surface is given by

S:x = x(u,v), y^y(u,v}, z = z(u,v), u* + v*^l, (3.13)

where x,y,z form a triple of conjugate harmonic functions (see III. 23)

which remain analytic even on u 2 + v 2 = 1. Then x,y,z are the real

parts of analytic functions:

* = SR/iN, y = H/8M, * = 9t/sH,

and if we put /(
= gl> f'2

= g2 , /J
== #3 and use the equation g?+ gf+ g =

(see 11.18), then the isoperimetric inequality is expressed by
3 12tt r 2n i 3 \1

fc
= i

(3-14)

To prove (3-14), observe that on account of the inequality of MiNKOWSKi3

we have * , Orr ,<-<>, * x i

\ "

(3-15)

Hence (3-14) follows immediately from (3.15) and (3.12). Some more

discussion shows that the sign of equality in (3-14) holds if and only
if the minimal surface reduces to a simply covered circular disc.

If we suppose that the minimal surface has a minimum area, then

the theorem of CARLEMAN is almost trivial, as it has been observed by
BLASCHKE4

. Indeed, consider a cone consisting of the straight segments
which connect a fixed point of the boundary curve with a variable point
on that curve. Since cones are developable, the isoperimetric inequality

holds for this cone, and hence all the more for the minimal surface,

since the area of this latter is by assumption not greater than the area

1 Zur Theorie der Minimalflachen. Math. Z. Vol.9 (1921) pp. 154 160.
2 We follow the simple proof given by E. F. BECKENBACH: The area and

boundary of minimal surfaces. Ann. of Math. Vol. 33 (1932) pp, 658664.
8 See for instance P6LYA-SzEGO: Aufgaben und Lehrsatze Vol. 2 p. 14.
4 T. CARLEMAN: Zur Theorie der Minimalflachen. Math. Z. Vol. 9 (1921) p. 160.
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of the cone, while the boundary curve is the same for either surface.

This remark of BLASCHKE shows that the point to the theorem of CARLE-

MAN is that the theorem is true even if the area of the minimal surface

is not a minimum (cf. 1 1 1. 14).

111.25. Further inequalities between the area 91 of a minimal surface

and the length L of its boundary curve have been obtained by BECKEN-

BACH 1
. Suppose that the minimal surface is again given by the

equations (3-13). Suppose also that at the origin we have % == \ (that

is to say, the linear ratio of magnification at the origin is unity). Then

That is to say, 91 is at least equal to the area and L is at least equal
to the perimeter of the unit circle. The sign of equality holds if and only
if the minimal surface is a simply covered circular disc. These and

similar theorems are proved by BECKENBACH by using FOURIER ex-

pansions.

III. 26. A minimal surface S being again given by (3-13) where

x, y ,
z are supposed to form a triple of conjugate harmonic functions,

we shall call (x* + y
2 + z 2

)* the norm of S and we shall write

(x
2 + y

2 + z 2
)"
=

|S|. Then |S| is the generalization of the absolute

value of an analytic function / (w) oiw. If f (w) is analytic, then log \f(w)\

is a harmonic function of u, v, and this accounts for many important
facts in the theory of functions of a complex variable. While log

|

S
|

is

not harmonic, it can be shown to be subharmonic2
. A function g(u t v)

is subharmonic in a domain D if for every point (u ,
v

)
of D the in-

equality 2jr

is satisfied for sufficiently small values of Q
3

. If g has continuous partial

derivatives of the second order, then this condition is equivalent to

Ag == guu + gvv :>;0 and log|S| is easily shown to satisfy this latter

condition. It is sufficient to consider the situation in domains D where

S| > 0. Put log|S| g. Direct computation gives

A (& + i)S'- 2 (() + (SS.)*) /a , ,,
A g =-- 4 > (3-16)

1 See E. F. BECKENBACH: The area and boundary of minimal surfaces. Ann.

of Math. Vol. 33 (1932) pp. 658 664. The theorems in 111.24 and 111.25 also

hold for surfaces of negative curvature, given in isothermic representation. See

E. F. BECKENBACH and T. RAD6: Subharmonic functions and surfaces of nega-
tive curvature. To appear in Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

2 111.26 to 111.29 are taken from E. F. BECKENBACH and T. RAD6: Subhar-

monic functions and minimal surfaces. To appear in Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

3 See F. RIESZ: Sur les fonctions subharmoniques etc. A eta Math. Vol. 48

(1926) pp. 329343.
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where j
= r. (u , v) is the vector equation of S . Since the components

of r. form a triple of conjugate harmonic functions, we have

rS
=

s!> tui* = o.

At those points where j
=

rj
= 0, we have Ag = 0. At those points

where fu rj > 0, JM and j> are different from zero and are perpendi-

cular to each other. Using a unit vector | perpendicular to r.M and v ,

we can write
,

, <.= u + &fo + cf,

where a, b, c are scalars. It follows that

JEM ==aA, JEr
= &A,

2 A (a
2 + fr

2
) + c2

, where J = j*=j5.

Substituting in (3.16), we get
9 ; -2

^ =
fj'.-:0.

Thus Ag^:0 always.
111. 27. The fact that log|S| is subharmonic makes it possible to

extend a great number of theorems on analytic functions to minimal

surfaces, namely those theorems which depend essentially on the fact

that the product of analytic functions is again an analytic function.

While there is no direct analogy for minimal surfaces, the subharmonic

character of log |5 1
permits to extend the proofs. We just mention two

examples.
Let the minimal surface S be given by the equations (3. 13) where

x,y,z form a triple of conjugate harmonic functions. Suppose that

1. #(0,0) =0, y(0,0)=0, 2(0,0)=0,

2. (x
2 + y

2 + z2)*
=

|5| ^ 1 in u 2 + v2 < \ .

Then

(x(u, v)
2 + y(u, v)

2 + z(u, v)
2
)* -:; (u

2 + v2
)* in u 2 + v 2 < 1 ,

and the sign of equality holds if and only if the surface is a simply
covered circular disc. This generalizes the lemma of SCHWARZ.

111. 28. Suppose this time that the minimal surface is given by

S:x = x(u,v), y = y(,v), z = z(u,v), 0<arctg <a,

where x,y,z form a triple of conjugate harmonic functions. Suppose
these functions remain continuous for v = 0, u > 0, and suppose that

x
(
u

> 0) y(u > )> z
(
u

> 0) approach definite finite limits x$, yf, z for

v
u -> + . Then, in every angle ^ arctg <Zot e , e > , the functions

u

x (u , v) , y (u , v) ,
z (u , v) approach the limits #<| , yd" , z$ for (u , v)

-> (0 , 0) .

This generalizes a well-known theorem of LINDELOF. The proof follows

by an extension of the so-called multiplication method1
.

1 See for instance P6LYA-SZEG6: Aufgaben und Lehrsatze Vol. l p. 138 pro-

blem 277-
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111.29. The theorem of III.26 can be completed as follows. Three

functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v), continuous in a domain D, form there

a triple of conjugate harmonic functions if and only if log [(x + a)
2

+ (y + b)
z + (z + c)

2
]
is subharmonic for every choice of the constants a, b, c.

Chapter IV.

The non-parametric problem.
IV.I. The problem of PLATEAU in the non-parametric form asks

for a minimal surface bounded by a given curve and represented as a

whole by an equation of the form z = z(x,y). The exact statement

of the problem is as follows. Given, in the #y-plane, a JORDAN curve F,

and a continuous function q> (P) of the point P varying on F. Determine

a function z(x t y) which is continuous in and on F, which has continuous

derivatives of the first and second orders inside of jT, which reduces

to 99 (P) on F, and which satisfies inside of F the partial differential

equation
(1 + q^ y _ 2pqs + (j + #a) t = ^

where
p = zx , q = z ,

r = zXX) s = zx t = 2 , .

IV.2. It has been observed (III. 17) that this problem, in general,

has no solution. The methods developed for the solution of the problem
therefore necessarily are based on some further assumptions concerning

the prescribed boundary conditions. In the work we are going to review

in this chapter, it is supposed that

1 . the curve -T which bears the given boundary values is convex, and

2. the boundary function <p(P) satisfies a three-point condition.

The three-point condition may be stated as follows. Let F* be the

JORDAN curve defined in the xyz-sp&ce by the equation z = <p(P). Let

Pf , P*, Pf be three distinct points on 7
1

*, and denote by the positive

acute angle between the #y-plane and the plane passing through Pf ,

P*, Pf. If, for all possible positions of the points Pf , Pf, Pf, the quan-

tity tg0 is less than or equal to some fixed finite constant A, then we

shall say that the boundary function cp (P) satisfies the three-point con-

dition with the constant A.

The three-point condition obviously implies that no three distinct

points Pf , Pf, Pf of F* are on the same vertical plane (the #y-plane

being thought of as horizontal). This again implies that the curve F,

bearing the given boundary values, is convex in the strict sense. That

is to say, F must be a convex curve no arc of which reduces to a straight

segment. Obviously, however, the three-point condition requires more

than that ; the condition implies a restriction not only upon 71
but also

upon the boundary function <p(P) given on F.

Problem of Plateau. 4
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If r is not convex, then the boundary value problem generally is

not solvable (see III. 17). In this sense, the convexity of jTis a necessary
restriction. On the other hand, it will follow from the results obtained

for the problem of PLATEAU in the parametric form that the three-point

condition can be dropped (see VI. 18). In the work concerned with the

non-parametric problem the three-point condition is however absolutely

essential.

IV.3. The three-point condition first appears in a short announce-

ment which HILBERT gave of his method to justify the principle of Di-

RICHLET 1
. The ideas sketched in that announcement have been applied

by LEBESGUE, in his Thesis2
, to develop a first attack on the problem

of PLATEAU in the non-parametric form.
4 LEBESGUE considers the following problem. Let there be given, on

a convex curve F in the xy-plane, a continuous function <p(P) which

satisfies the three-point condition with a constant A . Consider all the

functions z(x, y) which are continuous in and on F
}
and which reduce

on F to the given function cp (P) . Determine in this class a function

z (x , y) such that the area 21 (z) of the surface z z (x , y) be a minimum.

21 (z) denotes here the area in the sense of LEBESGUE (see 1. 10).

LEBESGUE proceeds as follows. Consider first functions z (x , y) such

that the surface z = z (x , y) is a polyhedron with a given number n of

vertices and such that the boundary polygon of this polyhedron is

inscribed in the curve JT* with equation z cp (P) , where (p (P) is the

given boundary function. For a given n, the area 21 (2) of this poly-

hedron is a continuous function of a finite number of parameters, and

hence, for a given n, the problem $l(z)
= minimum is an ordinary

minimum problem and it has consequently a solution z = zn (x,y). It

follows then from the definition of the area, in the sense of LEBESGUE/
that 21 (2n) converges toward the greatest lower bound m of the areas

2l(*) of all the surfaces z = z(x,y) such that z(x t y) is continuous in

and on F, and reduces to <p(P) on F.

Suppose then that the sequence zn (x , y) contains a uniformly con-

vergent subsequence znk (x,y). Denote by z(x,y) the limit function.

Then z(x,y) is continuous in and on jT, and reduces to (p (P) on F. Hence

m ^ 21 (z) , On the other hand, on account of the lower semi-continuity
of the area, 21 (z) <; Iim2l(^n*) = w. Consequently 21 (z) m, that is to

say z (x , y) solves the proposed problem 21 (z)
= minimum.

The point therefore is to show that the sequence zn (x, y) contains a uni-

formly convergent subsequence. This will be established if it is shown

that the functions zn (x t y) satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition with the same

constant, on account of a well-known theorem of ARZELA.

1 HILBERT: t)ber das DiRiCHLEische Prinzip. Jber. Deutsch. Math.-Vereinig.
Vol. 8 (1900) pp. 184-188.

2
Integrate, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7 (1920) pp. 231359.
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LEBESGUE shows then that the functions zn (x,y) satisfy the LIP-

SCHITZ condition with the constant A of the three-point condition. He
reasons as follows. The polyhedron z zn (x, y) has no convex vertices;

otherwise it would be possible to lessen its area without increasing the

number of its vertices, in contradiction with its minimizing property.
Since the polyhedron has no convex vertices, no plane can intersect it

in a closed polygon. From this it follows that every plane which contains

one of the faces of the polyhedron must intersect the curve J1

*, in which

the boundary polygon is inscribed, in at least three distinct points.

Hence, on account of the three-point condition, the tangent of the po-
sitive acute angle between the #;y-plane and any face of the polyhedron
is less than or equal to the constant A of the three-point condition.

This obviously implies that zn (x , y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition

with the constant A.

IV.4. This reasoning is essentially the same as that sketched by
HUBERT for the DIRICHLET problem in the announcement mentioned

above. We do not insist on details since every step of the reasoning will

be generalized arid discussed in connection with later investigations.

It is however important to evaluate the implications of the result of

LEBESGUE for the problem of PLATEAU.

If the solution z (x , y) of the problem 21 (z)
= minimum would be

sufficiently regular, the area 91 (z) of the surface z = z(x, y) would be

given by the classical integral

(I + p* + q*)*dxdy 9

The function z(x t y) would then be a solution, with given boundary
values, of the variation problem

(I + p
2 + qrf dxdy minimum.

//(

I I
(

The classical methods of the Calculus of Variations would then show

that z(x,y) satisfies the partial differential equation

(1 + q*)r .- 2pqs + (1 + p*)t = 0.

There remains therefore the problem of showing that the solution

z = z (x , y) of the problem 21 (2)
= minimum has the differential coeffi-

cients necessary for the application of the classical methods of the

Calculus of Variations. This is the sense in which LEBESGUE interpreted

his result as a preliminary step toward the solution of the problem of

PLATEAU. We are going to review presently the investigations which

resulted in the solution of the problem left open by LEBESGUE.

IV. 5. The problem clearly consists of handling the solution of a two-

dimensional variation problem under much more adverse conditions

than those considered in the classical Calculus of Variations. In the

case of one-dimensional variation problems, the well-known lemma of

Du Bois REYMOND may be considered as a step in this direction. The

4*
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generalization of this lemma for two-dimensional variation problems
has been obtained by HAAR 1 and will play an important part in the

sequel.

Lemma of HAAR. Given, in a JORDAN region R of the #y-plane, two

continuous2 functions u(x,y), v(x,y) such that

=

for every function (x,y) which is continuous in R, vanishes on the

boundary of R
,
and which has continuous partial derivatives of the first

order in the interior of R . Then there exists, in the interior of R
,
a single-

valued function co(x, y) such that

COy
= U

,
0)X = V .

The point to the lemma of HAAR is that no assumptions are made

concerning the existence of the partial derivatives of u (x , y) , v(x,y).

Indeed, if we suppose that u (x , y) , v(x,y) have continuous first partial

derivatives, the lemma of HAAR reduces to the classical argument used

in Calculus of Variations to discuss the first variation of a double integral
3

.

IV.6. The original proof of HAAR has been simplified by LICHTEN-

STEIN 4
,
ScHAUDER 5 and by HAARG himself. Some of the arguments used

in these proofs deserve separate consideration.

a) The one-dimensional lemma. If f(x) is continuous in a closed

interval a^ x --_b and is such that
b

. lf(x)<p'(x)dx =
a

for every (p (x) which is continuous in a ;u x -~- b
,
vanishes for x a

and x b, and which has a continuous first differential coefficient in

a < x < b
y
then f(x) is constant.

The following proof
7
apparently is not generally known. Let cp(x]

have the properties described above and denote by y any constant. Then
b b b

/(/(*)
7) <p'(x)dx =ff(x) <p'(x) dx ~ yj <p'(x}dx

= 0-0 = 0. (4.1)

1 tlber die Variation der Doppelintegrale. J. reine angew. Math. Vol. 149

(1919) pp. 1-18.
a Later on HAAR generalized this lemma in several ways. See the expository

presentation by A. HAAR: Zur Variationsrechnung Abh. math. Semin. Hamburg.
Univ. Vol. 8 (1930).

3 See for instance BOLZA: Vorlesungen iiber Variationsrechnung, pp. 653 655-
4 Bemerkungen uber das Prinzip der virtuellen Verrtickungen. Ann. Soc.

Polon. math. (1924).
6 Uber die Umkehrung eines Satzes aus der Variationsrechnung. Acta Litt.

Sci. Szeged Vol. 4 (1929) pp. 3850.
6 Zur Variationsrechnung. Abh. math. Semin. Hamburg. Univ. Vol. 8 (1930).
7 See G. A. BLISS: Calculus of Variations (No. 1 of the Carus Mathematical

Monographs).
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Choose 5

Then

a

obviously has the desired properties. Since

q>'(x) =f(x) -y
it follows from (4.1) that

Hence f(x)
=

y.
a

b) An integral test for complete differentials. Given, in a closed

rectangle R : a < x ^ b, c ^ y ^ d, two continuous functions u(x,y),

v(x t y)\ the expression udy vdx is called a complete differential if

there exists, in the interior of R
,
a single-valued function eo (x , y) such

that a)x = >v
,
o)y
= u. If u, v have continuous derivatives of the first

order in the interior of R, then udy vdx is a complete differential

if and only if ux + vy
= 0. This is the classical differential test. The

vanishing of the line integral

j udy vdx

for every closed, sufficiently good, curve in R is a classical integral test

which remains valid under the single assumption that u
,
v are continuous.

This is the test used by HAAR in the original proof of his lemma.

ScHAUDER 1
,
in his proof of the lemma of HAAR, used another inter-

esting integral test. Put
y x

U(x, y)
=

ju(x, rfidri, V(x, y)
=

fv($,
y)d. (4.2)

c a

Then udy vdx is a complete differential if and only if there exist two

functions <p(x), ip(y) of the single variables x,y such that

U(x, y) + V(x, y)
-

q*(x) + y(y).

Indeed, suppose that udy vdx is a complete differential: tidy vdx
= da). Then obviously

U(x, y)
= a)(x, y) a)(x, c) ,

V(x,y) = a>(a,y) (o(x t y) f

and consequently
U(Xf y) + y(%) y]

=^ y)
_^ c)<

Suppose secondly that

U(x,y) + V(x,y) = q>(x) +y(y),
and Put

<o(x, y) = U(x, y)
~

<p(x)
= -V(x, y} + y(y).

11160_ a>,= ~VX = -v, cov ^Uy
= u.

1 t)ber die Umkehrung eines Satzes aus der Variationsrechnung. Acta Litt.

Sci. Szeged Vol. 4 (1929) pp. 38-50.
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IV. 7. The lemma of HAAR now may be proved as follows 1
. First

it is clear that it is sufficient to prove the lemma for a rectangle

R: a^x -^b,c ^y <^d. Choose any function / (x) which is continuous

in a 53 x ^ b , vanishes for x = a and x = b
,
and which has a continuous

differential coefficient l'(x) for a < x < b. Choose any function m(y)

having the same properties with respect to the interval c^y^d.
Then (x , y)

= / (x)m (y) has all the properties required in the statement

of the lemma of HAAR, and thus

b d

(uVm + vlm')dxdy = 0.

Partial integration gives
b d

fJHl'm'dxdy
= Q, (4.3)

where H = U + V, and U, V are given by (4.2). It follows then from

(4-3), on account of the one-dimensional lemma (see IV.6), that

fH(x,y)m'(y)Jy
C

is constant, that is to say independent of x. Hence
d

H(x, y)m'(y)dy =
J
H(a, y)m'(y)dy,

c

f[H(
X ,y)~H(a,y)-\m'(y)dy = 0.

or

Applying again the one-dimensional lemma, we see that H(x t y)~H(a, y)

is constant for every fixed value of x. Hence

H(x, y)
- H(a, y)

= H(x, c)
- H(a, c)

= H(x, c), (4.4)

since obviously H(a,c) = 0. (4.4) gives

H = U + V = H(a,y) +H(x,c).

It follows then from the integral test of SCHAUDER that udy vdx is

a complete differential, as asserted by the lemma of HAAR.

IV. 8. A. HAAR applied his lemma to variation problems of the form

f/F(p, q)dxdy = minimum in the following way 2
. Consider, in a

JORDAN region R ,
all the functions z(x,y) which are continuous in R

,

which reduce on the boundary of R to a given boundary function, and

which have continuous partial derivatives zx =, p ,
zy
= q in the interior

1
J. SCHAUDER: Uber die Umkehrung eines Satzes aus der Variationsrechnung.

Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol. 4 (1929) pp. 38 50. A. HAAR: Zur Variationsrech-

nung. Abh. math. Semin. Hamburg. Univ. Vol. 8 (1930).
8 A. HAAR: t)ber die Variation der Doppelintegrale. J. reine angew. Math.

Vol. 149 (1919) pp. 1-18.
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of R. Suppose there exists in this class a function z(x, y) which solves

the variation problem

IJF(p t q)dxdy = minimum.
JR

Let (x , y) denote any function which is continuous in R , vanishes on

the boundary of R, and which has continuous partial derivatives of

the first order in the interior of R . Let e be a small parameter and put

J(e) =JJF(P + e*> q + ev)dxdy.
R

On account of the minimizing property of z(x,y), this function / (s)

has a minimum for e 0. Hence

/'(O)
=
ff (Fp f, + FqQ dxdy = .

R

There follows then from the lemma of HAAR the existence, in the in-

terior of R
,
of a single-valued function 00 (x , y) such that

F
p
= coy , F

q
= -<ox . (4.5)

If the minimizing function z (x , y) were known to have continuous

partial derivatives of the second order also, then it would follow from

(4.5) that 3 a

3^ +
Wj
F

*
^ FPP r + 2FP S + *;' =

This is the classical EULER-LAGRANGE equation of the problem. Ex-

amples show however that the minimizing function need not have

partial derivatives of the second order. The lemma of HAAR permits
us to derive the differential equations (4.5) under the single assumption
of the existence and continuity of the partial derivatives of the first

order.

IV.9. A. HAAR proposed the problem of applying the equations

(4.5) to the study of the analytic character of the solutions of positive

regular analytic variation problems of the form jJF(p, q)dxdy = mini-

mum. If F(p, q) is an analytic function of p, q and if it satisfies the

inequalities Fpp >0, F^>0, F,,F, t -F>,>0 (4.7)

for all values of p, q, then the problem /JF(p, q)dxdy = minimum is

called positive regular and analytic. If z(x, y) is a solution, with con-

tinuous partial derivatives of the second order, of such a problem, then

z(x,y) satisfies the EULER-LAGRANGE equation (4.6). This is a quasi-

linear equation of the second order, and it is of the elliptic type, on

account of (4.7). Every solution of such an equation is analytic as soon

as it has continuous partial derivatives of the first and second order 1
.

Hence every solution of a regular analytic variation problem

jJF(p, q)dxdy = minimum is analytic as soon as it has continuous

1 See L. LICHTENSTEIN : Neuere Entwickhmer usw. Enzvklooadie der math,

Wiss. Vol. 2 (3) pp. 12771334.
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partial derivatives of the first and second order. The problem proposed

by HAAR requires the obtaining of this conclusion under the assumption
of the existence and continuity of the first partial derivatives only.

At the present time the solution of this problem is known only in

two special cases, namely for the DIRICHLET problem

+ q
2
) dxdy = minimum,

and for the area-problem

(1 + p
2 + ?

2
)* dx dy = minimum.

In the case of the DIRICHLET problem, the equations of HAAR reduce to

p = zx = a>y, q = zy
= 0)x ,

that is to say to the CAUCHY-RIEMANN equations. The fact that z(x,y)

is analytic follows therefore from classical theorems in the theory of

functions of a complex variable.

We are going to review now the case F = (1 + p
2 + <?

2
)*

IV. 10. We consider first the area problem in the parametric form 1
.

Let S : j
=

(u, v) ,
u 2

-f v 2 ^ \
,
be a regular surface of class C' (see

II. 2) bounded by a given curve, and suppose that the area of S is a

minimum.

Consider an interior point P of S. Choose the coordinate system

xyz in such a way that none of the coordinate planes is parallel to the

normal of S at P . Denote by 5 a small simply connected portion of

S comprising P . If 5 is sufficiently small, then S can be represented
in any one of the three forms z = z (x , y) ,

x = % (y , z) , y = y (z , x) ,

where z (x , y) ,
% (y , z) , y (z , x) are single-valued functions with continuous

first partial derivatives.

Denote by X , Y, Z the direction-cosines of the normal to the sur-

face. The first step is to prove that the three expressions

Ydz~Zdy, Zdx~Xdz, Xdy~Ydx
are complete differentials on 5 .

2

Consider the representation z = z(x t y) of S . Then z(x,y) can be

considered as a solution of the variation problem

/ / (1 + p
2 + <7

2
)* dx dy = minimum.

Since z(x t y) has continuous first partial derivatives, the result of HAAR
can be applied. The equations of HAAR reduce in the present case to

P yr --

1 T. RAD6: t)ber den analytischen Charakter der Minimalflachen. Math. Z.

Vol. 24 (1925) pp. 321-327-
2 Cf. 11.11.
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In other words, the expression

p dy qdx

(iTp' + f
1
)*

is a complete differential 1
. On the other hand, we have

x =__ ___ y =
'

(1+

2\. dy7
and consequently __ pdy - qdx

2 ct x j~ .

(1 + />
2 + .

This proves that Xdy Ydx is a complete differential. Using the

representations x = x(y , z) , y y (z, x) of S
,
we see that Yd 2 Zdy ,

Zd# Xdz are also complete differentials.

Consider then again the representation z == z(x, y) of 5 . It can be

supposed that the #y-projection of 5 is a rectangle R:XJ ^#<#2 ,

y1 ^ y ^ y2 - We have for the components X t Y, Z of the unit normal

vector
b n 1

\r t/ -\r I r/ TJ7 / A I JL l> I 9\ 1A =~ '

,
Y ^ ,

Z = , KK = (1 + ^ + ^ )

The preceding result is then expressed by the equations

C02 ,

(4.8)

where coj, o>2 ,
co3 denote three auxiliary functions which are single-

valued in R. By assumption p, q and consequently the first partial

derivatives of colt co 2 ,
o>3 are continuous. Introduce new parameters

a, j8 by the equations
<* = x, /J

= >i(^,y).

1 4- <7
2

From j8y cojy
~

pp < it follows then that R is carried in a one-

to-one way into a certain region 7?* of the <x/?-plane. Direct computation
shows then (cf. II. 16) that x and colt y and o> 2 ,

z and o>3 ,
as functions

of <x and /?, satisfy in #* the CAUCHY-RIEMANN equations

Since ^, y, z, a)lt co2 ,
co3 as functions of <x, /9

have continuous first

partial derivatives, it follows from classical theorems that the six

functions involved are analytic functions of <x and /?. Since

d&JH - _ 1 n_ d(x,y)~~ W ^"'

1 Cf. II.6.
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it follows from well-known theorems on implicit functions that a,/J
are analytic functions of x and y. As z is an analytic function of a, ft

and as a, /? are analytic functions of # and y, it follows that z is an

analytic function of x and y. Thus we have the theorem 1
:

// a regular surface S of class C'
t
bounded by a given curve, has a mini-

mum area, then S is analytic (and consequently is a minimal surface).

IV.11. The minimizing property of S has been used only to establish

the equations (4.8); from that point on, only those equations were

used. Hence we have the following theorem2
.

Let z(x,y) be a function which has continuous partial derivatives

of the first order in a JORDAN region R. Suppose there exist in R
three

'

./, . .." .-

*

functions a)lt eo2 ,
co3 such that

Then z(x,y) is an analytic function of x,y and satisfies the partial

differential equation

(1 + q
2
)r
- 2pqs + (1 + p

2
)t
= 0.

The second half of the statement follows of course from the first

half directly by differentiation.

IV. 12. Consider now the area problem in the non-parametric form

(\ + p* + q*)*dxdy = minimum.

Suppose we have, in a JORDAN region R, a solution z(x,y) with given

boundary values and having continuous first partial derivatives in the

interior of R. Using variations of the form z + ef > we obtain from the

lemma of HAAR the result that Xdy Ydx is a complete differential.

The surface z = z (x , y) is now only known to have a smallest area with

respect to surfaces of the same form. The reasoning which showed, in

the case of the parametric problem, that Ydz Zdy, Zdx~Xdz
are also complete differentials is therefore not legitimate in the present

case. Still, the result remains valid2
. The situation can be handled by

the so-called method of the variation of the independent variables.

1 T. RAD6: t)ber den analytischen Charakter der Minimalflachen. Math. Z.

Vol.24 (1925) pp. 321-327-
2 T, RAD6: Bemerkung liber die Differentialgleichungen zweidimensionalei

Variationsprobleme, Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol. 3 (1925) pp. 147-156.
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Let us consider the general problem

ffF(p, q)dxdy = minimum.

Let z(x, y) be a solution with given boundary values, and suppose only
that z(x, y) has continuous first partial derivatives. It clearly is legiti-

mate to suppose that the region R in which the problem is considered

is a circle K. Denote by t(x, y) a function continuous in K , vanishing
on the boundary of K, and having continuous and bounded first partial
derivatives inK . Let e be a small parameter and define a transformation

T(s) by the formulas

T(e) : x u + et(u t v), y = v, (u,v)inK.

For sufficiently small values of e this is a one-to-one and continuous

transformation of K into itself. Hence, u, v can be expressed as single-
valued functions of x, y and e. It follows in this way that the equations

x = u + et(u, v), y=^v, z~z(u,v), (u,v)inK,

where z is the minimizing function under investigation, define a family
of admissible surfaces. For these surfaces the integral fJF(p t q)dxdy
becomes a function / (e) which has a minimum for e = 0. Hence

/'(O) =0. After suitable transformations, the function J(e) appears
in the form

K

The condition /'(O) = gives therefore the equation

ff [(F
~ pFp)

tx
- pFq

ty] dxdy = .

K

It follows then from the lemma of HAAR that

pFqdx+(F~pFp)dy

is a complete differential. Using in a similar way variations of the in-

dependent variable y, we obtain the result that

is a complete differential. Finally it follows by means of the usual

variation z -f- e that Fqdx Fpdy is a complete differential. That
is to. say :

If z(x,y) is a solution with continuous first partial derivatives of

the boundary value problem for the variation problem

1 1 F(p, q)dxdy = minimum,

then the three expressions

pFqdx+(F~pFp)dy, (F-qFq)dx + qFpdy, Fqdx - Fpdy

are complete differentials. In other words: there exist three single-

valued auxiliary functions toi(x,y), o)%(x,y), 0)z (x,y) which satisfy,
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together with the minimizing function z(x,y), the following system of

partial differential equations
1

,

colx
= pFq , coly

= F pFp ,

(4-9)

The last two equations are those obtained by HAAR himself. In case

the minimizing function z(x,y) is known to have continuous partial

derivatives of the second order, the auxiliary functions (olt o> 2 ,
o>3 can

be eliminated by crosswise differentiation and there results the classical

EULER-LAGRANGE equation. Conversely, it is immediate that if z(x, y)

satisfies the EULER-LAGRANGE equation, then the auxiliary functions

ojlf co 2 ,
co3 exist. Indeed, the EULER-LAGRANGE equation is the common

integrability condition for the three couples of equations comprised in

the above system. The point is again that the equations (4.9) can be

established under the single assumption that the minimizing function

has continuous partial derivatives of the first order.

IV.13. In *ne case F = (1 + p
2 + q*)$ the equations (4.9) reduce to

those considered in IV.ll. Hence, on account of the remark made there,

we have the following theorem 1
.

// z(x, y) is a solution, with continuous partial derivatives of the first

order, of the boundary value problem for the variation problem

then z(x t y) is analytic and satisfies the partial differential equation

(\ + q
2)r2pqs + (1 +p*)t = 0. (4.10)

IV. 14. We are going to review at present a paper of A. HAAR2 in

which he gave important generalizations and applications of the results

discussed so far in this Chapter. In 2 and 3 of his paper, HAAR

generalizes the theorem of IV.13 f r *ne case when the minimi/ing
function z(x t y) is only known to satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition. If

a function z(x, y) satisfies the condition of LIPSCHITZ in a domain D ,

then p = zx and q
= zy exist almost everywhere in D and are bounded

and measurable functions 3
. The expression (1 -f p

2 + q
2
)^ is then also

a bounded and measurable function of x
t y and hence the integral

1 T. RAD6: Bemerkung iiber die Differentialgleichungen zweidimensionaler

Variationsprobleme. Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol. 3 (1925) pp. 147 156.
2 A. HAAR: Ober das PLATEAUsche Problem. Math. Ann. Vol.97 (1927)

pp. 124-258.
3 The theory of functions of two variables, satisfying the LIPSCHITZ condition,

has been the object of important investigations of H. RADEMACHER: tJber partielle

und totale Differenzierbarkeit I, II. Math. Ann. Vol. 79 (1919) pp. 340359 and
Vol. 81 (1920) pp. 52-63.
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exists in the LEBESGUE sense. Thus there is a good sense to the statement

of the variation problem

// (1 + P
2 + #

2
) dxdy = minimum (4.11)

D

for the class of functions z(x, y) which satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition.

Using the modern theory of functions of real variables, HAAR verifies

that all the arguments which have been used to prove the theorem of

IV.I 3 remain valid under the single assumption that the minimizing
function z(x t y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition. He obtains in this

way the theorem:

// z(x t y) is a solution, satisfying the condition of LIPSCHITZ, of the

boundary value problem for the variation problem (4.11), then z(x t y) is

analytic and satisfies the partial differential equation (4.10).

IV.I 5. HAAR observes that this result can be applied to the existence

theorem obtained by LEBESGUE (see IV.3). Indeed, GEOCZE proved (see

1.13) that if z(x,y) satisfies the condition of LIPSCHITZ, then the area

21(2) of the surface z = z(x t y) is given by the classical integral

(4.12)

Hence the result of LEBESGUE concerning the problem 21 (2)
= minimum

(see IV.3) implies the following existence theorem.

Let there be given, on a convex JORDAN curve F in the xy-plane, a

function <p(P) of the point P varying on F which satisfies the three-point

condition with some constant A. Consider all the junctions z(x,y) which

satisfy, in the JORDAN region bounded by F, the LIPSCHITZ condition and

which reduce on F to the given function <p(P). Then there exists in this

class a function ZQ (X, y) which minimizes the integral (4.12) extended over

the interior of F.

IV.I 6. It follows then from the theorem in IV.I 4 that this function

z (x, y) is analytic and satisfies the partial differential equation (4.10).

Hence the theorem:

Let there be given, on a convex JORDAN curve F, a function (p (P) which

satisfies the three-point condition with some constant A. Then there exists,

in the JORDAN region bounded by F, a solution of the partial differential

equation
(j + q

*
)r
_ 2pqs + (i + pV}t

= 0>

which reduces to (p(P) on F.

IV.I 7. In 1 of his paper under discussion, HAAR generalizes the

existence theorem of IV.I 5 for positive regular variation problems of

the form - -

/ / F(P> q}dxdy = minimum.

Such a problem is called positive regular if F satisfies the inequalities
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for all values of p and q. The existence proof presented by HAAR for

this general case is considerably simpler than the existence proof which

follows from the results of LEBESGUE and GEOCZE for the special case

F = (1 + P
2 + <?

2
)i. The reviewer believes that this justifies the de-

tailed discussion of the general case in this report. We shall first consider

the main arguments used by HAAR and we shall then describe the

existence proof itself.

IV. 18. Let z(x,y) be a function continuous in a JORDAN region
bounded by a convex JORDAN curve J7

. Suppose that the boundary
values of z (x, y) satisfy the three-point condition with some constant A.

Suppose also that z(x,y) has the property that there exists no plane
which intersects the surface z z (x , y) in a closed curve (this assumption
Will be stated in a more exact form presently). One of the main argu-
ments of HAAR is then the theorem that under these circumstances

the function z(x t y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition with the constant

A of the three-point condition.

Similar ::::'
m

.:\\: \ ;, concerned with various special types of surfaces

z = z (x , y) , played an important part in most of the investigations on

the problem of PLATEAU in the non-parametric form 1
. For instance,

the method of LEBESGUE reviewed in IV. 3 is based on the special case

concerned with polyhedrons. The general theorem has been stated by
HAAR in the course of preliminary investigations on the problem of

PLATEAU and has been proved first by T. RADO 2
. A much simpler

proof has then been given by J. v. NEUMANN 3
.

The exact statement of the theorem is based on the following de-

finitions. Let f(x,y) be continuous in a JORDAN region R. Let D be

any domain (connected open set) comprised in R. Denote by D* the

set of all boundary points of D, and by M*
t
m* the maximum and

minimum respectively of f(x,y) on D*. The function f(x,y) is called

monotonic* in the JORDAN region R if the condition

m* <;/(#, y) ^ M* for (x, y) in D

is satisfied for every domain D in R.

Let a, b, c be three constants. If the function f(x, y) (ax+ by+ c)

is monotonic in R for every choice of the constants a,b,c t then f(x,y)
is called a saddle-function in R. Using this terminology, we may state

the theorem as follows.

1 See for references A. HAAR: t)ber das PLATEAUSche Problem. Math. Ann.
Vol. 97 (1927) p. 127 and 141.

2 T. RAD6: Geometrische Betrachtungen liber zweidimensionale regulare

Variationsprobleme. Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol. 2 (1926) pp. 228253.
3

J. v. NEUMANN: Ober einen Satz der Variationsrechnung. Abh. math. Sem.

Hamburg. Univ. Vol. 8 (1931) pp 28 31.
4 H. LEBESGUE: Integrate, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7

pp. 231-359.
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// z(x, y) is a saddle-function in a convex JORDAN region R, and if

the boundary values of z(x, y) satisfy the three-point condition with some

constant A, then z(x t y) satisfies in R the LIPSCHITZ condition with the

constant A.

IV.19. The proof of this theorem, ,'ililioiiijJi quite elementary, is

rather involved even in the simplified form due to J. v. NEUMANN, and

therefore we restrict ourselves to the following remarks. Let (xl , yx) ,

(*2 y*) be any two distinct points in R\ the proof consists of showing
that the inequality

\

z
(
x, t y,)

-
x(Xl , yj \

is impossible. This is practically obvious if at least one of the two points

is on the boundary of R 1
. The complications arise solely in the general

case when both points are interior points of R.

T. RADO observed that as far as the existence proof of HAAR is

concerned, these complications easily can be avoided 1
. Indeed, the func-

tions z (x , y) ,
to which the theorem will be applied in the course of the

existence proof, will possess the following additional property. Let

h,k be two constants. Denote by Rh
>
k the JORDAN region obtained

from the JORDAN region R by the transformation x = x + h,y = y + k.

Then the function z(x h,y k) z(x,y) is monotonic in the region

consisting of the common points of R and Rh >
k

,
for every choice of

the constants h and k.

Consider then two interior points (^y^, (x2t yz) f R such that

(4.14) is satisfied. Put h = x2 xlt k = y2 ^y1
. From (4.14) and

from the monotonic character of z (x h
, y k)

~ z (x , y) it follows then

immediately that (4.14) is satisfied also for a couple of points (xl9 y^ ,

(#2 , y2), at least one of which is a boundary point of R. Hence it is

sufficient to disprove (4.14) in the almost trivial case when at least one

of the two points is on the boundary
1

.

IV. 20. Another important argument in the existence proof of HAAR
is the following theorem.

Suppose thatF(p, q) satisfies, for all values of p and q, the inequalities

(4.13) Consider then, in a JORDAN region R, a sequence zn (x,y) con-

verging uniformly to a function z(x,y). Suppose that all these functions

satisfy in R the LIPSCHITZ condition (not necessarily with the same con-

stant). Then r r
.
r

limj J
F(pn , qn)dxdy ^j J F(p, q)dxdy,

R R

where pn = znxt qn = zny , p = zx , q = zy .

The theorem expresses the lower semi-continuity of the integral

/JF(p, q)dxdy. In the special case F = (1 + P
2 + #

2
)^> the integral

1 T. RAD6: t)ber zweidimensionale regulate Variationsprobleme. Math. Ann.

Vol. 101 (1929) pp. 620-632. See in particular 1, No. 2.
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is equal to the area of the surface z = z (x , y) in the sense of LEBESGUE

(see 1.13), and hence the theorem is a consequence of the lower semi-

continuity of the area (see 1.12). The lower semi-continuity of the area-

integral has been generalized to various classes of simple and multiple

integrals
1

.

For the integral in which we are interested, a very simple proof is

obtained by applying a device used by HAAR S to the method which

results from the work of GEOCZE for the special case (1 + p
2
-f </

2
)i.

This proof proceeds in the following steps
3

. First observe that it is

sufficient to consider the case when the JORDAN region R is a square.
Use the notation

J(z)=lfF(p,q)dxdy,
'n

where z is any function which satisfies the condition of LIPSCHITZ in R .

Subdivide R into m 2
congruent small squares, and put

-J J

In this formula, <;TOjl ,
am ^, . . ., omttn < denote the small squares into

which R has been subdivided; crw , ifc also denotes the area of (rmj *. The

following properties of Em (z) will be used,

1. Zm (z)->J(z) for w->co.
2. Zm (z): /(*).

3. If a sequence zn (x, y) converges uniformly to a function z(x, y)

in R, and if all these functions satisfy the condition of LIPSCHITZ in R
(not necessarily with the same constant), then

(zn )
= Sw (z)

for every fixed value of m.

The proofs of 1 and 3 are immediate if all the functions concerned

are supposed to have continuous first partial derivatives. The validity
of the arguments used in this elementary case can then be extended

on account of well-known general theorems of the theory of functions

of real variables. As to 2, observe first that we have, on account of the

inequalities (4.13),

+.-.+a^ &J+...+6

1
See, also for references, L. TONELLI : Sur la semi-continuite des integrates

doubles du Calcul des Variations. Acta math. Vol. 53 (1929) pp. 325 346 and

J. E. McSHANE: On the semi-continuity of double integrals. Ann. of Math. Vol. 33

(1932) pp. 460-484.
2 tlber das PLATEAUsche Problem. Math. Ann. Vol. 97 (1927) pp. 124 258.
3 T. RAD6: tlber zweidimensionale regulare Variationsprobleme. Math. Ann.

Vol. 101 (1929) pp. 620632.
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for every value of the positive integer v and of the real constants

alt . . ., av ,
blt . . ., bv .

1 The inequality 2 follows then immediately by a

passage to the limit. The main theorem

is then proved as follows. 2 gives Em (zn) ^ J (zn)
. For n ~> oo it

follows, on account of 3, that 27TO(^) ^ Una/(*n)
. For m -> oo, it follows,

on account of 1, that J (z) ^limj(zn).

IV.21. The statement of the existence theorem of HAAR is as follows.

Let there be given, on a convex curve F of the xy-plane, a continuous

function <p (P) of the point P varying on F which satisfies the three-point

condition with some constant A . Consider the class of all functions z (x , y)

which satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition in the JORDAN region R bounded

by P and reduce to <p (P) on F. Then there exists in this class a solution

of the variation problem

F(p, q)dxdy = minimum, (4.15)

R

if the problem is positive regular, that is to say if

Fpp >0, Fqq >0, FppFqq
-

FJ g >0

for all values of p and q.

IV.22. The proof proceeds in the following steps. Denote by K the

class of functions described above. Denote by KL the class of those

functions in K which satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition with a given con-

stant L . A first remark is then that for L ^ A the class KL certainly

is not empty. HAAR observes that the harmonic function which reduces

to <p(P) on 71

satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition with the constant A
and consequently is comprised in KL for L f:

;

: A . A more elementary

argument is obtained by the following construction. Denote by F*

the curve in the #yz-space with the equation z = <p(P}> Take a fixed

point PJ on F*. Then the straight segments connecting P with a

variable point P* of F* constitute a surface S with the obvious property :

if A*, B* are any two points of S, then there exists a plane through

A*, B* which intersects J7* in at least three distinct points. If then

z z(x, y) is the equation of S, it follows from the three-point condition

that z(x,y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition with the constant A.

IV.23. Let L be any constant >A. Consider the problem (4.15)

for the class KL only. Then it readily is seen that this restricted problem
has a solution. First, the class KL is not empty (see IV.22). Secondly,

since \p\, \q\
are both ^L, and since F(p,q) is continuous, the ab-

solute value of the integral is uniformly bounded for all functions of

1 See for instance P6LYA-SZEG6: Aufgaben und Lehrsatze. Vol. 1 pp. 51 52,

problems 70 and 71,
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the class KL . The greatest lower bound mL of the integral, for all func-

tions of the class KLt is therefore finite. There exists, by definition,

a sequence of functions zn (x , y) , comprised in KL ,
such that

1

1 F(pn ,qn)dxdy-> mL .

R

Since the functions zn (x , y) satisfy the LIPSCHITZ condition with the

same constant L, the sequence zn (x, y) contains a uniformly convergent

subsequence znk (x, y). The limit function ZQ (X, y) clearly belongs again

to KLi and thus

R

On the other hand, on account of IV. 20,

ffF(p , q )dxdy ^ lim f f F (pnk , qnk)dxdy = mL .

R R
Hence

F(p Q) qQ)dxdy = mL .

R

IV.24. The function z Q (x,y), obtained in this way, satisfies the

LIPSCHITZ condition with the constant L, since it is comprised in the

class KL. The heart of the existence proof is the fact that Z Q (X, y) satisfies

the LIPSCHITZ condition with the constant A < L .

On account of IV.I 8, it is sufficient to verify that ZQ(X, y) is a saddle-

function. In the special case F = (1 + p
2 + q

2
)^ ,

the fact is geometri-

cally obvious. Indeed, if zQ (x,y) is not a saddle-function, then we
have a plane z = ax + by + c, such that the difference z (x, y)

(ax + by + c) vanishes on the boundary of a certain domain D,

while it is, say, positive in D itself. Replace then ZQ (x , y) in Z) by
ax + by + c. There results a new function ZQ (X, y). No secant of the

new surface z z Q (x f y) is steeper than the corresponding secant of

the old surface z ZQ (x , y) ,
while the area of the new surface clearly

is less than the area of the old surface, in contradiction with the mini-

mizing property of z (x, y) . The analytic justification of this geometric

argument can be extended immediately to the problem with a general

If one desires to take advantage of the remark in IV. 19, then it is

necessary to verify that ZQ (x , y) possesses the additional property

stated there. The case F = (1 + p
2 + q*)% permits again of obvious

geometric justification, which also suggests the proof for the general
case 1

.

IV.25. Let now z (x , y) be any function of the class If
,
and let Z Q (x , y)

be the minimizing function for the class KL. Consider the function_ *(*> y)
= ZQ(X, y) + &(z(x, y)

- ZQ (X, y)) ,

1 T. RAD6: tlber zweidimensionale regulare Variationsprobleme. Math. Ann.
Vol. 101 (1929) pp. 620-632.
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where is a real parameter. For every given value of , z (x , y) clearly

belongs to the class K. The integral

ffF(p,q)dxdy

becomes a function J (0) of
,
and it follows from the inequalities (4.13)

immediately that /"
'

(0) ::-0. Hence J (0) is convex.

For small values of 0, z(x, y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition with

practically the same constant as ZQ (x, y) . As ZQ (x , y) satisfies the

LIPSCHITZ condition with the constant A < L (see IV. 24), it follows

that for small values of the function z(x,y) belongs to the class KL .

Hence, on account of the minimizing property of ZQ (X, y) , /(O) -__~ J(0)
for small values of 0. A local minimum of a convex function is however

necessarily an absolute minimum. Hence /(O) ~/(l), that is to say

(4.16)

In other words: ZQ (X, y) minimizes the integral not only in the restricted

class KL, but also in the whole class K. This proves the existence

theorem stated in IV.21.

IV.26. The reasoning used in IV.25 may be replaced by the following

argument. Let z(x,y) satisfy the condition of LIPSCHITZ with some

constant L (since z belongs to K
,
such a constant exists by assumption) .

If L L: L, then z belongs to KL, and (4.16) is a direct consequence of

the minimizing property of ZQ . If L > L > J, then consider the class

K~L . Let ZQ be the minimizing function for the class K-L (ZQ exists for

the same reason as ZQ). Then, by the definition of z
,

JS
F (P> 3o)<ix<iy ^ F $> ftdxty- (4.17)

R

But Z
Q satisfies the condition of LIPSCHITZ with the constant A (for the

same reason as z ). Hence Z
Q belongs to the class KL) since A < L.

Consequently, on account of the minimizing property of ZQ ,

(4.18)

(4.16) follows now from (4.17) and (4.18).

IV.27. Suppose F(p t q) is an analytic function of p, q. The question

naturally arises as to whether the solution z (x , y) of the variation

problem (4.15), obtained by HAAR, is analytic. From the existence

proof it only follows that z(x, y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition. In

the special case F = (1 + p
2 + #

2
)* > the proof of the analytic character

of z(x, y) depended essentially on computations suggested by differential

5*
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geometry. HAAR gave a discussion of the extremals for the general case

F(p,q) with the purpose to generalize the main theorems of the differen-

tial geometry of minimal surfaces 1
. While the analogies are striking,

his results did not permit as yet to establish the analytic character of

the solution of the variation problem under the only assumption that

the solution satisfies the LIPSCHITZ condition. Under the assumption
that the solution has continuous first partial derivatives which satisfy

the LIPSCHITZ-HOLDER condition with some exponent I such that

< ^ < 1 ,
the analytic character has been proved by E. HoPF2

.

IV.28. The boundary value problem for the equation

(1 + q*)r
~ ipqs + (1 + p*)t

=

has been also treated in papers of A. KoRN 3
,
CH. MtJNTz4

,
S. BERN-

STEIN5 by methods whose discussion is beyond the scope of this report.

The geometrical results obtained by these authors are less general than

those explicitly considered in the present review.

Chapter V.

The problem ofPLATEAU in the

parametric form.
V.I. The method of GARNIER6

,
which we shall consider first, is con-

cerned with problem P3 (see III. 5), and permits us to carry out a pro-

gram outlined by WEIERSTRASS and then, with more details, by DAR-

Boux7
. Consider a minimal surface S given by the formulas of WEIER-

STRASS : w

(5-1)

1 A. HAAR: tlber adjungierte Variationsproblerne und adjungierte Extremal-

flachen. Math. Ann. Vol. 100 (1928) pp. 481502.
2 Zum analytischen Charakter usw. Math. Z. Vol. 30 (1929) pp. 404

to 413.
3 UberMinimalilachen.deren Randkurven wenig von ebenenKurven abweichen.

Abh. preuC. Akad. Wiss. 1909-
4 Die Losung des PLATEAUSchen Problems liber konvexen Bereichen. Math.

Ann. Vol. 94 (1925) pp. 53-96.
6 See, also for references to his previous work, Sur l'inte*gration des equations

aux de'rive'es partielles du type elliptique. Math. Ann. Vol. 96 (1927) pp. 633 647-
8 Sur le probleme de PLATEAU. Ann. cole norm. Vol. 45 (1928) pp. 53144.
7 The*orie ge*ne*rale des surfaces Vol. 1 Chapter 13.
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and suppose that w = u + iv varies in the upper half-plane v > 0.

Reflect S upon some plane p. The resulting minimal surface S* corre-

sponds then to a couple of new functions <Z>*, W*, and we have the simple
and fundamental theorem that <* = a<l> + bW

,
W* = c0 + dW

,

where a,b, c, d are real constants such that ad be = I.
1 These

constants a
,
b

,
c ,

d are furthermore univocally determined by the

plane p . Consider next a minimal surface S obtained from 5 by a rigid

motion. Since a rigid motion can be obtained by roMibiiiin^ an even

number of reflections upon properly chosen planes, it follows that S

corresponds to a couple of functions = <\0 + ftW y
W = y0 + d*P

',

where oc, /3, y, d are real constants, univocally determined by the rigid

motion, such that <xd fly
= -}-l.

V.2. Suppose now that the minimal surface S, given by the formulas

(5.1), is bounded by a polygon J), with n vertices Plt P2 , . . ., Pw .

Suppose also that the correspondence between S and the half-plane

v > remains one-to-one and continuous on the boundary. Denote

by wlt w%, . . . t
wn the images of Plt P2 ,

. . .
,
Pn . Suppose also that

0, W remain analytic on the open -< yinnii- of the ^-axis bounded by
these images. Reflect 5 upon the side Pk ^ l

Pk . The resulting surface

Sk is then, on account of the principle of symmetry (see 11.23), an analytic

continuation of S
,
and it follows that

,
W admit of an analytic con-

tinuation through the segment Wk- 1 w% into the lower half-plane. Denote

by ,
Yk the resulting functions. The same process, applied to the

side PkPk+l ,
leads to a surface S and to a couple of functions 0%, *F

in the lower half-plane. Since S& and Sjf can be obtained from each

other by a rigid motion, we have a linear relation between the couples

0k ,
W and 0, *P, which permits us to conclude that if the original

couple k , ^k is continued along a closed curve enclosing wk) then there

results a new couple k = ock + pkW y
Wk = yk + 8kW ,

where the

real constants ock , fik , yk , 6^ satisfy ock dk fik yk = + 1 and are uni-

vocally determined by the directions of the sides Pk . lPk and PkPk+1
of the polygon p.

V.}. Thus the couple 0, ^in the formulas (5.1) undergo, by conti-

nuation along closed curves around wlt . . ., wn ,
substitutions which

are perfectly determined by the directions of the sides of the polygon $ .

Further conditions on 0, fcan be conveniently expressed in terms of

the differential equation .,, ,

I" + pi' + ql =
with coefficients

which admits of the solutions A = 0, A = W. It follows, from the

behavior of 0, W in the vicinity of wlt . . ., wn ,
that p, q are single-

1 DARBOUX: The'orie geneVale des surfaces Vol. 1 Chapter 13.
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valued in the whole plane and have only a finite number of poles as

singularities. Hence p , q are rational functions of w . From the condition

that the minimal surface S is bounded by a polygon, it follows further

that p, q are both real on the ze^-axis 1
.

V.4. These considerations suggest the following plan of attack.

Determine first a differential equation A" + ph
f + qh = 0, with rational

coefficients p(w), q(w) t
which admits of a couple of solutions 0(w),

W(w) which undergo, for continuations around n points wlf w2 ,
. . ., wn

given on the w-axis, given substitutions, these substitutions being per-

fectly determined by the directions of the sides of the given polygon ;p .

The coefficients p,q must be real on the w-axis. The points wlt w2>

. . .
,
wn are, on the other hand, not univocally determined by the direc-

tions of the sides of
ty

. Determine these points wl ,
wz ,

. . .
,
wn in such

a way that the minimal surface 5, corresponding to 0, *F by means
of the formulas (5.1), be bounded by a polygon the sides of which have

also the same lengths as the sides of the given polygon p. This is the

program outlined by WEIERSTRASS and DARBOUX, and carried out by
R. GARNIER.

V. 5 . The first step of this program requires the solution (in somewhat

restricted form) of the so-called problem of RIEMANN on differential

equations with prescribed group of monodromy 2
. The second step

requires a delicate investigation of the behavior of the solution of the

problem of RIEMANN in its dependence upon the given points
wlt w 2 ,

. . .
,
wn . Thus exactly the fine points of the work of GARNIER are

beyond the scope of the present report, and we have to restrict our-

selves to a few remarks concerning the generality of his result.

V.6. The solution of the problem of RIEMANN secures the existence

of a couple 0, 1F such that the formulas (5.1) determine a minimal

surface S bounded by a polygon $ the sides of which have the prescribed
directions. The next problem is to determine the points wlt w2 ,

. . ., wn

in such a way that the sides of p have the prescribed lengths. Suppose
this problem is known to be solvable for a certain value of n, the other

data of the problem being arbitrary. Take a polygon |)w+1 with n + 1

vertices Px ,
P2 ,

. . ., Pn ,
Pw+1 . Denote by #w the polygon with vertices

P
t ,
P 2 , . . ., PM . Let PM +i move, on the side P1

Pn+1 ,
toward Pn into

a position P*+I. For the polygon J.)M the problem is solvable by assump-
tion. From this GARNIER infers that the problem is possible for the

polygon with vertices Plf P2 ,
. . .

,
Pn , P*+i if P*+i is sufficiently close

to Pw . Next he shows that the solution cannot cease to exist if P*+\

1 A beautiful presentation of the theory, on the basis of the older literature,

is given in the classical work of DARBOUX: Th^orie g&ieYale des surfaces Vol. 1

Chapter 13.
2

See, also for literature, R. GARNIER: Solution du probleme de RIEMANN.
Ann. Ecole norm. Vol.43 (1926) pp. 177 307-
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moves away from Pn on the side Pn Pn + lt It follows thus that the

solution exists for pn +i if it is known to exist for every pn . Thus it is

sufficient to solve the problem for n = 4 ,
in which case GARNIER shows

that the existence of the solution can be verified in a direct way.
V.7. The above rough description is sufficient to explain an important

fact. Suppose we apply the reasoning of GARNIER to a knotted polygon p.

Then we have to deform
J) continuously so as to obtain finally a quadri-

lateral, and consequently we forcibly pass through a position in which

the polygon intersects itself. Well then, for polygons with multiple

points problem P3 is generally impossible. Suppose, for instance, the

polygon J)
is in the #y-plane and has the shape of an 8. Then problem

P3 reduces (see III. 18) to the problem of determining a function f(w)

with the following properties.

1. f(w) is analytic in |ze>|<l.

2. f(w) is continuous in w\ \" 1 .
and the equation x + iy f (w)

carries
|

w
\

= 1 into the polygon \)
.

The least restrictive interpretation, consistent with the purposes of

GARNIER, of condition 2 would be this : every point of
|

w = 1 is carried

into a point on $, and every point on p is image of at least one point

of
|

te>
|

= 1 . The function / (w) is then not constant, and hence the

image D of \w\ < 1 is a domain (connected open set), such that
|)

is

the complete boundary of D . If D
l
and D2 are the two bounded domains

bounded by the 8-shaped polygon ty, then every point of D is in D t

or Z> 2 ,
and both D l and D 2 actually contain points of D . This situation

contradicts the fact that D is a connected open set.

As a consequence, the method of GARNIER gives the solution of problem

P$ only in the case of polygons which are not knotted.

V.8. GARNIER extends his result from polygons to more general

curves by a passage to the limit. Let F* be a given JORDAN curve,

and let
\)n be an inscribed polygon with n vertices. Let <t>n , ^n be the

functions corresponding, in the method of GARNIER, to the polygon pn .

Insert a new vertex, denote by pw+1 the resulting polygon and by <
n + i,

Vn+i the corresponding functions. Under the assumption that JP*

consists of a finite number of arcs with bounded curvature, GARNIER

is able to estimate the deviation of the couple $n +i, ^n+i from the

couple n >
5P with sufficient accuracy for the purposes of the passage

to the limit. The discussion is based again upon the investigation of

the analytic dependence of the solution of the problem of RIEMANN

upon the data, as this dependence appears on the basis of the method

developed by BiRKHOFF 1
. The fine points of the theory belong to a

method which is beyond the scope of this report. As far as the geometrical

1 Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 10 (1909) pp. 436-470 and Vol 12 (1911)

pp. 243-284.
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result is concerned, the whole discussion could be greatly simplified

and generalized by applying the reasoning of V.10. It would follow

in this way that problem P3 is solvable for every not knotted JORDAN curve.
'

It is not known at present if problem P3 is or is not solvable for every

JORDAN curve.

GARNIER also applies his method to the so-called mixed problem
which calls for a minimal surface S subject to boundary conditions of

the following type. The boundary F* of S consists of a finite number

of arcs alt a2> . . .; blt b2 ,
. . . The arcs a are given straight segments.

The arcs b are not given, but they are required to be situated in given

planes, and S is required to be perpendicular to these planes. The

geometrical aspects of this problem are described in the classical work

of DARBOUX 1
. The method of GARNIER is again based on an investigation

of the solution of the problem of RIEMANN which cannot possibly be

discussed in this report.

V.9. Problem P2 (see III. 5) calls for three functions x(u, v) , y(u t v) ,

z (u , v) with the following properties.

1. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are harmonic in u 2 + v 2 < 1 and

2. satisfy there the relations E G, F 0, where

=
*?* + yl + 4, F = xu x v + yu y v + zu zot G = x*p + y* + z*.

3.. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u, v) are continuous in u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 ,
and the

equations x = x(u, v) , y y(u , v) ,
z = z(u,v) carry u 2

-f v 2
1 in

a one-to-one and continuous way into a given JORDAN curve JT*.

The methods developed for the solution of this problem work only
under various additional assumptions concerning F*. The following

theorem is therefore of great importance.

Approximation theorem. // a sequence F* of JORDAN curves converges,

in the sense of FRECHET, to a JORDAN curve F*, and if problem P2 is

solvable for every curve of the sequence, then the problem is solvable also

for the limit curve F*.

In this generality, the theorem has been proved by J. DOUGLAS
2
.

T. RADO S
proved the theorem under the assumption that the lengths

of the curves F* are uniformly bounded.

A JORDAN curve obviously is the limit, in the sense of FRECHET,
of a sequence of simple closed polygons. Hence, on account of the approxi-
mation theorem, it is sufficient to solve problem P2 for polygons.

V.10. The proof of the approximation theorem may be sketched

as follows. Take three distinct points A, B, C on the unit circle

u 2 + v 2 = \ , and three distinct points A*, B*, C* on J
1
*. Since T* -> F*,

1 The*orie ge*ne*rale des surfaces Vol. 1 Chapter 12.

2 Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 33 (1931)

pp. 302-306.
3 Some remarks on the problem of PLATEAU. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U. S. A.

Vol. 16 (1930) pp. 242-248.
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it is then possible to take three distinct points A%> BJ, CJ on JP* such

that A * -> A*
, B% ~> B*

, C% ~> C* . This being done, consider a solution

#n(w, v), yn (w, v), zn (u, v) of problem P2 f r ^e curve JT* (the solution

exists by assumption). It can be supposed that the equations

x = xn (u,v), y = yn (w,t;), z = zn (u t v)

carry the points A , B, C into the points A*, B*, C*; we say then that

we have a uniformly normalized sequence of solutions. Denote, for

greater clarity, by n (0), r)n(@), fn(0) the boundary values of xn (u, v),

yn (u, v) ,
zn (u, v) on the unit circle u = cos0, v = sin (9. The equations

* = ,(), y = *tn(Q). z = Cn(&)

define then a one-to-one and continuous transformation Tn of

u 2
-f- v 2 = 1 into T

7
*. All the assumptions of the selection theorem,of

1.22 being satisfied, there exists an everywhere convergent subsequence
of these transformations. Choose a convergent subsequence and use

for it the same notation as for the whole sequence. Denote by (0),

ri(0), (0) the limits of n (0), yn (0) , n (0). Then the equations

define a monotonic transformation (see 1.21) of u 2 + v 2 = 1 into a set

on F*. Let x(u,v), y(u,v) t z(u,v) be the harmonic functions obtained

by means of the POISSON integral formula, using (@), ^()> f() as

boundary functions. These harmonic functions solve then problem P2

for the limit curve .T*. To see this, observe first that the sequences

fn (0) , Vn (0) , Cn (0) are uniformly bounded, so that it is legitimate to

make a passage to the limit under the integral sign in the formula of

POISSON. Hence xn (u, v), yn (u t v), zn (u, v) and all their partial deriva-

tives converge, in u* + v 2 < 1 ,
to x(u, v) , y(u,v), z(u ) v) and their

partial derivatives respectively. From the relations

En = Gn ,
Fn = in u 2 + v* < 1

it follows therefore that

E = G, F = in w a + v 2 < 1 .

It remains to investigate what happens on u 2 + v 2 = 1 . The first

step consists in proving that 1(0), ^(0), () are continuous. Since

these functions define a monotonic transformation oi u 2
-\- v 2

I into

r*, they have definite one-sided limits +
(0), ^

+
(@), f+(<9), f

"

(@),

r\~ (0) , f
~

(0) for every 0, and their continuity will be proved if it is

shown that

for every (see 1.23) . DOUGLAS does this in the following way
1

. Without

loss of generality, it can be supposed that = 0. Take a point P on

1 A new proof can be obtained by applying the generalized theorem of LINDE-

L6F, stated in 111.28.
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the positive w-axis, to the right of u \ . Let / denote the transforma-

tion obtained by reflecting first on the circle with center at P and

orthogonal to the unit circle, and reflecting second on the w-axis. t is

then obviously a linear transformation carrying the unit circle into

itself.

t carries therefore % (u , v) , y(u,v), z(u,v) into three functions

x(u,v),y(u,v) ,z(u,v) ,
which are harmonic in u 2 + v 2 < 1 , and satisfy

there E = G, F = 0. Furthermore, if 1(0), f?(0), f (0) are carried

by / into (0), i)(0), C(0), then i(w, v), y(w, v) t z(u, v) are given by

the POISSON integral formula, with 1(0), >?(0), f(0) as boundary

functions. Let now the point P converge to u = 1 ,
and watch (0)

for instance. Obviously, f (0) converges to
~

(0) on the upper half of

w 2 + v 2 = 1 ,
and to f

+
(0) on the lower half of u 2 + v 2 = 1 . Conse-

quently, x(u,v) converges in u 2 + v 2 < \ to the harmonic function

XQ (U, v) which is obtained from the POISSON integral formula by using

the boundary function I (0) equal to
~

(0) for < < n
t
and equal

to +
(0) for n < < 2n. The integral can then easily be computed

explicitly; it follows that

and similar expressions are obtained for the harmonic functions y Q (u, v) ,

ZQ (U,V) which are the limits of y(u,v), ~z(u,v). As x(u,v), y(u,v),

z(u,v) satisfy, in u 2 + v 2 < 1
,
the relations E = G, F Q, the limit

functions x (u, v) , y (^> v
) >

zo(u >
v

)
must satisfy the relations E = G

,

F = 0. From the explicit expressions for x (u, v) , y (ii, v) , z (u, v) ,

it follows by actual computation that

E - G - 2iF --= - -^^ [(I- (0)
-

|
+

(0))

+ (V (0)
-

>l

+
(O))

2 + (f- (0)
- f+ (0))

2
J.

Consequently, the bracket on the right-hand side vanishes. Hence,

f-(o) = f
+

(o), ? -(o) = ?

+
(o), C^(o) = C

+
(o).

The continuity of the boundary functions (<9), >;(0), f () being
thus established, it follows that the corresponding harmonic functions

remain continuous in the closed unit circle and that

), z(u, v)
=

on the perimeter of the unit circle, on account of well-known theorems

concerning the POISSON integral formula.

It remains to be shown that the equations

carry distinct points of w 2 + t;
2 = 1 into distinct points of J7

*. If this

were not true, then it would follow (see 1.23) that there exists an arc a
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on u 2 + v 2 = 1, such that (<9), f?(0), f (<9) reduce all three to con-

stants on a. Without loss of generality, it can be supposed that () 0,

rj(0)
= o, f (0) = on a. Then 1

(principle of symmetry) the harmonic

functions x (u ,
v

) , y (u , v) ,
z (u , v) remain analytic on <r, and consequently

the relationsE = G,F = hold on a also. Since x (u , v)
=

, y (u , v)
=

,

z(u, v) on a, it follows that

= .%u sin + %v cos0 = ,

g-|-
= yw sin$ + y, cos = o ,

yx-
= -zM sin + 2t> cos ==

on a. Squaring and adding, we obtain E = G on er, and consequently
xu = xv = yu = yv zu = zv

= on a. That is to say, the functions

xu ixv ,yu iyv ,
zu izv ,

which are analytic functions of w u-\-iv,

vanish on a whole arc in their domain of regularity; consequently, they
vanish identically. Hence, x(u t v), y(u,v) t

z
(it , v) and consequently

the boundary functions (0) , r\ () , f (0) are constants. This contradicts

however the fact that the equations x f (0) , y = r\ (0) ,
z = C (0)

carry the points A,B ,C on w 2 + v 2 = 1 into three distinct points

A*, B*
t
C* on r*.

V.11. In dealing with the special case when the lengths of the curves

jf* are uniformly bounded, RADO* observed that the subsequence
xn (u, v) , yn (u, v) ,

zn (u , v) , used in the proof of the approximation

theorem, converges uniformly. According to a remark due to McSHANE

(see the end of VI. 10), this fact is quite general. Consider, indeed, the

convergent subsequence n (0) , r/n (0) , fn (0) , used in the proof of the

approximation theorem, and denote by Tn the monotonic transformation

defined by these functions. It has been proved above that the limit

functions 1(0), ?/(), C(0) define a continuous monotonic trans-

formation.

Now, for sequences of monotonic functions we have the theorem

that if such a sequence converges to a continuous function on a closed

interval, then the convergence is uniform3
,
and the proof of this theorem

remains valid for sequences of monotonic transformations. Hence

fn (0), for instance, converges uniformly to 1(0), and on account of

the principle of the maximum it follows that xn (u , v) converges uni-

formly to x(u,v) in u 2 + v 2 ^-l. The approximation theorem may
1 The following proof, taken from T. RAD6: Some remarks on the problem of

PLATEAU. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U. S. A Vol. 16 (1930) pp. 242248, is simpler
than that given by DOUGLAS.

2 Some remarks on the problem of PLATEAU. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci U. S. A.

Vol. 16 (1930) pp. 242-248.
3 See for instance P6LYA-SzEG6: Aufgaben und Lehrsatze Vol. 1 p. 63, pro-

blem 127-
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therefore be completed by the statement that the uniformly normalized

sequence of the solutions of problem P2 for the curves F* contains a

subsequence which converges uniformly to a solution for the limit

curve F*. In this form, the result may be considered as a generalization

of a theorem, stated by CARATHEODORY, on the conformal maps of

sequences of plane JORDAN regions
1

.

If it is known that the solution of problem P2 f r the limit curve F*
is unique, then it obviously follows that the whole sequence of the

solutions corresponding to the curves F* is uniformly convergent. The

uniqueness theorem considered in III. 11 gives examples for such situa-

tions.

V.I 2. We go on at present to review the methods developed for

proving the existence of the solution of problem P2 . We first consider

the method due to DOUGLAS 2
. Consider a monotonic transformation

(see 1.21) T:x

of the unit circle u 2
-f v 2 = 1 into a set on F*. The totality of these

transformations constitutes the range of the argument of the functional

A(T) t
introduced by DOUGLAS, and defined by the formula

. a
66 4 sin2

The geometrical meaning of the integrand is as follows. Denote by / the

length of the secant of the unit circle which is bounded by the points

corresponding to the polar angles and ip r
and denote by /* the length

of the corresponding secant of the JORDAN curve F*. Then the integrand
//*\2

is (y) . This permits to show that if F* is rectifiable, then there are

admissible transformations T for which A(T) is finite. Indeed, in this

case we have a one-to-one and continuous correspondence T between

u 2
-f v 2

\ and F* such that the ratio of corresponding arcs is equal

to
,
where L is the length of F*. For T the integrand of the functional

of DOUGLAS is clearly bounded, and hence A (jT )
is finite.

The method of DOUGLAS applies to JORDAN curves F* such that

there are admissible transformations T for which A(T) is finite. The

exact geometrical meaning of this assumption will be considered later;

for the time being, it is sufficient to know that every rectifiable curve

satisfies this condition. On account of the approximation theorem it

1 See R. COURANT: t)ber eine Eigenschaft der Abbildungsfunktionen bei kon-

former Abbildung Nachr. Ges. Wiss. Gottingen 1914 and 1922. - T. RAD6: Sur

la representation conforme de domaines variables. Acta Litt. Sci. Szeged Vol. 1

(1923) pp. 180-186.
2 Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 33 (1931)

pp. 263-321.
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would be sufficient to know that the method applies to every simple
closed polygon.

V.I 3. Several important properties of the functional A(T) become

obvious when we consider another expression of A(T). Using the

FOURIER series of 1(0), r](0), (0), DOUGLAS finds that A(T) admits

of the fo1io\\in^ equivalent definition. Let x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v)
denote the harmonic functions corresponding to 1(0), r}(@), C(0) by
means of the POISSON integral formula. Then

A(T) =

. (5.2)

In other words: A (T) is half the sum of the DIRICHLET integrals of the

harmonic functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v).

V.I 4. Invariance of A(T).
1 Let

T:x = (e), y = <n(0), * = f (0) , (5-3)

be a monotonic transformation of u 2 + v 2 = 1 into a set on jT*. Map
the unit circle u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 upon itself in a one-to-one and conformal

way. The functions (0), ^(0), C(0) are carried into new functions

|(<9), j(0), 1(0), and

is again a monotonic transformation. Two transformations T, T related

in this manner are called equivalent by DOUGLAS.

If T and T are equivalent, then A(T) = A(T). This is obvious

from the expression (5.2) of A(T), since the DIRICHLET integral is in-

variant under conformal mapping.
V.I 5. Effect of discontinuities of T on A(T). Let T be given by

(5.3). If f(0), for instance, is discontinuous at a certain point ,

then with regard to 1.23 th^8 can happen only in the following manner:

f (0) has definite one-sided limits f, ^~ at
, and these limits are

different.

In his work on conformal mapping, CouRANT2 used a simple and

important reasoning which leads to the following lemma3
.

Let |(0) be integrable (in the RIEMANN sense, for instance), and

let x(u,v) be defined by the POISSON integral :

1 The reasoning in V.I 4 to V.16 is somewhat simpler than that used by
DOUGLAS.

2 See HuRWixz-CouRANT : Funktionentheorie, pp. 375 376.
8 See T. RAD6: The problem of the least area and the problem of PLATEAU.

Math. Z. Vol. 32 (1930) pp. 776779.
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Suppose (0) has definite one-sided limits
</", |^~ for some value

of 0, such that f+ ^ . Then the DIRICHLET integral

cannot be finite.

Applying this to the function (0) figuring in the definition of the

transformation T, we obtain from the expression (5.2) of A (T) that

if 1(0) has a discontinuity, then A(T) cannot be finite. The same

remark applies of course to ??(0), f(0). Hence:

// A (T) is finite, then the transformation T necessarily is continuous.

V.16. Lower semi-continuity of A(T). Consider a sequence

of monotonic transformations. Suppose Tn converges to a monotonic

transformation n n nT:x = |(0), y = ??(0), 2 = C(0).

Then -4(r)r<lim4(rn). (5.4)

Denote by xn (u , v) , yn (u,v), zn (u , v) the harmonic functions corre-

sponding to n (0), f/w (0), tw (0) by means of the POISSON integral

formula. Let oc(it t v}, y(u,v), z(u,v) have the same meaning with

respect to f (0), r;(0), C(0). Then it follows from the POISSON integral

formula that xn (u t v), yn (w>^), 2(w,v) and their partial derivatives

converge to # (w , v) , y ( , v) ,
z (u , v) and their partial derivatives respec-

tively in u 2 + v 2 < 1 ,
and that the convergence is uniform in every

concentric circle u 2 + v~ :~ r 2 < 1 . Hence, for < r < 1 :

+ G)dudv = \im$\En+Gn)dudv^]imt(En + Gn)dudv.

The passage to the limit r -> \ yields the inequality (5-4).

V.I 7. The existence proof of DOUGLAS proceeds then in the following

steps. Let m denote the (by assumption finite) greatest lower bound

of the functional A (T) . There exists a sequence Tn such that A (Tn)
-> m.

Of course, only such transformations Tn will be used for which A(Tn)

is finite. Hence, Tn is continuous (see V.I 5). Choose now three distinct

points A, B, C on w 2
-f v 2 = 1 , and three distinct fixed points A*,

B*, C* on the given JORDAN curve jT*. Since Tn is continuous, A*,

B*, C* will be the images, under Tn ,
of three distinct points A n ,

Bn ,
Cn .

Using a linear transformation of the unit circle into itself which carries

A n,Bn ,Cn into A,B,C, we obtain a monotonic transformation Tn

which carries A , B ,
C into A*, B*, C* and which is equivalent to Tn .

Hence A(Tn) A(Tn) (see V.14). In this way we obtain a sequence
Tn of monotonic transformations such that A(Tn)->m, and such

that every Tn carries the three prescribed points A , JB, C of u 2 + v 2 = 1
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into the three prescribed points A*, B*, C* of F*. The sequence Tn

satisfies the assumptions of the selection theorem in 1.22, and therefore

contains an everywhere convergent subsequence, which we denote by
Tn again for simplicity. There results a limit transformation

r :* = f (0), y-^ (0), * = f (0), (5-5)

which is again a monotonic transformation of u 2
-\- v 2 = \ into a set

on P*. Obviously, TQ carries the points A ,
B

, C into the points A* t B*,

C* respectively. By the definition of m we have A(7\) ^m, while

on the other hand, on account of the lower semi-continuity of the func-

tional of DOUGLAS, A (T ) ^ \\rnA (Tn)
== m. Hence, A (T )

== m.

Since m is finite, T is continuous (see V.I 5).
^ '

'

up:
There exists a transformation T which 1. minimizes the functional

A(T), which 2. is continuous, and which 3. carries the three prescribed

points A , B, C on u 2 + v 2 = 1 into three prescribed points A*, B*, C*

on F*.

V.I 8. Consider this minimizing TQ , given by (5.5). Denote by
XQ (U,V), V (,>), ZQ (U,V) the harmonic functions which reduce to

| (@), ^ (0), C () on u * + v 2 = 1 *o> 3V zo are the real P^ts of

functions l} @2 , 3 ,
which are analytic functions of w -- /^ + ^ in

u 2 + v z <i. Then we have (cf. 11.18)

-
^o ~ 2*F = *? + ^ + 4$. (5.6)

The next step is to show that the minimizing property of TQ has the

consequence that
0/2 + ^ + ^ ^ Q

This comes out as follows 1
. By a series of computations, the f"11"U =::,;

formulas are established. 2jr2jr

= _J_ f I

2 ^a
j j

where z = el<p
,

*v
, and

7,y)

Let then A be a real parameter and consider the following (for small

values of A obviously one-to-one and continuous) transformations of

the unit circle u = cos0, v = sin into itself:

/ = z exp i
2Tz

^~--
}

-
=-f^ v

Z \Z W) Z\Z W)

and
-

7 T "T~ _ ._ T ,

Z(Z-W)
^

z(z- W)\'

1 We follow the simplified presentation given by DOUGLAS in a later paper:
The problem of PLATEAU for two contours. J. Math. Physics, Massachusetts Jnst.

Technol. Vol. 10 (1931) pp. 315-359-
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where the bar denotes the conjugate complex number, and w is a fixed

interior point of the unit circle. Using one of these transformations,

we transform (9), r] (9), (0) into three new functions (9),

ij(9), C(6>); and

T : x = (9) , y = r\ (&} ,
z ~ (9)

is a monotonic transformation which depends upon i. Consequently
A (T) is a function / (i) of A which has a minimum for A = 0. Hence

7'(o)=o.
Computation shows that

2.i 2/r

Comparing with (5.7), we see that /' (0)
= implies that $? + #2* +^

= 0. Consequently, on account of (5-6), E Q
= GQ ,

FQ 0.

Thus, the harmonic functions x (ii, v) , y (u, v) ,
z (u, v) satisfy the

relations G
,
F Q

~ for u 2
-{- v 2

<. \ . They are continuous in

u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 . On u 2 + v 2 = \ they reduce to the functions $(9),

ri(9), C (9) . and consequently the equations

carry u 2 + z;
2 = 1 in a continuous and monotonic way into J1

*, the

points A, B,C of^ 2 + ^ 2
1 being taken into the prescribed points

A*, B*, C* of F*. It remains to be shown that distinct points of

2 + v 2 = 1 are taken into distinct points of J1

*. If this were not the

case, there would exist an arc ofu 2
~\~v

2 = i on which XQ (U , v) , y Q (u, v) ,

z (u, v) would all three reduce to constants. Since E Q G
,
F = 0,

it would then follow (cf. the end of V.10) that x (u, v) , y (u, v) ,
Z Q (U, v)

reduce to constants identically. This contradicts however the fact that

the points A, B, C are carried into three distinct points A*, B*, C*.

Thus the functions XQ (U, v) , y (^> v
) >

ZQ(U >
v

)
solve problem P2 for

the given JORDAN curve T7
*. The generality of F* is restricted by the

assumption that the greatest lower bound of the functional A(T) is

finite. This assumption is however certainly satisfied for every rectifiable

JORDAN curve (see V.I 2), and hence, in particular, for every simple

closed polygon. On account of the approximation theorem, this is

sufficient to establish the existence of the solution of problem P2 for

every JORDAN curve.

V.19. Problem P2 ,
as stated above, is considered by DOUGLAS as

the three-dimensional special case of the following n-dimensional problem.

Determine n functions x1 (u,v), . . ., xtt (u,v) with the following pro-

perties.

1. x1 (u t v), . . ., xn (u, v) are harmonic for u z
-f- v 2 < 1 and

2. satisfy there the relations E = G, F = 0, where

: v? i

. . .
i ^2

1 1) i i 'nv
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3. x^UtV), ..., xn (u,v) are continuous in u* + v 2 ^! and the

equations xl
= x (u , v) ,

. . . ,
xn xn (u , v) carry w 2 + v 2 = 1 in a

one-to-one and continuous way into a JORDAN curve /** given in the

w-dimensional space.

DOUGLAS carries out his method for a general n and emphasizes the

fact that the value of n does not make any difference. For this reason

we restricted ourselves, in the preceding review of his method, to the

familiar three-dimensional case. Besides the case n = 3 ,
the case n = 2

is important. Let us first recall the classical theorem of DARBOUX 1
.

Let R be a closed region in the w = ^i + iv plane, bounded by a JORDAN
curve. Let there be given a function / (w) ,

which is continuous in R and

analytic in the interior of R . Suppose that / (w) takes on distinct values

at distinct boundary points of R
, that is to say suppose that the equa*-

tion / (w) carries the boundary curve of R in a one-to-one and con-

tinuous way into a JORDAN curve in the f-plane. Denote by R* the

region bounded by this image curve. The equation f / (w) carries then

R in a one-to-one and continuous way into R*, and this transformation

is conformal in the interior of the regions.

Consider now the case n = 2 of problem P2 . We have then two

harmonic functions xl (u , v) ,
x2 (u , v) ,

and condition 2 of the problem

implies that x^(u t v) t
x2 (u,v) are conjugate harmonic functions, that

is to say real and imaginary part respectively of an analytic function

f(w) of w u + iv. On account of the theorem of DARBOUX, it follows

that in the case n 2, problem P2 reduces to the problem of finding

a function f(w) ,
which maps the unit circle w\ ^ 1 upon a given

JORDAN region in a one-to-one, continuous and, in the interior of the

regions, conformal way. DOUGLAS points out that his method is entirely

independent of the theory of conformal mapping and that consequently
his method yields a new solution of this important problem. He also

points out that while the modern methods of dealing with the problem
establish first the existence of the mapping function for the interior

and obtain information as to its behavior on the boundary afterwards,

his method leads directly to the correspondence of the boundaries. The

behavior of the mapping function in the interior follows then immediately
from the theorem of DARBOUX.

Thus the fact that the method of DOUGLAS is independent of the

theory of conformal mapping appears as one of its essential features.

V.20. The method of T. RADO 2
,
which will be reviewed presently,

depends essentially on the theory of conformal mapping. The idea of

the method is to construct first an approximate solution of the problem,

and to obtain the exact solution by a passage to the limit. The con-:

1 See for instance OSGOOD: Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie Vol. 1, 5- edition

pp. 397-399-
2 On PLATEAU'S problem. Ann. of Math. Vol. 31 (1930) pp. 457469.

Problem of Plateau. 6
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struction of the approximate solution being the essential part of the

method, it may be intcicsfin^ to point out the simple facts on which

the construction is based. Let a(/
1

*) denote the greatest lower bound
of the areas of all the surfaces (of the type of the circle) bounded by a

given JORDAN curve F*. Given then a o* > 0, there exists a surface

S:x = x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u* + v* ^ \ (5.8)

bounded by /** and such that

where 91(5) denotes the area of 5. Make now the (generally unjustified)

assumption that S admits of a conformal map. Suppose that (5.8) is

such a map; then E = G, F = 0, and the formula

reduces to

where the integrals are taken in u 2 + v 2 < \ . Denote then by x(u, v) ,

y(u, v), z(u,v) the harmonic functions which coincide, for u 2 + v 2 = \
,

with x (u , v) , y(u,v), z(u, v) respectively. Then

S : x = x (u , v) , y = y (w , v) ,
2 = 2 (w , v) ,

2 + i>
2 ^ 1

is again bounded by 71* and consequently a (T
7

*) <l 91 (S) . Since a har-

monic function, with prescribed boundary values, minimizes the DIRICH-

LET integral, we have

(5.9)

j/(4 + *5)^//(? + 2).

Addition gives

Combining all the preceding information, we can write

a (7
1

*) ? 31(5)
=

ff(EG
- /) =

/"/"(; ^ J //( + G)

- -
+ G) = (S) <a(r*) + a.

(5-10)

Hence any two of the integrals appearing in this sequence of inequalities

differ from each other by not more than a, and this leads immediately
to the inequalities
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Thus the functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z (u , v) satisfy the conditions of

problem P2 , except for the conditions E G
,
F = . These conditions

are satisfied approximately in the sense that the integrals

//(*- G*)* and
ff\F\

are as small as we please, since a was arbitrary.

The case a = explains the idea and the origin of this construction 1
.

If o 0, then we have the sign of equality all over in (5.10), and con-

sequently also in (5-9). This implies however that x(u,v) =x(u,v),

y(u,v)=y(u,v), z(u,v)~ !s(u,v). That is to say, x(u,v), y(u,v),

z(u,v) are harmonic functions. Hence, if we have a surface S which

admits of a conformal map and whose area is a minimum, then S solves

the problem of PLATEAU. The above construction shows then that if we

have a surface S which admits of a conformal map and whose area is

approximately a minimum, then we can derive from it an approximate
solution of the problem of PLATEAU.

This construction of the approximate solution is based on the as-

sumption that the surface S admits of a conformal map. In general,

however, a surface does not admit of a conformal map. On the other

hand, there is a great latitude in the choice of 5. Further discussion

wr
ill show that 5 can be replaced, as far as the successful application

of the construction is concerned, by a nearby polyhedron. Thus it is

sufficient to know that polyhedrons admit of conformal maps, and this

already has been established by H. A. SCHWARZ. We now are going to

describe briefly the actual application of the preceding considerations

to the solution of problem P2 .

V.21. Suppose the given JORDAN curve is a simple closed polygon
and denote this polygon by p*. Consider all the polyhedrons bounded

by p* (see 1.9) and denote by /a(p*) the greatest lower bound of their

areas. /4(J)*) obviously is finite.

Consider also all the continuous surfaces bounded by p* and denote

by a (J)*) the greatest lower bound of their areas. Obviously, a (p*) <^(J)*).

In his Thesis2
, LEBESGUE proved a theorem from which it follows that

o(p*) = /^(p*). This means that for the area 91(5) of every continuous

surface S, bounded by *, we have 91 (S) ^ //(*). The result of LE-

BESGUE, referred to above, escaped the attention of T. RADO. He makes
use of the fact, easily established, that the inequality 91 (S) ^ // (p*)

holds for harmonic surfaces bounded by p*, that is to say for surfaces

which admit of a representation = ?(,*>), ^ 2 + fl
2 ^ 1 , where the

components x(u,v), y(u t v), z(u,v) of $(u,v) are harmonic functions.

1 See 11.10.
2

See 11.10.

Integrate, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7 (1902) pp. 231 359.

6*
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V.22. The first step is then to solve the following approximate

problem. Give three distinct points A,B,C on W 2 + *>
2 = 1, three

distinct points A*, 5*, C* on *, and also give an e > 0. Determine

three functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) with the following properties.

1. x(u, v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are harmonic for u 2 + *>
2 < 1 ,

and

2. satisfy the relations

where the integrals are extended over w 2 + v 2 < 1 .

3. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are continuous in u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 ,
and the

equations # = x(u, v) , y y (u, v), z z(u, v) carry u* + *>
2 = 1 in

a one-to-one and continuous way into p*, the points A,B,C being
carried into the points A*, B*, C*.

This problem is solved as follows. Let a > be a constant to be

determined later on. By the definition of /*(*) (see V.21) there is a

polyhedron %, bounded by p*, such that 2l($) ^jw(p*) + <* Let

ty : x x(u, v) , y = y (u , v) ,
z z(u, v) ,

u 2 + i>
2 ^ 1

be an isothermic representation of ^5 , such that A , B , C are carried

into A* , B* , C*. We have then, on account of E = G, F 0,

Let x(u, v) , y(u,v), z (u , v) be the harmonic functions which coincide

with x(u, v) , y(u, v) , z(u,v) respectively on^ 2 + ^ 2 ~l. Then these

harmonic functions solve the approximate problem.

Indeed, conditions 1 and 3 obviously are satisfied. To verify that

condition 2 is satisfied, use again the fact that a harmonic function

with given boundary values minimizes the DIRICHLET integral. This

gives (of. V.20)

The surface

5 : x = x (u , v) , y = y (u , v) , z = z (u , v) ,
u* -\- v 2

is a harmonic surface bounded by p*. Hence (see V.21)

Combining all the preceding information, we can write

G - F)^//*G*^i//( + G)

G) =

Hence (cf. V.20)

By proper choice of or these bounds can be made less than the prescribed e.
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V.23. The solution of the exact problem P2 is obtained now by a

passage to the limit. Keep the points A, B, C and A*, B*, C* fixed

and solve the approximate problem for el9 e2 , . . .
,
en , . . ., where

n ->0. There results a sequence of approximate solutions xn (u t v),

yn(u,v), zn (u,v) and the problem is to show that a properly chosen

subsequence converges to a solution of the exact problem.

Suppose we have obtained, in any manner whatsoever, a subsequence

Xnk (u, v) , ynk (u, v) ,
znk (u, v) converging in u 2 + v 2 < 1 to the (neces-

sarily harmonic) functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v). The convergence
extends then to all partial derivatives, and is uniform in every concentric

circle u 2 + v 2 <; r 2 < 1 . Hence, r being fixed,

ff(ft-G&-*ff(&-&), ff\Fn \-+ff\F\,
(r) (r) (r) (r)

where (r) indicates that the integrals are taken over u* + v 2 ^r2
.

(E*
-

G*) (

-
G*) ^ en -> ,

V) W8
-)-tj'

3<l

(r)

it follows that

(r) (r)

Since E,F,G are continuous, it follows that E = G, F = for

w 2
4- v 2 < r 2

. Since this is true for every r < 1 , it follows that E G,
F = in the whole interior of the unit circle.

Using this simple remark, T. RADO verifies that the method he used

to prove a special case of the approximation theorem (see V.9), namely
the special case when the lengths of the approximating curves are

uniformly bounded, works without further modification under the

present conditions. The reason for this is the fact that the approximate
relations

//&-<&*... ff\Fn^en

are, for the purposes of the passage to the limit, just as efficient as the

exact relations E = G
,
F would be.

In this way follows the existence of the solution of problem P2 for

every simple closed polygon. Using the special case of the approximation
theorem he has previously proved, T. RADO extends then the existence

theorem to rectifiable JORDAN curves.

V.24. The reviewer takes the liberty to call the attention of the

reader to a very simple and efficient method resulting from a combina-

tion of the proof of the approximation theorem of J. DOUGLAS with

the notion and the construction, given above, of the approximate
solution. Let the JORDAN curves F* converge, in the sense of FRCHET,
to the JORDAN curve J1

*. Take three distinct points A,B>C on-t*2+ v2= 1 ,
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three distinct points A*, B*, C* on 71

*, and three distinct points A%,
B*

t
C* on r* in such a way that A* -> A*, B* -* B*, C* -* C* (this

is possible since JT* ~> T
7

*) . Give also a sequence of positive constants

en --* . Suppose that it is possible to solve
,

for every curve of the

sequence jT*, the following approximate problem. Determine three

functions xn (u, v) , yn (u, v) ,
zn (u , v) with the following properties.

\. xn (u t v) , yn (u, v) ,
zn (u ) v) are harmonic in u 2 + v 2 < 1

,
and

2. satisfy the relations

ff\\Fn \

3. #n (^, v) , yn (w, v) ,
2n (w, fl)

are continuous in ^ 2 + v 2 ^ \ ,
and the

equations % = xn (u, v) , y = yn (w, T;) ,
2 = zn (u, v) carry ^ 2 + v 2 = 1 in

a, one-to-one and continuous way into T7

*, the points A, B,C being
carried into ^4

7*, Z?*, C*.

Apply then to this situation the proof of the approximation theorem

of J. DOUGLAS, supplemented by the remarks of V.2} concerning the

handling of the approximate relations

-Gj) -.-, //
Fn -. B,.

There follows, without any further change in the proof, that there

exists a subsequence converging uniformly, in u 2
-f- v 2

-; 1 ,
to an exact

solution of problem P2 for the limit curve T
7
*.

Start then with a given JORDAN curve ,T* and approximate it, in

the sense of FRECHET, by a sequence of simple closed polygons p*. Use

the method of V.22 to solve the approximate problem for p*. The

generalization of the approximation theorem, described above, yields

then the solution of the exact problem P2 for the given JORDAN curve J7

*.

V.25. One of the important steps in the method of J. DOUGLAS is

the discussion of the first variation of his functional. T. RADO observed

that this discussion can be based on a simple lemma concerning the

conformal maps of surfaces 1
.

Let 91 (S) denote the area of a (sufficiently regular) surface

S:x x(tt,v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u 2 + v 2 ^_^1 . (5-11)

Then
<U(S)

=
/f(EG-Frf^ffE*G*^lff(E + G). (5-12)

Hence

for every representation of S, while for isothermic representations

obviously

gi(S) S, i (E + G)

on account of E = G
,
F = . While hasty inferences from these remarks

are invalidated by the fact that a surface, in general, does not admit

1 T. RAD6: On the functional of Mr. DOUGLAS. Ann. of Math. Vol. 32 (1931)

pp. 785-803.
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of an isothermic representation (see 1.18), still it is possible to draw

a conclusion sufficiently strong for the purposes of the problem of

PLATEAU.

Suppose a surface 5 admits of a representation (5-11) where x(u t v) t

v(u t v), z(u,v) are continuous for u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 and have continuou-

partial derivatives of the first and second order for ti
2 + v 2 < 1 . Ins

troduce new parameters u, v by equations u = u(u, v) t v v(u, v).

The parameters u
,
v will be called admissible parameters if the following

conditions are satisfied.

1. The equations u = u(u, v) ,
v = v(u, v) carry u 2 + ^ 2

!-:r 1 in a

one-to-one and continuous way into u 2 + v 2 ^.1 .

2. The functions u(u,v),v(u,v) have continuous partial derivatives

of the first and second order for u 2 + ^ 2 < 1

3. The JACOBIAN <5 (u, v)/d (u, v) is different from zero for u 2 + i 2 <1.

Changing to admissible parameters u,v, we obtain the equations
of 5 in the form

S : x x (u ,v), y = y (11 ,v), z = z (u , v) ,
u 1 + v 2

'S 1 .

The representations of 5, obtained in this way, will be called admissible

representations,

For every admissible representation S : r. j(, v) ,
u 2 + v 2

-^ \ ,

consider the integral

where /^ denotes the admissible representation which has been used to

compute the integral.

This functional / (R) is defined by the same integral as the functional

A(T) of J.DOUGLAS (see V.I 3). It should be remembered, however,

that the argument of A (7') is a variable representation T of a given

JORDAN curve, while the argument R of / (R) is a variable representation

of a given surface.

Suppose now that for the given surface S the greatest lower bound

of J(R) is finite. Then we have the following

Lemma. // the variation problem J (R) minimum has a solution R,

then R is an isothermic representation of S. Conversely, if S admits of

an isothermic representation R ,
then R is a solution of the variation problem

J (R)
= minimum.

The second half of the lemma is trivial. Indeed, we have for every

admissible representation R the relations (5.12). Hence 2l(S)</(#)
for every admissible representation, while for isothermic representations

we have obviously 21(5)
= J(R).

The first half of the lemma would also be trivial if we would know
a priori that S admits of isothermic representations. Indeed, if R$ is

an isothermic representation, then 21(5)
= f(RQ), while 21 (S) <;/(/?)
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for all admissible representations. Hence minJ(R) = 91(5). If then a

representation R minimizes J(R), we must have 21 (S) J(R). It

follows that in the relations (5-12) we must have the sign of equality

all over, which obviously implies that E = G, F = 0.

The point therefore is that the lemma is true without any previous

assumption concerning the existence of isothermic representations. The

proof of the lemma runs as follows. Let

S : x = x(u, v), y y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u* + v*^l

be the minimizing representation. Let & ~ oc(u,v), f}
= f}(u,v) be

admissible parameters, and let

S:* = i(*,0), y = y(*,0), z = z(*,ft, ofl + p^\
be the resulting admissible representation R . Then j(jR) is an integral

over a 2 + ft
2 < 1 Introducing in this integral the old parameters u, v

as variables of integration, we obtain the formula

)-2FK^

Let e be a small parameter, and let \p(u, v) be a function which is

continuous and has continuous partial derivatives of the first and second

order in and on the unit circle u 2 + v 2
1 . Then the equations

a = u COSE^J v sinsy ,

/?
= u siney + v coseip

define admissible parameters for small values of e, as it is easily seen.

With these parameters in (5.13), J(R) becomes a function /(e) of
,

which has a minimum for e = 0. The equation /'(O)
= gives the

relation

ff{[v(E
~

G)
~ 2uF] yu + [u(E G) + 2vF] %}dudv = . (5.14)

Let now <p (u , v) be a function having the properties required of \p (u , v)

and having the additional property of vanishing on u 2 + v 2 1. The

formulas 1

* ~u + ev (u,v) , p = v

define then admissible parameters for small values of e. Using these

parameters in (5-13), we obtain

//[(
-

G)<pu + 2F<pv]dudv - 0. (5.15)

The equations (5.14) and (5.15) are both of the form

//[*(, v) 4 + b(u, v) JJ rfw dv =
,

where a(u,v), b(u,v) have continuous first partial derivatives in

w 2 + v 2 < 1 . The function A(u, v) has to be sufficiently regular and

1 We are using here again the method of the variation of the independent
variables, which also played an important part in the non-parametric problem (see

IV. 12).
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has to vanish on w 2 + v 2 = I.
1 This is exactly the situation which

arises in the discussion of the first variation of multiple integrals; the

classical inference is that au + bv 0. Applying this to (5.14) and (5-15),

we obtain2

JL
[V(E

_ G
)
- 2uF] + -jL[u(E-G) + 2vF] = , (5-16)

0, (5.17)

for u 2 + v 2 < 1 . From (5.16) follows the existence, in w 2 + v 2 < 1 ,

of a function Q(u y v) such that

Qv = v(E - G)
- 2uF, Qu = u(E ~ G)

~ 2vF. (5.18)

From (5.16), (5.17), (5.18) it follows by simple computations that

Quu + QV9 = 0, that is to say that Q is harmonic. (5-14) can then'be

written in the form

//(flrVu -QuVt*) dudv =-0,

where ^ is wo supposed to vanish on u 2 + v 2 = 1 . If we substitute

for the harmonic function Q its FOURIER expansion and if we put

<y
= r

ncosn0 and y = r
n
sinn0, where rcos@ = w, rsin(9 v, it

follows immediately that ? is constant. Hence 12tt
= 0, Qv = 0, and

(5-18) gives the desired equations E = G, JP = 0.

V.26. To apply the preceding result to the functional A (T) of

J. DOUGLAS, it is necessary to restate the problem A(T) = minimum
in the following form. Let .F* be a given JORDAN curve. Consider all

surfaces 5 which admit of a representation

S:x = x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z z(u,v), u 2 + v 2 ^l,
with the following properties.

1 . x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) have continuous partial derivatives of

the first and second order in 2 + v 2 < 1 .

2. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are continuous in u* + v* ^ 1 ,
and the

equations x = x (u , v) , y = y (u , v) ,
z = z (u , v) define a monotonic

transformation of u 2 + v 2 ~ 1 into a set on P* (this implies that this

set contains at least three distinct points, and on account of the assumed

continuity it follows that the set covers the whole curve /**).

We shall say that 5 is an admissible surface, given in an admissible

representation. Let then the functional /(S; R) be defined by

where R is the admissible representation which has been used to compute
the integral.

The variation problem / (S ; R) = minimum is then clearly equivalent

to the variation problem A (T) = minimum of DOUGLAS.

1
(5.14) holds even if A does not vanish on the boundary.

2 The iemma of HAAR (see IV. 5) would permit to extend the proof to surfaces

of class C'.
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The application of the lemma in V.25 is now obvious. If R is an

admissible representation of an admissible surface S such that /(S ;# )

^minimum, that is to say such that /(S ; R ) ^ J(S\ R) for all

admissible representations of all the admissible surfaces, then in parti-

cular /(S ; RQ) 5^/(5 ; R) for all the admissible representations R of

SQ itself. Hence R is an isothermic representation, on account of the

lemma in V.25.

Chapter VI.

The simultaneous problem in the

parametric form. Generalizations.

VI. 1. This problem has been investigated in the following statement.

Given, in the #y^-space, a JORDAN curve 71

*, consider all the continuous

surfaces, of the type of the circular disc (see 1.8), bounded by F*, and

suppose that the greatest lower bound ci(F*) of their areas is finite.

Determine a solution S of problem P2 (see III. 5), such thai 31(5)
~ a (I

1

*) .

While the method of GARNIER (see V.I) does not yield any information

whatsoever as to the minimizing property of the solution obtained,

both T. RADO and J. DOUGLAS proved that their respective methods

yield a solution the area of which is a minimum. In either case, the

proof depends essentially upon the existence theorem for conformal

maps of polyhedrons, which has been the essential tool in the method

reviewed in V.20 to V.23- These proofs will now be described briefly.

VI. 2. Let m(F*) denote the smallest possible limit of the areas of

sequences of polyhedrons tyn ,
such that the boundary polygon of ^n

converges, in the FRECHKT sense, to jT*. This quantity m(F*) has been

called by LEBESGUE, who introduced it in his Thesis 1
,
the minimum area

of F*. Supposing that m(F*) is finite, T. RADO2 starts with the following

approximate problem. Take three distinct points A
,
B

,
C on the unit

circle w 2 + ^ 2 = 1 ,
three distinct points A*, B*, C* on J

7

*, and give

an e > 0. Determine three functions x(u,v), y(u, v) , z(u,v) with the

following properties.

1. x(u, v) , y(u,v), z(u,v) are harmonic in u 2 + v 2 < 1 ,
and

2. satisfy the inequalities

\F\dudv <^ e .

;H<1
3. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are continuous in u 2 + v 2

1- 1
,
and the

equations x = #(w, v), y = y(w, v), ^ ~ z(u, v) carry w 2 + v 2 = 1 in a

one-to-one and continuous way into a (not prescribed) JORDAN curve

1
Integrale, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat. pura appl. Vol. 7 (1902) pp. 231359-

2 The problem of the least area and the problem of PLATEAU. Math. Z. Vol. 32

(1930) pp. 763-796.
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Ff, the distance of which from F* is ^e. Furthermore, the points

A
,
B

, C are carried into three points Af ,
B* , C* such that the distances

A*Af, B*B? t C*C* are all three ^e.

4. (EG F2
)^ du dv ^ m (F*) + e .

M8
-M?

8<1

The solution of this approximate problem is obtained by starting

with a polyhedron *J5
with a boundary polygon p such that both the

difference 91 (*(J)
m (F*) and the distance d

(jp ,
7

1

*) are less than a

properly chosen a>0. If x = x(u,v), y=y(u,v), z = z(u,v),
w 2 + v 2 < 1

,
is a properly normalized isothermic representation of $,

then the harmonic functions x(u,v) t y (u ,v), z (u , v) ,
which coincide

with x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) on u 2 + v 2 = \
,
solve the approximate

problem. The proof follows by a slight and obvious modification of

the reasoning described in V.22.

VI.3. Keep then the points A,B t C,A*,B*,C* fixed and solve

the preceding approximate problem for e = en ,
sn ->0. Denote by

%n(u,v), vn (^,^), Zn(u,v) the solution. A slight modification of the

passage to the limit, used in V.23, shows that there exists a subsequence
which converges to a solution of the exact problem, as stated in VI. 1.

Again, the approximate conditions

prove to be just as effective as the exact conditions E G, F --=

would be. A few remarks are necessary in connection with the effect

of condition 4 of the approximate problem. The immediate information,

obtained from the passage to the limit, concerning the area 91(5) of

the limit surface

S:x = x(u,v), y y(u,v}, z = z(u,v), u 2 + v 2 ^i
is that 91(5)

= m(F*). However, since 5 is bounded by F*, we have

SH(S)^a(r*) by the definition of a(JT*), while, on the other hand,

obviously m(F*) ^ a (/"*). Consequently a(F*) = m(F*) - 91(5),

that is to say the area of 5 is a minimum. It also follows that a(F*)
= m(F*) ,

whenever m(F*) is finite. If m(F*) = +00, then on account

of m (F*) ^_ a (7
1

*) we also have a (F*) = + oo. Hence, for every JORDAN
curve J1

*, we have a(jT*)
= m(F*)

1
. Thus the condition m(F*) < +00,

under which the approximate problem has been solved in VI. 2, is

equivalent to the condition a(jT*) < +00. It follows that the simul-

taneous problem is solvable for every JORDAN curve which bounds some

continuous surface, of the type of the circular disc, with a finite area. This

condition obviously is satisfied if F* is rectifiable. It is also clearly

1 This generalizes a result of LEBESGUE: Integrate, longueur, aire. Ann. Mat.

pura appl. Vol. 7 (1902) pp. 231 359-
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satisfied if F* is situated on a closed convex surface (since the area

of such a surface is always finite and consequently the areas of the

two regions, bounded on the surface by F*> are also finite).

VI.4. Both T. RADO and J. DOUGLAS observe that for a general

JORDAN curve JT* the condition a(jT*) < +00 is not satisfied. While

this fact is rather obvious, the example given by J. DOUGLAS
1 is not

quite convincing. J. DOUGLAS constructs a JORDAN curve F* such that

the measure of the orthogonal projection of 7
1*

upon the #y-plane is

+ 00, provided every point of the projection is counted with the proper

multiplicity. From this it should follow that for every continuous

surface 5, of the type of the circular disc, the area 31 (S) must also be

+ 00, a conclusion which certainly is not obvious as it stands, since

91 (S) ,
in general, is smaller than the measure of the orthogonal projection

of 5 upon a plane
2

. The reviewer takes the liberty to point out a simple

way of obtaining more satisfactory examples. The orthogonal projection,

upon the #y-plane, of a JORDAN curve F* is a closed continuous curve

C*. Every point (x,y), not on C*, has a definite integer n(x,y) as its

topological index with respect to C*. Define N(x,y) by N(x,y)
=

\n(x, y)
|

if (%> y) is not on C* and by N(x, y)
= if (x t y) is on C*.

Then N(x,y) is a measurable function which is clearly zero outside of

a sufficiently large circle K. Furthermore, 91(5) ^ fJN(x t y)dxdy^
for every continuous surface, of the type of the circular disc, bounded

by F*, and consequently a(F*) ^ ff N(x, y)dxdy. It is clear on the

other hand that if the projection C* of F* contains a properly arranged

spiral-shaped arc, JfN(x,y)dxdy can be driven up to +00.

VI. 5. To prove the minimizing property of the minimal surface

obtained by his method, J. DouGLAS3 first observes that if m denotes

the (by assumption finite) greatest lower bound of the functional A (T)

for the given JORDAN curve J1

*, then 91 (5) > m for every continuous

surface, of the type of the circle, bounded by F*. Let us observe that

this would be obvious if 5 would admit of an isothermic representation
=

j(w, v) ,
u 2 + v* ^ 1 ,

E = G, F = 0. Indeed, denote by T the

transformation of u 2 + v 2
\ into .T* defined by the equation of the

surface and denote by x(u t v), y(u,v), ~z(u,v) the harmonic functions

coinciding with the components x(u t v),y(u,v),z(u f v) of jon u 2
-\-v

2
\.

1 Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 33 (1931)

pp. 320-321.
8 See 1.5 and 1.6.

f This follows easily from the theorems in T. RADO: t)ber das FlachenmaB
rektifizierbarer Flachen. Math. Ann. Vol. 100 (1928) pp. 445-479 2.

8 Solution of the problem of PLATEAU. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 33

(1931) pp. 318321. See also the abstract, Existence of a surface etc. Bull. Amer.
Math. Soc. Vol. 36 (1930) pp. 796-797-
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On account of the minimizing property of harmonic functions, we also

have (cf. 11.10)

On account of E = G, f = 0, we have

Finally m^A(T) by the definition of m. Consequently w
It is then easy to understand the proof of J. DOUGLAS for a general

S. The surface is approximated by polyhedrons and the inequality

m^ 91 (S) follows then, by several passages to the limit, from the fact

that these approximating polyhedrons do admit of isothermic represen-

tations. While it follows from this reasoning that m ^ a (F*) ,
it is on

the other hand obvious that we have, for the minimal surface S obtained

by the method of DOUGLAS
,
m = 91 (S) ,

which implies m ^ a (-T*) .

Hence 91 (S)
= m a(F*). Thus it follows that S has the minimizing

property.

It follows in this manner also that the assumption m < -f- >
under

which the method of J. DOUGLAS operates, is equivalent to the assumption
that r* bounds some continuous surface, of the type of the circular disc,

with a finite area.

It is strange that while the method of DOUGLAS is otherwise indepen-
dent of the theory of conformal mapping, he needs this theory to deter-

mine the generality of the method and also to establish the fact that

the solution has a minimum area. It should be observed however that

J. DOUGLAS considers this part of his work as a stop-gap, and expects

to develop a method entirely independent of the theory of conformal

mapping
1

.

VI. 6. J. DOUGLAS gave another solution of the simultaneous problem

(see VI. 1) on the following basis 2
. Take a sequence of polyhedrons $n ,

with boundary polygons converging to the given JORDAN curve /**,

such that 91 ($n) converges to the (by assumption finite) minimum area

m(F*) of .T*. Let $w :
= n (w, v) ,

u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 , be an isothermic

representation of ^n . These equations define a transformation Tn of

u z + v 2 = 1 into the boundary polygon pn of $, and if the isothermic

representations = gn (w , v) are properly normalized, then the sequence
Tn will contain a subsequence converging to a transformation

y =
of the unit circle u = cos, v = sin0 into 71

*, such that the harmonic

functions x (u , v) , y (u , v) ,
z (u , v) with the boundary values (0) , r] (0) ,

f (0) solve the simultaneous problem for F*. Since the triples of harmonic

1 See J. DOUGLAS: Solution of the problem of PLATEAU Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc. Vol. 33 (1931) p- 265.
2

J. DOUGLAS: The mapping theorem of KOEBE and the problem of PLATEAU.

J. Math. Physics, Massachusetts Inst. Technol. Vol. 10 (1931) pp. 106-130.
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functions xn (u, v), yn (u, v), zn (u, v), which coincide on u 2 + v 2 = \

with the components xn (u,v), yn (u,v), zn (u , v) of r.n (u , v) . are obviously

identical to the approximate solutions used in VI. 2, this method differs,

both in its general layout and in its details, very little from the one

reviewed in VI.2 to VI. 3.

VI. 7. For JORDAN curves P* such that m(F*) = + oo, J. DOUGLAS

obtained, by a passage to the limit, the theorem that problem P2 (see

II 1. 5) admits of a solution S such that every interior portion of S has a

minimum area with respect to its own boundary curve 1
. The proof proceeds

as follows. Take a sequence p* of simple closed polygons converging,
in the sence of FR^CHET, to 7

1

*. For p*, the simultaneous problem is

certainly solvable; let

"Sn : x = xn (u,v}, y = yn (u,v), z = zn (u,v], u 2 + v 2
-^l, (6.1)

be a solution, normalized by the condition that three distinct fixed

points A
,
B

,
C on u 2 + v 2 = \ are carried into three distinct points

A*n , B*n ,
C*n of p* which converge to three distinct points A*, B*, C*

on jT*. On account of the approximation theorem (see V.9), it is legiti-

mate to suppose that the sequence converges, in w 2 + v 2
-_-^ 1 ,

to a

solution

S:# x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z=^z(u,v), u 2
-\- v 2

^== 1

of problem P2 for F*. Since all the functions involved are harmonic

and uniformly bounded, the convergence extends to partial derivatives

and is uniform in every smaller concentric circle. Denote by S^ the

portion of 5 corresponding to u 2 + v 2 ^ r2 < 1 . J. DOUGLAS proves
then that S^ has a minimum area, with respect to its own boundary
curve, by computations whose geometrical background might be ex-

plained as follows. Denote by l^ the length of the boundary curve of

W, and let Sjf, 4
r) have similar meanings for Sn . Since all the partial

derivatives converge uniformly in u 2
-f- v 2 ^ r 2 < 1 ,

it follows that

C -> /W, 2l(S;0 -> 8l(S<
r

>). It is then easily seen that we have a ring-

shaped surface %\ bounded by the boundary curves of S ( and S^,
such that 2I(ZT)->0.

Suppose there exists a continuous surface S^, of the type of

the circular disc, with the same boundary as S^ and such that

(S<
f

>)^(SW) 6, >0. Denote by Sn the surface S<
f
> + 27|p.

Then (S^) -+ (S<
r

>) ,
and from the relations (S>>) ^(SW) ~ e,

(SJT) -> (S<
f

))
it follows that a(SJT) < (SJT) for large values of n.

Replacing then, for Sw ,
the portion S (

by the surface S^, we obtain

a surface with area less than Sn , in contradiction with the minimizing

property of Sn .

1
J. DOUGLAS: The least area property of the minimal surface determined by

an arbitrary JORDAN contour. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. Vol. 17 (1931)

pp. 211216.
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Thus S^ has a minimum area with respect to its own boundary,
and consequently every portion of S^ has the same property. Since r

was arbitrary, this proves the theorem.

VI. 8. The reviewer has had the privilege of seeing the manuscript
of a paper by J. E. McSHANE 1

,
in which the solution of the simultaneous

problem is derived from general theorems, interesting in themselves.

The following definitions are used by McSHANE. A function f(u,v),

given in u 2 + v 2 < 1 ,
will be said to satisfy the condition (C) if

1. f(u,v) is continuous in u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 ,
and

2. f(u,v) is for almost every u an absolutely continuous function

of v
, and for almost every v an absolutely continuous function of u

,
and

3. the DIRICHLET integral f J (fu + /*), extended over u 2 + v 2 < 1,

is finite.

Let again f(u, v) be continuous in u 2 + v 2
^,\. Let R be a. sub-

region of u 2 + v 2
i 1

,
and denote by M(R) , m(R) the maximum and

minimum of f(u,v) in R, and by Mi>(R), m,b(R) the maximum and

minimum of f(u, v) on the boundary of R. The least upper bound of

M(R) M b (R) ,
mb (R) m(R) ,

for all subregions R of u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 ,

will be called the monotonic deficiency of /(, v) in u 2 + v 2
-^ 1 . Clearly,

f(u,v) is monotonic, is the sense explained in IV. 18, if and only if the

monotonic deficiency is zero.

VI. 9. With these definitions we have the following selection theorem.

Let fn (u, v) be a sequence of functions in u 2 + v 2 < 1
,
such that 1. the

DIRICHLET integrals, extended over u 2 + v 2 < 1 are uniformly bounded,

2. every fn (u,v) satisfies condition (C), 3. the sequence converges

uniformly on u 2
-f v 2 = 1 ,

and 4. the monotonic deficiency of fn (u, v)

converges to zero for n -+ oo . Then the sequence contains a subsequence

which converges uniformly in u 2 + v 2 ^ 1
,
and the limit function satisfies

again condition (C).

Except for the second half of the theorem, concerned with the

condition (C), this theorem is a generalization of a similar selection

theorem used by LEBESGUE 2
. As observed by McSHANE, the proof of

LEBESGUE extends easily to this more general case. Condition (C) also

can easily be handled on the basis of general theorems in the theory

of functions of real variables.

VI. 10. Another selection theorem used by McSHANE is concerned with

surfaces. Let

On '. X = Xn \M > V) > y = ynfo , V) ,
Z = Zn (U , V) ,

U -f- V r^= 1 (O.2)

be a sequence of surfaces with the following properties.

1 See the abstract: J. E. MCSHANE: Parametrization of saddle-surfaces, with

application to the problem of PLATEAU. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 38 (1932)

pp. 810811. The detailed presentation appears in the Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

2 Sur le probleme de DIRICHLET. Rend Circ. mat. Palermo Vol. 24 (1907)

pp. 371-402.
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1. All the coordinate functions satisfy condition (C) of VI. 8.

2. The DIRICHLET integrals, over w 2 + v 2 <l, of the coordinate

functions are less than a fixed constant M independent of n.

3. The monotonic deficiency of xn (u, v) , yn (u, v), zn (u, v) converges

to zero.

4. The equations (6.2) take w 2 + T;
2 = 1 in a one-to-one and con-

tinuous way into a JORDAN curve T7
*. These curves JT* converge, in

the sense of FRCHET, to a JORDAN curve F*. There exist three distinct

points A,B ,C on u 2
-{- v* \ whose images A^, B*n ,

C* converge to

three distinct points A*, B*, C* of F*.

Then the sequence (6.2) contains a subsequence which converges

uniformly in u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 . The limit surface

S:x = x(u,v) t y= y(,v), z= z(u,v), w 2+ v 2 ^!, (6.2.1)

is such that x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are monotonic and satisfy condition

(C). Furthermore, the equations (6.2.1) define, for u 2 + v 2 = 1 ,
a

continuous monotonic transformation of u 2
-\- v 2 = 1 into T

1

*, such

that 4
, B, C are carried into A*, B*, C*.

To prove this, denote by Tn the monotonic transformation of

U 2
_|_ V 2 == ! jnto jr^ defined by (6.2) for w 2 + v 2 = 1 . All the con-

ditions for the selection theorem in 1.22 being satisfied, there is a con-

vergent subsequence, to be denoted again by Tn ,
which converges to

a monotonic transformation Tofw 2 + ^ 2 = l into T
7
*. The continuity

of T follows then from assumption 2 by a reasoning similar to the

lemma in V.I 5.

Now then, if a sequence of monotonic functions converges, on a

closed interval, to a continuous function, then the convergence neces-

sarily is uniform1
. McSHANE observes that this obviously remains true

for sequences of monotonic transformations. From the continuity of

T it follows therefore that Tn converges uniformly to T; in other words,

the sequence (6.2) contains a subsequence which converges uniformly
on u 2 + v 2 = 1 . The present selection theorem is then an immediate

consequence of the selection theorem in VI.9.

VI.ll. A continuous surface

S:x = x(u f v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), w 2 + v 2 ^l (6.3)

is called by McSHANE a saddle-surface if x(u,v), y(w,v), z(u,v) are

monotonic. He proves that this property is independent of the particular

choice of the parametric representation of the surface. His main theorem

is then that every saddle-surface which has a finite area and which is

bounded by a JORDAN curve admits of isothermic parameters in the following

generalized sense.

1 See for instance P6LYA-SZEG6: Aufgaben und Lehrsatze Vol. 1 p. 63 pro-
blem 127.
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If 5 is a saddle-surface, bounded by a JORDAN curve jT*, with finite

area, then 5 admits of a representation (6.3) with the following properties.

1. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u > v) satisfy condition (C) of VI.8 and are

monotonic functions.

2. E G, F almost everywhere in u 2 + v 2 < 1 .

The proof proceeds in the following steps. By the definition of

21 (S) ,
we have a sequence of polyhedrons ^w such that tyn

- S and

91 ($n)
-> 91 (S) . Choose three distinct fixed points A ,

B
,
C on w 2 + v 2 = \ ,

three distinct fixed points ^4*, B*, C* on the boundary curve F* of 5,
and three distinct points A*

lf
B*

lt
C*n on the boundary polygon of *p*,

such that A*n -+A*, B*n -+B*> C* -> C* (this is possible on account

of $n ->S). Let

tyn'x = xn (u,v) f y = yn (u,v), z = zn (u,v), u* + v*^i (6.4)

be an isothermic representation of $w (see 1.19), such that A , B, C are

carried into A*
(t
B*

lt
C*. Then, on account of n Gn , Fn = we have

Since 21 ($w)
-> 21(5), and 81 (S) is finite, the integrals (6.5) are uniformly

bounded, and consequently the DIRICHLET integrals of xn (u, v
) , yn (u, v) ,

zn (u , v) are less than a finite constant M independent of n . From
s$n -> S it follows, on account of the assumption that 5 is a saddle-

surface, that the monotonic deficiencies of xn (u, v) , yn (u, v
) , 2n (^ , v)

converge to zero. Finally, the isothermic representation (6.4) of $n

clearly satisfies condition (C) of VI.8. Thus all the assumptions of the

selection theorem of VI. 10 are satisfied, and therefore the sequence

(6.4) contains a subsequence converging uniformly in w 2 + i>
2 <;l.

For the sake of simplicity, let (6.4) denote such a subsequence. If

x*(u,v), y*(u,v), z*(u,v) denote the limit functions, then

S : x = x*(u, v) , y y*(u,v), z = z*(u,v), u 2
-\-v

z ^i
is a representation

1 of 5 as required by the theorem. Indeed, 1. is

satisfied on account of the selection theorem of VI. 10. To verify 2.,

observe that on account of 1.16, we have

21(5)
=

On the other hand, from xn (u, v) l x*n (u, v) it follows, on account of

the lower semi-continuity of the DIRICHLET integral
2

, that

Write the corresponding inequalities for the y and z coordinates and
add. There follows

) ^ Km ljj(En + Gn)
= lim 21 ($n)

= 21 (5) ,

. + Gn)
= 21 ($w)

-> (S) .

1 In the sense of 1.8. 2 See IV.20.

Problem of Plateau.
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Thus we obtain the inequality

*//(* + G*) <*(S) =/J (*G*
- P")*,

'

(6.6)

while on the other hand

ff(E*G*
- F* 2

)* ^jjE**G* ^ *//(
* + G*) (6-7)

From (6.6) and (6.7) it follows immediately that * G*, F* =
almost everywhere.

VI.12. Let

S:x = x(u,v), y y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u z + v 2 ^=l

be a continuous surface bounded by a JORDAN curve F*
t
such that

x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) satisfy condition (C). Then, on account of 1.16,

21 (S) is finite and is given by

McSHANE proves then that there exists a saddle-surface

S* : x = x* (u, v) , y = y* (u, v) , z = z* (u, v) ,

2 + v 2 ^ 1 ,

with the following properties.

1. S* is again bounded by J7

*,

2. l(S*)^(S),
3. x*(u t v), y*(u,v), z*(u,v) satisfy condition (C) of VI.8. The

construction of S* is analogous to a construction used by LEBESGUE
in the theory of the DIRICHLET problem

1
. Roughly speaking, if 5 is

not itself a saddle-surface, then we shall have on S some closed plane

curve F which bounds a portion S of 5 which is not in the plane of T.

If then we replace S by its orthogonal projection upon the plane of F,
we do not increase the area of 5 (condition (C) is necessary to justify

this conclusion), and we bring 5 closer to being a saddle-surface. This

operation, '. -V worded and applied a denumerable infinity of

times, leads to the saddle-surface 5*.

VI.13. The preceding theorems lead to the following selection theorem.

Let there be given a sequence

Sn :x = xn (u, v), y = yn (,v), Z = ZH (U,V), u* + v 2 ^\,
of saddle-surfaces, such that every Sn is bounded by a JORDAN curve

JT
f

*
. Suppose that the areas 91 (Sn) are uniformly bounded, and that F*

converges, in the FRCHET sense, to a JORDAN curve F*.

Then the sequence 5 contains a subsequence which converges in

the sense of FR^CHET. The limit surface is a saddle-surface bounded

by JT*.

1 LEBESGUE: Sur le'probleme de DIRICHLET. Rend. Circ. mat. Palermo Vol. 24

(1907) pp. 371-402.
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The proof follows immediately from VI.12 and 'from the selection

theorem of VI. 10.

VI. 14. On the basis of the preceding theorems, McSHANE gives the

following solution of the simultaneous problem (see VI.l). Denote by
a (F*) the (by assumption finite) greatest lower bound of the areas of

all continuous surfaces, of the type of the circular disc, bounded by jT*.

Then first we have a sequence of polyhedrons tyn such that 81 ($n)
-> ci (JT*)

and such that the boundary polygon
*
of ^n converges, in the FRCHET

sense, to F*. The theorem of VI. 12 clearly applies to polyhedrons,
hence we can replace 5J?n by a saddle-surface 5n , bounded by *, such

that 91 (Sn) ^ffl($n)._Then clearly

fim (Sn) ^ lim ($n)
= a (F*) . (6.8)

Thus the sequence 21 (Sn)
is bounded. Hence the selection theorem* of

VI. 13 applies, and we obtain a surface S, limit of a subsequence of the

sequence 5n ,
such that

1. S is bounded by jT*,

2. S is a saddle-surface,

3. 91 (S) ^ lim9l(Sn), on account of the lower semi-continuity of

the area.
rFrom 3 and (6.8) it follows that 91 (S) ^ a (F*) ,

while from 1 it

follows that a(F*) ^2l(S). Hence 31 (S)
= a(F*), that is to say S

solves the least area problem for F*. While, in general, this fact alone

would not permit any further conclusions (see 1 1 1. 13), the fact that S is

a saddle-surface enables McSHANE to show that S is a minimal surface.

Indeed, S being a saddle-surface with a finite area, it admits of an

isothermic representation in the sense of the theorem of VI.ll. Let

S:x = x(u t v), y = y(u,v), z = z(u,v), u 2 + v 2 ^.i (6.9)

be an isothermic representation of S
,
and denote by % (u , v) , y(u,v) t

z(u, v) the harmonic functions coinciding on u 2 + ^ 2 = 1 with x(u, v) ,

y(u,v), z(u, v}. The reasoning of 11.10 applies on account of condition

(C) (see VI. 8), and it follows that the area of the surface

is less than the area of 5, unless x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v) are themselves

harmonic functions. Hence it follows from the minimizing property
of 5 that the functions x(u, v) , y(u,v), z(u,v) in (6.9) are harmonic.

Consequently, the equations E = G, F = 0, which are known to be

satisfied almost everywhere inw 2 + v 2 <l, will hold everywhere, since

E , JF, G are continuous (even analytic). That is to say, (6.9) solves the

simultaneous problem for F*.

VI.l 5. A little discussion is however necessary to finish up the

existence proof. The selection theorem of VI. 10, which plays an impor-
tant part in the preceding proof, yielded a limit surface

7*
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such that these equations define a continuous monotonic transformation

T of u 2 + v 2 = \ into the boundary curve 71

*, three distinct points

A t B, C given on u 2 + ^ 2 = 1 being carried into three distinct points

A*, B*, C* given on jT*. On the other hand, it does not follow from

the proof of the selection theorem that T is a one-to-one transformation,

and, as a consequence, the same remark applies to the solution of the

simultaneous problem obtained by the method of McSHANE. This point

can however be taken care of easily. If (6.9) represents the solution,

then x (u , v) , y(u,v), z (u , v) are harmonic and E = G
,
F = in

w 2 + v 2 < 1 . If then the equations do not carry u* + v 2 = \ in a one-

to-one way into P*, then there exists (see 1.23) an arc tfonw 2 + t;
2 = l

along which x(u, v) , y(u,v), z(u, v) all three reduce to constants. The

reasoning at the end of V.10 shows then that x(u, v) , y(u, v) , z(u,v)
reduce to constants identically. This however contradicts the fact that

there exists on^ 2 + v 2 la triple of distinct points A, B, C which

are carried by (6.9) into a triple of distinct points A*, B*, C* of jT*.

It would be interesting to determine if, in the important theorem

of VI. 11 on the conformal maps of saddle-surfaces, the correspondence
between the boundary curves is or is not necessarily one-to-one, although
this mapping theorem is efficient enough as it stands, as far as the

problem of PLATEAU is concerned.

VI. 16. The existence of the solution of the simultaneous problem
has several interesting implications, some of which will now be considered.

It has been observed (see III. 14) that a minimal surface, bounded by a

given curve, does not in general have a minimum area. H. A. ScHWARZ1
,

by a discussion of the second variation, obtained conditions under which

a given piece S of a minimal surface has a minimum area with respect

to surfaces bounded by the same curve and sufficiently close to S (rela-

tive minimum). The recent results permit the establishing of the

following theorem concerned with an absolute minimum2
.

// the boundary curve JT* of a minimal surface S has a simply-covered
convex curve as its parallel or central projection upon some plane, then

the area of S is a minimum with respect to all surfaces bounded by P*

(surface means continuous surface of the type of the circular disc].

First, on account of the remark at the end of VI.}, the minimum
area of F* is finite, and hence the simultaneous problem has a solution

S* (see VI. 3). On account of the uniqueness theorem of III.ll, S* is

identical to 5, which proves the theorem.

VI.17. Let S denote a regular minimal surface (see III.4). A suffi-

ciently small vicinity S of any point P of S has then a simply covered

1 Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen Vol. l pp. 151 167 and pp. 224
to 269.

* T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (l32) pp. 1-20.
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orthogonal projection upon, say, the #y-plane. Hence P is contained

in a portion S$ of S such that the ^-projection of the boundary curve

of S;f is a convex curve (a circle, if we wish). Hence, on account of

VI. 16, the area of a minimal surface, in the sense of differential geometry,

is an absolute minimum in the small 1
.

VI. 18. Let us consider now the non-parametric problem (Chapter IV).

Denote by C a convex JORDAN curve in the #y-plane, and by (p(P)

a continuous function of the point P varying on C. The equation
z = <p(P) determines, in the xyz-space, a JORDAN curve JT*, and C is

the simply-covered orthogonal projection of 7
1

*. Since C is convex, the

simultaneous problem has a solution S for F* (see the end of VI.3),

and on account of 1 1 1. 10, S can be represented by an equation
z = z (x , y) ,

where z(x, y) is continuous in and on C
, analytic in C

,

equal to
cp (P) on C

,
and satisfies in C the partial differential equation

(1 + q*)r 2pqs + (1 + p*)t
= 0.

That is to say, the boundary value problem is solvable for every continuous

boundary function <p(P) given on a convex curve C. 2 The three-point

condition (see IV.2) is thus seen to be superfluous.

It also follows that the solution z z(x, y) defines a minimal surface

whose area is a minimum with respect to all continuous surfaces, of

the type of the circular disc, bounded by the same curve (and not only
with respect to surfaces z= z(x, y), where z(x, y) satisfies the LIPSCHITZ

condition, as it would follow from the existence proof described in IV. 17

to IV. 26). Thus z(x t y) solves the problem 21 (z) minimum to be

considered in the next section VI. 19.

VI. 19. Let C and q>(P) have the same meaning as in the preceding
section VI. 18. Consider the totality of all those functions z(x,y) which

are continuous in and on C and are equal to 99 (P) on C. Denote by

ty(z) the area, in the sense of LEBESGUE, of the surface z = z (x , y) .

Consider the problem 21 (z)
= minimum. On account of VI.18, the

problem has a solution z1 (x t y) (since C is supposed to be convex).

McSHANE proved that the solution is unique
3

. To see this, observe

firstthat

is finite on account of the convexity of C (see the end of VI.3). Suppose
we have another solution z2 . Then_ a(*,)

= aw = a. (6.10)

1 T. RAD6: Contributions to the theory of minimal surfaces. Acta Litt. Sci.

Szeged Vol. 6 (1932) pp. 1-20.
2 T. RAD6: The problem of the least area and the problem of PLATEAU. Math.

Z. Vol. 32 (1930) pp. 795 796. The theorem has been stated, without proof, by
S. BERNSTEIN: Sur les Equations du Calcul des Variations. Ann. Ecole norm.

Vol.29 (1912) pp. 431 485- See in particular pp. 484 485.
3 MCSHANE: On a certain inequality of STEINER. Ann. of Math. Vol. 33 (1932)

pp. 123-138.
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Clearly, \(zl + z%) also reduces to <p(P) on C. Hence

while the inequality of STEINER (see 1.17) gives

$Vf I - i <^ JL. /Qf ( y \ I j QT ^ y ^\ nQ
I /^ I ^== x \^\ l' T^ ^v\ <^2'/

~~~' *

Thus *^' (6.H)

Consequently, as shown by McSHANE (see 1.17), Pi p2,qi fa almost

everywhere (p, q denote the partial derivatives of the first order). Well

then, z
l is analytic and thus

Since pl
= p2 , q1

= q2 almost everywhere, we have

// (1 + fl + <?!)*
= // (1 + Pl + <$ (6.13)

From (6.10), (6.12) and (6.13) it follows that

Thus 21 fo) and 2f(z2) are both given by the classical integral formula.

In this case however, as shown by McSHANE (see 1.17), (6.11) implies

that z2 z
l
is constant. Since z2 z

l
= on C, it follows that z2 = z

l
.

VI. 20. McSHANE observed 1 that the preceding result yields the

following generalization of the theorem of IV. 10.

Let the continuous surface S be a solution of the least area problem

for a JORDAN curve J7

*. Suppose that every point PQ of S is comprised
in a portion 5 of S which has a simply-covered orthogonal projection upon
some plane. Then S is analytic (and is a minimal surface in the sense of

differential geometry}.

To prove this, consider any one of the portions S described in the

theorem, and suppose that 5 has a simply covered #y-projection for

instance. Denote by C any convex JORDAN curve, comprised with its

interior in the projection of S . Denote by S$ the portion of S which

is projected into the JORDAN region bounded by C. Let z = z%(x, y)

be the equation of SJ and denote by q> (P) the function to which 2 J (x t y)

reduces on C. Then z% (x t y) clearly solves the problem 91 (z)
= minimum

for the convex JORDAN curve C and the continuous boundary function

<p*(P). Since the solution of the problem is unique (see VI. 19), z* (x, y)

coincides with the analytic solution whose existence is secured by VI.18. 2

This proves the theorem.

In IV.10, S has been supposed to be a regular surface of class C'.

This assumption implies that S has, in the small, a simply covered

1 McSHANE: On a certain inequality of STEINER. Ann. of Math. Vol. 33 (1932)

pp. 123-138.
2 The existence theorem of IV. 16 is not sufficiently general tor the present

application, on account of the three-point condition.
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projection upon a properly chosen plane. The result of McSHANE shows

that this property is sufficient in itself to secure the analytic character

of S . Thus the analytic character of a solution of the least area problem

depends upon regularity in the topological sense, rather than upon re-

gularity with respect to differential coefficients. It would be interesting

to decide if it is sufficient to suppose that S is, in the small, a JORDAN
surface (one-to-one and continuous image of the circular disc).

VI.21. Up to this time, we only considered surfaces of the type of

the circular disc, bounded by a given JORDAN curve. All the problems
we discussed so far could be stated for surfaces of any given topological

type, bounded by any number of given curves. We conclude this report

by a brief review of certain results due to J. DOUGLAS concerning

problems of this generalized type
1

.

Let there be given two non-intersecting JORDAN curves Flt JT2 in

the #y-space. Determine in the 2/v-plane a circular ring bounded by
two circles Cl ,

C2 with center at the origin and with radii R and R%>Rlf

and three functions x(u,v), y(u y v), z(u,v) with the following pro-

perties
2

.

1. x(u, v), y(u, v) , z(u, v) are harmonic for Rl < u 2 + v 2 < 7?|,

2. and satisfy there the equations E = G, F = 0, and

3. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are continuous in Rl^u 2+ v 2 ^Rl and

the equations x = x(u, v) , y = y (u, v) ,
z z(u, v) carry the circles Cl

and C2 in a one-to-one and continuous way into the given JORDAN curves

J\ and F2 respectively.

VI.22. In case 7\, P2 are both in the #y-plane, and for instance /\
is enclosed by P2 , then the above problem requires to map the ring-

shaped region bounded by /\ and F2 upon a circular ring in a one-to-

one and continuous and in the interior conformal way, as is easily seen

by a reasoning similar to the one used in V.I 9. As is well known in this

special case, the circular ring cannot be given arbitrarily, the ratio of

the radii of the (concentric) boundary circles being invariable under

conformal mapping. Therefore, in the problem stated in VI.21, the ratio

q
= RI/RZ is to be considered as unknown.

VI.23. J. DouGLAS3 treats the problem of VI.21 by generalizing his

method for the one-contour case. Take a q satisfying < q < 1 ,
and

1
J. DOUGLAS announced [see J. DOUGLAS : Solution of the problem of PLATEAU.

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 33 (1931) p. 264] that his methods are adequate for

the solution of the most general problem (any number of boundary curves, minimal

surface of any prescribed topological type),
2

J. DOUGLAS considers the w-dimensional problem (in the sense explained in

V.I 9) and points out that the value of n does not make any difference. We
restrict ourselves therefore to the case n 3

8 The problem of PLATEAU for two contours. J. Math. Physics, Massachusetts

Inst. Technol. Vol. 10 (1931) pp. 315 359-
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two concentric circles C,, C2 with center at u 0, v = and with

radii /?lf 7?2 such that q = RilRf Denote by

monotonic transformations of the circles Clt C2 into J^, F2 respectively.

Denote by xl (u t v) t yi(u>v), z
1 (u f v) the harmonic functions, defined

in u 2 + fl
2 < Rl and obtained by means of the POISSON integral formula,

using f! (0) , r\i (&] , f, (0) as boundary functions. Let x2 (u t v), y2 (u,v),

z2 (u,v) have a similar meaning for 2 + # 2 < /?! and #12 (w,v),

^, *12 (w, v) for #? < w 2 + v 2 < Rl Put

t + GJ, u*+v*<Ri, (6.15)

n + G18), 1? < + t^ < IZJ. (6.16)

We use again E,F, G, with the proper subscripts, to denote the first

fundamental quantities of a surface.

VI. 24. Denote by m (PJ ,
m (F2) ,

m (/\ , J^) the greatest lower bounds

ofA(T1 ) t A(T2) t A(Tlf T2 \q) for all possible monotonic transformations

7\, T2 and for all values of q, < q < 1 . Suppose these lower bounds

are finite (the geometrical interpretation of this condition will be con-

sidered in VI.29).

It follows from the definitions that

]. DOUGLAS proves that if

m(r\,r2)<m(rl) + m(r2),

then the problem in VI.21 is solvable. The existence proof is similar to

the one he developed for the one-contour case, although a great deal

more involved. The proof is based on a detailed study of A (7\, T2 ; q)

in its dependence upon Tlt T2 , q. We are going to indicate the main

steps.

VI. 25. Develop the functions ^(0), %(<9), fi($), which define the

transformation Tlt into a FOURIER series. Denote by a\ mt bi m the

vectors whose components are the coefficients of cosw<9, sinm@

respectively in the developments of i(@), 71i(@), fi($). Let a$ m ,
b2m

have the same meaning with respect to T2 . Then DOUGLAS finds that

(1 + ^
2m

) Mm + b\ m + a\ m + b\ m ]
- 4q

m
(al---

TIT^
M=l

where
. i(a a \<x t \io

~
"20) -
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It is necessary for the sequel to control A (Tly T2 ',q) in the vicinity of

q = and q
= 1 . DOUGLAS finds, for q close to zero, the development

A(Tlt Tt ;q)=A (7\) + A (Tz) + + qX (power series of q). (6.1 7)

For q close to 1, the following asymptotic expression is obtained:

3 ***+*//>() <*

A^.T.-q)^-^ q

--
(6.18)

and 2*

,.,.
where

The numerators in (6.18) and (6.19) are clearly ^nd 2
,
where d is

the by assumption positive shortest distance of /\ and 7^
2 . DOUGLAS

also observes that the approximations (6.18) and (6.19) are uniform,

provided F1
and F2 are restricted to fixed bounded regions.

VI. 26. By the definition of m(Flf F2) t there exists a sequence

(IT, rf; {<>) such that /I (7T, Tf ; ?<
w
))

-> w(/\, T2). For a properly
chosen subsequence, which we denote again by (77, T\ q^) y T'\

] and

T'l
n
will converge toward transformations Tlt T2 and ^

(n) will converge
to a limit q. In the present case it is impossible to normalize the se-

quences T\
l

\ Ta
w)

as it has been done in the one-contour case by pre-

scribing the images of several points, since the conformal maps of a

circular ring upon itself are determined as soon as the image of a single

boundary point is known. Consequently, the selection theorem of 1.22

cannot be referred to directly. An easy discussion shows however that

the limit transformation 7\ is either a monotonic transformation in

the sense of 1.21 or otherwise T
l
is degenerate in the sense that it carries

the whole circle into a single point. The same holds for the limit trans-

formation T
2 .

The first thing to do is therefore to show that T1 ,
T2 are non-degene-

rate and that q is different from and from 1 . Otherwise
(
T

1 ,
T

z ; q)

could not serve to solve the problem A(T1 ,
T2 ; q)

= minimum. All

these pov*j|)iliii(s are excluded, as DOUGLAS finds, by the assumptions

m(rit ra) < w(Ii) + m(r2) and m(Flt F2) <oo. It follows for in-

stance from (6.17) for /->0 that

lim A (Tf\ Tf ; q ) fe m (/\) + m (FJ ,

and hence, since Hm A (7 Tf)
.

q(n}]
= m^^ ^

that m (A f
F2)^m(F1 ) + m (F2)

. For q^ -+ 1 it follows from (6.1 8) that
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VI.27. Thuswehaveagr withO<j'<l , a circular ring Rl^u
with RI/RZ = q, and monotonic transformations

of the boundary circles C1 , Ca of the ring into the given JORDAN curves

JTi, Pa, such that1 2

From m (/^ ,
JT2) < + oo it follows again, by means of the expression

(6.16) and, for instance, the lemma in V.I 5, that Tlf T2 are both con-

tinuous.

VI. 28. Denote by x12 (u,v), yn(u,v), Zi2(u > v ) the harmonic func-

tibns, defined in R* ^ u 2 + v* ^ R%, which reduce to ^(9), *ii(0) ,

Ci(0) on C1 and to I2 (0), %(#), ^(&)
on C2 . DOUGLAS shows that

these functions satisfy the equations E12 GJ2 ,
jP12

= 0, by computing
the first variation of the functional A(Tl} T2 ',q). The variations of

Tlf T2 are controlled by computations similar to those in V.I 8. In

addition variations of q must also be considered in the present case.

These are handled by means of the asymptotic expression (6.19). Thus

it follows that xl2 (u, v), y]2 (
w

> v)
ziz(u >

v
) satisfy all the conditions of

the problem, except possibly for condition 3- Now that E12
= G12 ,

P12
= o has already been shown, this last point can be taken care of

easily. If the correspondence between the boundaries would not be

one-to-one, then x12 , yl2) z12 would reduce to constants on a whole arc

of the boundary of the circular ring, and consequently (cf. the end of

V.10) they would reduce to constants identically. Then Tj, T2 would

necessarily both be degenerate, and this possibility has been excluded

previously.

VI. 29. There remains to discuss the geometrical meaning of the

condition m (7^ ,
T2) <m (/\) + m (F2)

. Denote by $^ a sequence of

polyhedrons, of the topological type of the circular ring, such that the

boundary polygons of $12 converge, in the FRECHET sense, to .T, and F2

respectively. Consider Iim9l(5pi3). Then DOUGLAS observes that the

minimum of limSl^rJ) ,
for all possible sequences ^12 with the properties

required above, is equal to m (/\ ,
F

2) . Similarly, m (7^) and m (F2) are

equal to the minimum areas of the curves /\ , JT2 in the LEBESGUE sense.

The area of the minimal surface S whose existence has been proved in

VI.23 to VI.28 is clearly equal to w(/\, F2). Since obviously the area

of any continuous surface, of the type of a circular ring, bounded by

P! and jT2 is at least equal to m (jT, , 7^) ,
it follows that the area of the

minimal surface S is a minimum with respect to all these surfaces. Thus

it follows that the condition m (7^ ,
F2) < m (JTj) + m (F2) has the following

geometrical meaning: the minimum of the areas of all continuous surfaces,

of the type of the circular ring, bounded by Fl and F2 is les's than the sum
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of the minima of the areas of all continuous surfaces, of the type of the

circular disc, bounded by Fl and F2 separately.

J. DOUGLAS quotes several cases in which th condition m(Flt F2)

< m (F^ + m (JT2) is satisfied. An interesting case is that of two inter-

lacing JORDAN curves. Another important case is that of two JORDAN
curves F^ ,

F2 in the same plane, such that F2 for instance encloses F1 .

In this case, the problem of VI. 21 reduces to map the ring-shaped region

between JT, and jT
2 in a one-to-one and continuous and in the interior

conformal way upon a circular ring. J. DOUGLAS emphasizes the fact

that his method yields a new proof for the existence of this map.

J. DOUGLAS observes that in order to obtain the geometrical meaning
of tn(Fl} F2) , m(F^, m(F2)

described above, it is necessary to use the

existence of conformal maps of polyhedrons, in a similar way as in the

one-contour case (see VI. 5). He considers this again as a stop-gap and

is planning to develop a method entirely independent of the theory of

conformal mapping.
VI. 30. In what precedes it has been supposed that nt(Flf F^) is

finite. DOUGLAS generalizes his result in the following way. Denote

by e(Flf F2) the maximum of En [w (JT) + m(F^} ~w (/?'>, F^)}
for all sequences F?, Ff } such that /T -* Flt /?> -> T2 and such that

m (Fl
n
\ /2

W)

)
is finite. These conditions are certainly satisfied by polygons

F'i\ r$
l

\ for instance. DOUGLAS obtains then the theorem that the

problem in VI. 21 is solvable for Flf F2 if e(Fl> F2 ) > 0.

The method consists of solving the problem for a sequence r{
n
\ Ff ]

such that m(r'^)+m(r^)^m(r't
l

\r^)^e(r^r^ and passing

then to the limit. The passage to the limit is substantially the same as

that described in VI. 26, and is controlled by the fact that the approxima-
tions (6.18) and (6.19) are uniform provided the curves involved are

restricted to fixed finite regions of the space.

The condition e (Fl ,
jP2) > is satisfied, as DOUGLAS observes, for

any two interlacing JORDAN curves.

VI.31. Closely related to the two-contour case is the problem,
considered by DOUGLAS, to determine a minimal surface of the topological

type of the MOBIUS strip and bounded by a given JORDAN curve 1
. The

analytic formulation of the problem is as follows2
.

Given a JORDAN curve F, determine a q satisfying < q < 1 and

three functions x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) with the following properties.

1. x(u, v) , y(u, v) , z(u,v) are harmonic for q
2 < u* + v 2 < 1 and

2. satisfy there the equations E = G, F = 0.

1
J. DOUGLAS: One-sided minimal surfaces with a given boundary. Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc. Vol. 34 (1932) pp. 731-756.
2

J. DOUGLAS considers the w-dimensional problem (in the sense explained in

V.I 9) and points out that the value of n does not make any difference. We
restrict ourselves therefore to the case n = 3-
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3. x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v) are continuous in q
2 ^u 2 + v 2 ^\ and

the equations x x(u,v), y = y(u,v), z z(u,v) carry the circles

u 2 + v 2 = 1 and u 2 + v 2 =
<?

2 in a one-to-one and continuous way into

the given JORDAN curve F.

4. If 1(0), ??(0), (0) are the boundary values of x(u, v) t y(u, v),

z(u,v) on u 2 + v 2
1 , then the boundary values on w 2 + v 2 =

#
2

are (6 + n), r)(0 + n), (0 + 7i).

VI.32. Condition 4 implies that the equations x = x(u, v) , y y (u , v)

z = z(u,v) define a minimal surface of the type of the MOBIUS strip.

Indeed, if (u, v) is a point of q
2 ^u 2 + v 2 -< 1 , then let (u*, v*) denote

the point obtained by reflecting (u, v) on the circle u 2 + v 2
q and

then rotating the resulting point around (0,0) by the angle n. The

points (u, v) , (u*, v*) will be called elliptically inverse to each other with

respect to the circle u 2 + ^ 2 =
q- Condition 4 expresses then that

x(u,v) = x(u*,v*) t y(u t v)
= y(u*,v*), z(u, v) z(u*, v*) (6.20)

on the boundary of the ring <7

2^^ 2+^ 2^1 . Consequently (6.20) also holds

in the whole ring, since elliptic inversion transforms harmonic functions

into harmonic functions, and since harmonic functions are determined

by their boundary values. From (6.20) it follows that the equations
x x (u , v) , y = y (u , v) ,

z ~ z (u , v) determine a minimal surface of

the type of the MOBIUS strip (every point of which is obtained twice).

VI. 33. Denote by

a monotonic transformation of u cos0, v ~ sin into the given

JORDAN curve F, and denote by T* the transformation

Denote by q a number satisfying < y < 1 Let x(u,v), y(u,v),

z(u, v) denote the harmonic functions, defined in q
2 ^ u 2 + v 2 ^ 1 by

means of the POISSON integral formula, using as boundary functions

1(0), 11(9), C(0) on u 2 + v 2 = 1 and f (9 + n) , r](0 + n) 9 (9 + n)

on u 2 + v 2 =
q
2

. Put

the integration being extended over q
2 < u 2 + v 2 < 1 . The method of

DOUGLAS consists then in minimizing A(T] q)\ the harmonic functions

x(u, v), y(u, v) , z(u, v) corresponding to the minimizing set (T; q) solve

then the problem in VI.31. DOUGLAS observes that with the notations

of VI. 23 we can write

Thus the present problem appears as a limit case of the two-contour

problem. As a matter of fact, the treatment of the present problem
follows step by step the treatment of the two-contour case, described

in VI.23 to VI.30. We restrict ourselves therefore to state the result.
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\

Ad of A(T;q) and let m(F)
as in the one contour case.

henever m(F) <m(F), the

the type of the MOBIUS strip. The

^aon is similar to that in the two-contour case.

^ ,.preceding condition presupposes that m(F) and m(F)
in complete analogy with the two-contour case, DOUGLAS

fie following generalization. Denote by e(F) the maximum of

W) ~ m(FW)) for all sequences of JORDAN curves F^ -> F
such that m(FW) and m(F^) are finite. Whenever e(F) > 0, F bounds

a minimal surface of the type of the MOBIUS strip.

VI.35. An application of the preceding criterion, considered by
DOUGLAS, is not quite convincing. Suppose the given JORDAN curve F
has upon the #y-plane a projection of the shape indicated

in the figure. Denote by S the minimal surface of the

type of the circular disc bounded by F. Then, according

to DouGLAS 1
,
S should evidently have the general form of

the RIEMANN surface of (x + iy)% , that is to say S
Fig. 1.

should evidently have a branch-point, and from this fact

DOUGLAS infers that F bounds a minimal surface of the type of the

MOBIUS strip. Well then, it is obvious that if the #y-projection of F
is prescribed as in the figure, the % ^-projection can be chosen as a

simply covered star-shaped curve, and then (see 111.10) none of the

minimal surfaces of the type of the circular disc bounded by F will

have a branch-point. It should also be observed that if a JORDAN
curve jT has an zy-projection as indicated in the figure, then F is

certainly not knotted. Hence problem P3 (see III. 5) has a solution for

F (see V.8). If a solution S of problem P3 has a branch-point, then the

order is at least 2 (see 111.20). Every plane through a branch-point
of 5 intersects therefore F in at least 6 distinct points (see III.8).

Applying this remark to planes perpendicular to the #y-plane, it follows

that whenever F has an #y-projection as indicated in the figure, then

F bounds a minimal surface of the type of the circular disc which is

free of branch-points.

These remarks show the interest and the necessity of a thorough

investigation of the singularities of minimal surfaces in their dependence

upon the shape of the boundary curve.

(Closed Dec. 15, 1932.)

1 One-sided minimal surfaces with a given boundary. Trans. Amer, Math.

Soc. Vol. 34 (1932) pp. 733, 739, 753-
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